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Abstract
Investigation of mesophilic Aeromonas: Response to hydrogen
peroxide and role in false-positive Colilert reaction

Mesophilic Aeromonas are opportunistic human pathogens which produce a wide
range of virulence factors and have been isolated from both untreated and chlorinated
drinking waters. The presence of these microorganisms in the distribution systems
suggests that Aeromonas could display an adaptive response to oxidant present during
water treatment. This adaptive response of Aeromonas would lead to interference in
analysis for faecal coliforms used to determine the quality of potable drinking water,
and be a potential source of intestinal disorders.
The Colilert defmed substrate technology system was developed as a one-step
detection of both coliforms and E. coli while suppressing non-coliform heterotrophic
growth. Aeromonas species were previously shown to cause production of falsepositive reaction at high cell densities (Edberg et ai., 1988). Similar results were
obtained in our study when using fresh Colilert reagents. However, results obtained
during this project showed Aeromonas to mediate false-positive reactions at low cell
densities (10 1 cells/ml in presence of salt, 102 cells/ml in absence of salt) when using
Colilert reagents within 4 weeks prior to shelf-life expiry. Increased incidence in falsepositive reactions mediated by Aeromonas were shown to be dependent upon the
stability of the Colilert reagent affected with age. Such Aeromonas interference would
lead to over-estimation of coliforms and E. coli in potable drinking water supplies.

xv

The ability of bacteria to adapt to a wide range of stress factors such as pH, heat shock,
oxidants or starvation has been extensively studied. Little is known about the response
of Aeromonas to such stress conditions. During this project, it has been demonstrated
that mesophilic Aeromonas display an adaptive tolerance response to a lethal oxidative
challenge through pre-treatment with a sub-lethal dose of oxidant. The stress
adaptation process was demonstrated to occur through synthesis of stress proteins and
modulation of pre-existing catalase. Of the species studied, A. sobria was most
sensitive, whereas A. caviae and A. hydrophila displayed similar responses to oxidative
stress. The hypersensitivity of A. sobria did not impair the adaptive response of the
organism. During our investigations, stationary phase Aeromonas cells have been
shown to be more resistant than their logarithmic counterpart and suggested that
excreted molecules may playa role in protecting the cells. Re-suspension of fresh cells
into spent medium from a stationary phase cells revealed a higher resistance of these
cells compared to those re-suspended in minimal medium. This resistance was
demonstrated to be mediated by non-proteinaceous, thermo-sensitive effector
molecule. A potential candidate as the effector molecule, butyryl homo serine lactone,
was synthesised and assayed. Preliminary data strongly suggest that this molecule has a
role to play in the stress adaptation phenomenon and might be involved in stimulating
synthesis of key stress proteins.

.
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Mesophilic Aeromonas are aquatic microorganisms which have been isolated from
both untreated and chlorinated drinking waters. Members of this group have also been
recognised as opportunistic human pathogens leading to both extra-intestinal e.g. deep
wound infections and meningitis, as well as intestinal infections e.g. gastro-enteritis.
Mesophilic Aeromonas have been recovered from drinking water supplies despite a
high chlorine residual. Chlorine is a strong oxidative agent which is used in water
treatment due to its action on various cellular targets such as membranes, proteins and
DNA and should therefore dramatically reduces bacterial numbers in treated waters.
The presence of mesophilic Aeromonas in the distribution systems is of relevance for
both the water industries and the public health authorities, as it can lead to interference
during routine analysis of indicator organisms used to determine water contamination,
and can be a potential source of gastro-enteritis due to production of a wide range of
virulence factors. Chapter 2 describes the investigations of the potential of mesophilic

Aeromonas to produce false-positive reactions at low cell densities in the Colilert
defmed-substrate technology system. This involved the study of potential degradation
of the reagent during storage by testing different cell concentrations at different times
intervals during the storage. Other parameters which might influence the false-positive
reactions were investigated such as the NaCI content of the cells dilution medium.
More importantly, study of the effect of nutrient limitation and chlorine is essential as
they are important parameters when dealing with routine analysis of water samples.
This chapter demonstrates the importance of learning more about Aeromonas species
as they can affect results of routine analysis of water and therefore cast a shadow on
the validity of the results concerning the quality of the drinking water distributed.
xv 11

Adaptive tolerance response have been extensively studied in Escherichia coli and

Salmonella spp., but very little work has been performed on the general stress response
of Aeromonas spp. Recently it was demonstrated that Aeromonas spp. display an
adaptive tolerance to pH (Karem et aI., 1994). The fact that Aeromonas spp. can be
recovered from chlorinated drinking water supplies suggested a possible resistance to
oxidative stress. The work described in Chapter 3 relates experiments which would
allow determination of whether Aeromonas displays an adaptive response to oxidative
stress. For this purpose it was necessary to investigate the range of lethality ofH202
using standard growth curve methods. From these results, appropriate lethal and sublethal doses would be determined and used for the adaptation study of some members
of the Aeromonas genus. The next step of this project was to gain an insight on how

Aeromonas would respond to oxidative challenges and investigating the relative time
scale protection from a sub-lethal dose could provide to cells prior to lethal challenge.
The hypothesis we wished to test envisaged that adaptation required several
mechanisms such as fresh synthesis of key stress proteins and/or the modulation of preexisting enzymes such as catalase. The latter part of this chapter dealt with the study of
the effect of growth phase and culture age in the oxidative response as it is known that
the cell metabolism is dissimilar at different stages of growth.

Data obtained during investigations on the stress response (detailed in chapter 3) have
shown that the longer the cells were in stationary phase, the more resistant to the H202
lethal dose Aeromonas species were. Reports on cell-density dependant catalase
production in Rhizobium leguminosarium bv. phaseoli (Crockford et a/., 1995) and
papers on the isolation of acyl homo serine lactone compounds (bacterial signal
molecule involved in cell-density mechanisms) in Aeromonas species have appeared in

...
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the literature (Swift et a/., 1997). The aim of this study was therefore to investigate the
possible role of cell-density and auto inducer molecules in modulating the oxidative
stress response mechanism in A. hydrophila. Firstly, investigation on the nature of the
molecule(s) involved in the mediation of the stress response was undertaken by resuspension of non-stressed cells into supernatant of fresh cells and challenged with a
known lethal dose of H 202 without prior oxidative pre-treatment. Cells remained
viable suggesting presence of excreted molecules playing a role in the protection of the
cells. The next step was therefore to undertake a series of experiments to determine the
nature of these molecules. The second part of this investigation was to synthesise the
homoserine lactone derivative and assess the role of this potential candidate (BHL) in
mediating the response of non-pre-treated A. hydrophila.

XIX

CHAPTER 1. Introduction
1.1. Aeromonas species.
eromonas spp. are classified as members of the Vibrionaceae family (Richard
et al., 1991; Farmer et al., 1992) along with Vibrio, Pies iomonas , and
Photobacterium. However there is some evidence that the genus Aeromonas

should be a separate family, the Aeromonadaceae (Colwell et ai., 1986; Holmes, 1992;
Esteve, 1995). Aeromonas spp. are waterborne species, being Gram negative, oxidase
positive and facultatively anaerobic (popoff, 1984). Two well-separated groups constitute
the genus Aeromonas (Popoff, 1984). The first group consists of a single psychrophilic,
non-motile species called Aeromonas salmonicida divided into 4 biovars namely A.
salmonicida bv salmonicida, A. salmonicida bv achromogenes, A. salmonicida bv
masoudia and A. salmonicida bv smithia (Carnahan and Altwegg, 1996: Table 1-1).

However the sub-species masoudia is included in subspecies achromogenes (Austin and
Adams, 1996). A. salmonicida is an important fish pathogen and is the cause of
furunculosis of salmon characterised by boil-like lesions (i.e. furuncles, internal
haemorrhaging and necrosis). A. salmonicida mortality in fish appears to be due to
localised growth in muscles rather than through septicaemia (Austin and Adams, 1996),
but is not considered pathogenic for humans as it has not yet been isolated or incriminated
in human diseases (Gosling, 1997). The second group constitutes the mesophilic and

motile species, described by Popoff (1984). Some mesophilic strains are now known to be
opportunistic human pathogens responsible for both intestinal and extra-intestinal
infections (Namdari and Bottone, 1990a, Namdari and Bottone, 1990b; Wadstrom and
Ljungh, 1991; Sloan, 1995).
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1.1.1 Historical perspective and taxonomy of the genus aeromonas.
Aeromonas have been isolated from cold and warm-blooded animals for over a 100 years

(Sanarelli, 1891) and from human beings since the early 1950's (Hill et aI., 1954). Over
the past 100 years, the taxonomy of the genus Aeromonas has been very confused, the
details of which will be considered here in a chronological fashion to ease comprehension.
Zimmermann, in 1890, isolated from a drinking water supply bacteria which exhibited a
typical dotted growth on gelatine agar, leading to the name Bacillus punctatus (definition
from Altwegg and Geiss, 1989). In 1891, Sanarelli reported a species that he termed
Bacillus hydrophilus fuscus. This bacteria was isolated from the blood and fluids of a cold

blooded animal (i.e. a frog). This bacillus was proven, after injection, to be pathogenic to
cold and warm-blooded animals which developed septicaemia (Sanarelli, 1891). In 1901,
Bacillus hydrophilus fuscus was renamed as Bacterium hydrophilus sanarelli due to the

affmity of this bacterium for water (Chester, 1901). For the next 60 years, Aeromonas have
been part of several genera including Aerobacter, Proteus, Pseudomonas, and fmally
Vibrio (Carnahan and Altwegg, 1996).

In 1936, Kluyver and Van Niel proposed the genus Aeromonas on the basis of
morphological and physiological characters, especially on the ground of carbohydrates
fermentation with production of carbon dioxide and hydrogen (Kluyver and Van Niel,
1936). Further in 1957, Snieszko proposed four species for the genus Aeromonas namely
A. hydrophila, A. punctata, A. liquefaciens for the motile species, and A. salmonicida for

the non-motile species (Snieszko, 1957). All four species were at that time part of the
Pseudomonadaceae Family.

During the 1960' s several taxonomic studies were conducted and led to conflicting results.
For example, Ewing and colleagues proposed A. hydrophila and A. shigelloides for the
motile, mesophilic species, and A. salmonicida for the non-motile psychrophilic
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Aeromonas (Ewing and Johnson., 1960; Ewing et al., 1961). But Eddy and co-workers
proposed two species for the motile Aeromonas namely A. punctata and A. caviae (Eddy,
1960; Eddy and Carpenter, 1964). A key study by Popoff and Veron in 1976 using
numerical taxonomy (Le. biochemical and physiological characteristics) demonstrated that
the genus Aeromonas could be sub-divided into two defmed groups (Popoff and Veron,
1976). The non-motile group was shown to be fairly homogenous with A. salmonicida as
the main species (Janda and Duffey, 1988), the motile group was shown to be more diverse
containing A. hydrophila as the major member (Janda and Duffey, 1988). Popoff and coworkers, in 1981 continued their work and Popoff published a chapter on the genus

Aeromonas in the first edition of Bergey's Manual of Systematic Bacteriology in 1984
(popoff, 1984) and described Aeromonas as "straight cells that are rod shaped with

rounded ends to coccoid. Their size vary from 0.3 to 1.0 JIm in diameter and 1.0 to 3.5 JIm
in length. They occur singly, in pairs or short chains. They are Gram negative, generally
motile by a single polar flagellum, metabolise glucose through both the respiratory and
fermentative pathways. Carbohydrates are broken down to acid or acid and gas (C02,
H2). Nitrate is reduced to nitrite. They are both oxidase and catalase positive. They show
resistance to the vibriostatic agent 0/129. Their optimal temperature is between 22-28°C.
The mol % G+C of their DNA is 57-63 (Bd, TmJ. "
Numerous taxonomic studies have since been performed leading to the recognition of an
increasing number of species, primarily determined through hybridisation groups (HG). In
1991, 13 HG groups were known (Janda, 1991) whereas in 1996, a possible 16 HG groups
were proposed (Carnahan and Altwegg, 1996; Table 1-1). This continuous increase in the
number of HG groups demonstrates the diversity that exists in the motile Aeromonas group.
A lot of work in this area still remains to be done as it is likely that more species remain to
be discovered; for example a seventeenth species called A. popojii has recently been reported
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(Huys et aI., 1997) to substitute the species A. bestiarum described by Ali and co-workers
(Ali et al., 1996) but not included by Carnahan in her review in 1996. Progress has still to be
made on biochemical tests able to differentiate Aeromonas species. Some tests have been
described by Carnahan in her review on Aeromonas taxonomy (Carnahan and Altwegg.,
1996). However, results from existing tests are dependant upon the temperature the tests are
performed at and to resolve this issue, other taxonomic methods were considered (Altwegg,
1996). In his review, two main groups of methods were discussed, being phenotypic and
genotypic techniques. The subtyping methods are various due to problems to biochemically
identify Aeromonas to their sub-species level and the lack of genetic homogeneicity within
the mesophilic members of the genus. The methods have been developed using
independently isolated strains rather than strains isolated from well investigated outbreak as
none have been reported as yet and poses a problem in validating subtyping methods
(Altwegg, 1996). It is therefore impossible to draw exact conclusions on the origin of the
strain and to establish a link between clinical and environmental strains.
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Table 1-1: Current genospecies· and phenospecies" within the genus Aeromonas (Data
from Carnahan and Altwegg., 1996; Janssen et aI., 1996; Huys et aI., 1996, Huys et aI.,
1997).

DNAHG
Type strain
Genospecies
1
ATCC 7966
A hydrophila
2
ATCC 14715
A. bestarium
3
CDC 0434-84
A. hydrophila
3
ATCC 33658
A. salmonicida bv salmonicida
3
ATCC 27013
A. salmonicida bv masoucida
3
ATCC 33659
A. salmonicida bv achromogenesa
3
ATCC 49393
A. salmonicida bv smithia
4
ATCC 15468
A. caviae
5A
Huys et al collection
A. caviae
5B
CDC 0435-84
A. media
5B
A. caviae
Huys et al collection
6
A. eucrenophila
ATCC 23309
7
CIP 74.33
A. sobria
A. veronii
8
CDC 0437-84
A. veronii
8
ATCC 9071
A.jandei
9
ATCC 49568
10
A. veronii
ATCC 35624
A. veronii
11
ATCC 35941
ATCC 43700
A. schubertii
12
A. trota
ATCC 43946
13
14
ATCC 49657
A. trota
A. allosaccharophila
15
CECT 4199
CECT4342
A. encheleia
16
A. popof/ii
Huys et al collection
17
.
.
.
.
.
'" SpecIes determmed usmg genetIc testmg (e.g. AFLP) .

Phenospecies
A. hydrophila
A. hydrophila
A. hydrophila
A. salmonicida
A. salmonicida
A. salmonicida
A. salmonicida
A. caviae
A. caviae
A. media
A. caviae
A. eucrenophila
A. sobria
A. veronii bv sobria
A. veronii bv sobria
A.jandei
A. veronii
Aeromonas sp.
A. schubertii
Aeromonas group 501
A. trota
A. allosaccharophila
A. encheleia
A.popo/fii

•• Species determined using phenotypic testing.

1.1.2. Ecology of Aeromonas species.
Members of the genus Aeromonas are waterborne species and can be found in almost all
types of aquatic environment (Schubert, 1991; Holmes et al., 1996). The aquatic
environment can be divided into four main types of waters, these being freshwater
environments, marine waters, sewage treatment, and potable water divided into two subgroups namely treatment and distribution (Holmes et al., 1996). These four types will be
individually described later on in this chapter. Aeromonas spp. have been recovered in
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quite high numbers in both polluted and non-polluted waters (Schubert, 1991), and even in
chlorinated drinking waters (Knochel, 1990; Gavriel et aI., 1998). The mesophilic
Aeromonas have been implicated as pathogens in a series of different hosts ranging from

poikilothermic aquatic animals, such as fish (Austin and Adams, 1996), to infection of
warm-blooded animals, including human beings (Mathewson and Dupont, 1992). Such
diseases were generally due to infection of deep wounds after contact with contaminated
water containing strains of Aeromonas spp. (Seidler et al., 1980). Suggestions have been
made that drinking water supplies could be a source of Aeromonas-associated gastrointestinal diseases (Sloan, 1995), but the nature of the clinical and the environmental
strains isolated in different studies was proven to be different (Gosling, 1997). Water
(Seidler et al., 1980) is an example of the various sources of Aeromonas contamination
which are only suggestions as no evidence of an Aeromonas-related outbreak or animal
models has been reported. It seems that the distribution and number of mesophilic
Aeromonas is linked to the level of pollution (Miranda and Castillo, 1996; Table 1-2) and

displays a seasonal variation, having a greater number during warmer summer months
(Pathak et aI., 1988; Holmes et aI., 1996).
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Table 1-2: Typical numbers of mesophilic Aeromonas species in aquatic environments
(Holmes et aI., 1996)

Aquatic environment
Domestic sewage sludge

Typical counts (cfu/ml)
8
> 10
106.10 8

Crude sewage
Treated sewage

10 3_lOS
2 7
10 -10

Waste water

4
10-10
2
1-10
10-2 _10 2

Rivers receiving sewage discharges
Clean rivers, lakes, storage reservoirs
Seawater

Drinking water in distribution system

10.2 _10 1
10-2.103

Ground waters

<1

Drinking water at treatment plant

1.1.2.1. Freshwater environments.
This includes two types, being groundwaters and surface freshwaters. Groundwaters are
nutrient poor, and the mineral content is determined by the type of rocks present. Some

Aeromonas species have been recovered in very low number from deep groundwaters
where no coliforms were detected (Havelaar et ai., 1990 a). Regarding the surface
freshwaters, these are far more diverse in their nutrient contents than the groundwaters.
These types of waters are by far the most studied as they provide the water for the majority
of human consumption and recreational activities.
In 1978, Hazen and colleagues showed that Aeromonas could be isolated from a wide
range of freshwater environments within a temperature range of 4-4SoC, and to survive
temperatures as high as 5SoC (Rouf et ai., 1971; Palumbo et ai., 1985). pH did not seem to
have an influence in the recovery process as long as the pH of the water was in the range

5.2-9.8. Aeromonas were not recovered from environments having pH exceeding a value
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of 10.0 or less than 4.0. It was also reported that a model could be used to predict the
number of Aeromonas present in a sample (Hazen, 1983). A negative correlation was
found between dissolved oxygen and A. hydrophila population, and a positive correlation
with the number of faecal coliforms and heterotrophic bacteria. However, other reports
have stated that no correlation exists between the number of faecal coliforms and the
number of Aeromonas species (Miranda and Castillo, 1996). Miranda and Castillo (1996)
found a moderate correlation (r

=

0.69) between A. hydrophila numbers and the

heterotrophic flora in natural waters. This correlation increases when pollution levels
increase. However Holmes and co-workers reported that it was difficult to identify other
individual factors which would influence the Aeromonas population (Holmes et ai., 1996).
The aquatic environments are of great variance, and many studies of these environments
resulted in the conclusion that Aeromonas numbers are more dependent upon human
activities than any seasonal variations (Havelaar et al., 1990 a; Holmes and Niccolls,
1995). Nevertheless, seasonal effects have been demonstrated to playa major part in the
fluctuation of the Aeromonas popUlation (Pathak et al., 1988, Gavriel et ai., 1998).
1.1.2.2. Marine waters.

The presence of members of the genus Aeromonas in the marine environment has been
investigated because of their potential pathogenicity to humans through contact with
contaminated water or through consumption of seafood (Esteve et al., 1995). Being
haloduric, mesophilic Aeromonas can be found in the marine environment and also
brackish waters (Monfort and Baleux, 1991; Holmes et a/., 1996). Aeromonads have been
shown to be more numerous in marine environments than in freshwater ones (Hazen et ai.,
1978). Seasonal variation have also been noted in Brackish waters (Hazen, 1983; Monfort
and Baleux, 1991) and in marine environments (Seidler et al., 1980).
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1.1.2.3. Sewage treatment.
Aeromonas spp. are present in similar numbers to coliforms in sewage waters, but are not

considered as normal inhabitants of the human gastro-intestinal flora (Holmes et al., 1996).
As shown with freshwaters and marine environments, a seasonal pattern has been noticed,
that is an increased number of Aeromonas species present in sewage in the summer period
6

(,.... 10 cfu/ml) while numbers indicates a marked decrease in the winter months (10 3
cfu/ml) (Monford and Baleux, 1990). Reduction in the number of Aeromonas present in
sewage after treatment depends upon the process applied (Holmes et al., 1996). However,
two different studies (Boussaid et al., 1991; Stecchini and Domenis, 1994) reported a "95% reduction in the number of mesophilic Aeromonas when comparing two different
treatment processes (i.e. stabilisation pond or activated sludge).

1.1.2.4. Potable water treatment and distribution.
Water treatment is not aimed at obtaining a sterile water, but to eliminate pathogens and
reduce the overall load of non-pathogenic microorganisms (Holmes et al., 1996). Large
numbers of microorganisms present in the water within distribution systems, downstream
of the treatment can be due to two main factors:
1) Re-growth: Aeromonas spp. are known to be able to grow in low nutrient waters
(Van der Kooije and Hijnen, 1988; Van der Kooije, 1991).
2) Biofilms: protection of inner microorganisms due to extracellular factors and
species from the surface layers (Block et ai., 1992; Holmes and Niccolls, 1995).
The quality of drinking water is primarily evaluated based upon the results of screening for
faecal coliforms and Escherichia coli as indicator organisms (Anon., 1994). Tests
performed to assay the quality of potable water are usually done using the standard method
of membrane filtration (Anon., 1994). However, new systems have appeared on the market
using defmed-substrate technology systems which are based upon a presence/absence
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result for the test organisms (Edberg et a/., 1988; Edberg et a/., 1989). These new systems
are more rapid in delivering results, and therefore offer some advantages over standard
methods. However, these new systems have some drawbacks (Chapter 2 this volume).
More recently, attention has been driven towards biofilm studies, as they are known to be
the main source of drinking water recontamination (Mackemess et aI., 1991). Disruption of
the biofilm by the water flow leads to re-seeding of the water by microorganisms present in
the biofilm potentiating down-stream re-growth to occur. Bacteria have been isolated from
the main body of the water, but the vast majority are part of biofilms on the pipe walls
(Block, 1992). Holmes and colleagues (Holmes et al., 1996) have assumed that Aeromonas
spp. enter a viable but non-culturable state as one of their survival strategies in order to
survive stress conditions.

a) Aeromonas in drinking water.
Aeromonas species are known to be present in large amounts in some water sources such

as reservoirs and might enter distribution systems as a result of ineffective water treatment
(Holmes et al., 1996). Studies on the effect of water treatment upon the reduction of
Aeromonas spp. numbers has been addressed only recently with the fIrst study performed

by Mehus and Peeters (1989). In their study, different stages of the water treatment process
were investigated and the data obtained shown in Table 1-3.
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Table 1-3: Reduction of Aeromonads at different stages of a water treatment process
(reproduced from Meheus and Peeters, 1989).

Following the treatment process

0/0

Floculationlsedimentation

30-60

Rapid sand filtration

70-90

Granular activated carbon

80-90

Hyperchlorinationl direct filtration

99-100

Slow sand filtration

98-100

reduction in Aeromonas numbers

Holmes and colleagues (1996) noted a 90% reduction in numbers of Aeromonas species
after coagulation and clarification, and no aeromonads were recovered after chlorination
(level of free chlorine being 2.6 mg/l). However Aeromonas spp. were recovered from the
activated carbon contained within the filters. It was suggested that the presence of
Aeromonas spp. in the filters might provide an explanation for the re-seeding of the waters

by aeromonads in a viable but non-culturable state (Holmes et al., 1996). High numbers of
aeromonads have been recovered in some effluent of rapid sand filters and activated
carbon filters compared with the usual numbers obtained in most plants (Kersters et al.,
1995). The authors suggested that these higher numbers obtained for one plant compared to
the three others were probably due to growth of Aeromonas on bio-degradable organic
materials such as decomposed algae and/or bacteria (Kersters et al., 1995).

b) Aeromonas in water distribution systems.
Aeromonas have been isolated from many water distribution systems (Havelaar et al., 1990

a; Holmes and Nicolls, 1995; Huys et al., 1995) in rather high numbers in some cases. 900/0
of domestic supplies in Cairo were found to contain Aeromonas spp. (Gahnem et al.,
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1993), and 85% of samples analysed during a study by Krovacek and colleagues (1992)
conducted in Sweden showed to be positive for Aeromonas. Growth of Aeromonas showed
a seasonal pattern with a peak during the summer months (Havelaar et aI., 1990 a; Holmes
et aI., 1996; Gavriel et al., 1998). Temperature and free chlorine concentration have been

shown to have an effect on the growth of Aeromonas spp. in drinking water supplies
(Holmes et aI., 1996; Burke et aI., 1984). Although Aeromonas spp. are isolated during
warm months, they still have the ability to grow throughout the year. Control of
aeromonads can be performed by increasing disinfection as Aeromonas spp. appear to be
more sensitive to chlorine and chlorine derivatives than other bacterial families e.g.
Escherichia or Pseudomonadaceae (Knochel, 1991; Sisti et al., 1998). The fact that,

despite high chlorine doses, Aeromonas spp. are still recovered could be due to their
tendency to be incorporated in mixed biofilms (Mackerness et al., 1991).
1.1.3. Health significance of Aeromonas species.
The fIrst accepted report of Aeromonas as a human pathogen was in 1954 when Hill and
co-workers isolated Aeromonas from a woman who died from a fulminant septicaemia.
The woman developed the disease after swimming in the sea and died two days after being
admitted to hospital. Post-mortem examination showed necrosis of muscles and intestinal
oedema (Hill et al., 1954).
However the most common symptom of mesophilic Aeromonas infections is gastroenteritis due to ingestion of contaminated water (Gahnem et al., 1993) or food (Fricker and
Tompsett, 1989). Many reports have appeared in the literature raising concern over the fact
that there seems to be an increase in the occurrence of gastro-enteritis caused by ingestion
of contaminated water (Nichols et aI., 1996) or describing more severe diseases such as
deep wound infections, and septicaemia which can be fatal (Gosling, 1997; Nichols et al.,
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1997; Table 1-4). Both intestinal and extra-intestinal infections are considered to be the
result of a wide range of extracellular factors produced especially cytotoxins (Janda, 1991).
Table 1-4: Type of infection associated with Aeromonas spp.(reproduced from Janda &
Duffy, 1988)
Type of infection
Gastro-intestinal
Secretory diarrhoea
Dysentric diarrhoea
Chronic diarrhoea
Choleric diarrhoea
Cellulitis

Characteristics

Frequency*

Acute watery diarrhoea, often with vomiting.
Acute diarrhoea with blood and mucus.
Diarrhoea persisting for more than 10 days.
"Rice water" stools.
Inflammation of connective tissue often
resembling streptococcal cellulitis; occasionally
seen as granulomatous ulcer.

Very common
Common
Common
Rare
Common

Systemic
Myonecrosis with or Haemorrhage, necrosis and liquefaction of soft
without gas gangrene tissues (muscle); subcutaneous gas formation with
muscle fibres separated and lysed. Often requires
debridement or limb amputation, and septicaemic
patients have high mortality.
Ecthyma skin lesions with erythematous border
Ecthyma
and necrotic centre.
Associated with Aeromonas sepsis.
Gangrenosum
Fever, chills and hypotension with high mortality.
Septicaemia
Pneumonia with septicaemia, sometimes with
Pneumonia
necrOSIS.
Bone infection of the gall bladder.
Osteomyelitis
Acute infection of the gall bladder.
Cholecystitis
Fatal infection following incomplete abortions.
Gynaecological
infection
Mild conjunctivitis, corneal ulcer and
Ocular infection
endophtalmitis.

Rare

Uncommon
Uncommon
Fairly common
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare

• The frequency of occurrence relates to how common individual types of infection
are among all cases of Aeromonas infection.
1.1.3.1. Gastro-intestinal infections.
Aeromonads are the cause of two main types of gastro-enteritis (palumbo and Abeyta,
1992). The frrst type, which is the most common, is a cholera-like disease. The symptoms
are similar to those of cholera in the sense that patients have watery stools with or without
fever, abdominal pain or cramps, and vomiting in children aged less than 2 years old. The
second type of infection, is less common and shows dysentery-like symptoms. This group
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is characterised by bloody, mucoidal stools; vomiting is rare but abdominal paIn IS
possible. The fact that aeromonads lead to enteric infections is due to the wide range of
virulence factors produced by these microorganisms (Janda, 1991 , Janda and Abbott, 1996;
section 1.4).

1.1.3.2. Extra-intestinal systemic infections.

a) Wound infections.
This mode of infection has more serious implication than gastro~enteritis as far as human
health is concerned. Most of the cases studied were fatal to the host if not treated in the
early stages of infection (Janda and Abbott, 1996). Three main types of deep wound
infections have been reported in the literature, where the host needed extreme treatment
(e.g. heavy chemotherapy, amputation) for survival (Janda & Abbott, 1996). These type of
wound infections can be rapid in onset and fatal.
From a base number of 100 wound infections reported, a profile of candidates more likely
to succumb to these diseases have been drawn as follows (Janda & Abbott, 1996):
• Around 95% of infections are community acquired i.e. from the environment.
63% of patients had a soil or water-contaminated wound.
• Men are 3 times (76%) more likely to develop an Aeromonas infection than
women (24%). It was suggested (Baddour, 1992) that Aeromonas adhesin might be
affected by hormones or the metabolic conditions of the host.
• Age was suggested as a factor, but the results are conflicting (Janda & Abbott,
1996). It was reported that the majority (90%) of the infected people were aged
over 10 years old. 70 % of the infections were in patients over 21 years of age.
These fmdings were reported as being peculiar (Janda & Abbott, 1996) since the
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penetrating trauma causing the infections are usually common

ill

accidents

involving young children.

b) Septicaemia.
This is a type of bacteremia which usually occurs as a complication after gastro-intestinal
disorders or deep wound infections (Picard et aI., 1984; Table 1-5).

Table 1-5: Major categories of Aeromonas septicaemia (reproduced from Janda & Abbott,
1996)

Group

Age

Portal of Immunocom
entry
-promised

Underlying
disease

Fresh water Associated
syndromes
exposure

Mortality
rate (%,)

I

Adults
Infants<2 years
Adults> 34 years
All age
Adults

GI
GI

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Uncommon
Uncommon

Occasional
Meningitis

30-50
37

Wound
Unknown

No
No

Common
No

Common
Unknown

Myonecrosis
None

>85
75

II
III
IV

As shown in Table 1-5, septicaemia can be associated with underlying diseases as a
consequence of a breakdown of the immune system. F our species of the mesophilic

Aeromonas spp. have been reported as being responsible for septicaemia. These are A.
hydrophila (58%), A. veronii (31.7%), A. caviae (6.3%), and A. jandaei (3.2%) (Janda &
Abbott, 1996).
It is important to bear in mind however, that most studies listing the species type involved
in disease are undoubtedly subject to a lack of rigorous determination, as the majority of
these investigations were based on simple phenotypic analysis not reliable for species
determination.

1.1.4. Virulence factors in Aeromonas spp.
From the 17 DNA hybridisation groups outlined earlier (Table 1-1), several species have
emerged within the mesophilic group which were found to produce a wide range of
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virulence factors such as extracellular enzymes (e.g. protease) and toxins (e.g. cytolytic
toxins, enterotoxins). Examples included A. hydrophila (Chopra et al., 1993); A. veronii

bv. sobria (Champsaur et al., 1982; Gosling et aI., 1993); and A. veronii bv. veronii
(Karunakaran and Devi, 1994).
Not much is known on the pathogenesis of Aeromonas spp. The lack of an animal model to
study Aeromonas pathogenicity implies that most virulence factors (except the S-layer in

A. salmon icida) have been implicated to playa role in virulence by inference rather than by
direct experimentation (Janda, 1991). This was possible as similar molecules have been
shown to be linked to pathogenicity in other microorganisms such as E. coli (Janda, 1991).
These virulence factors can be separated into two different groups, the fIrst being the
surface and cell-associated virulence factors and the second as being extracellular agents.
1.1.4.1. Surface associated virulence factors.
Attachment capabilities have been demonstrated to be a pre-requisite for a microorganism
to infect a host and subsequently for disease to occur (Soto and Hulgren, 1999). This is
achieved as a result of a range of structural features such as pili, the S-layer,
lipopolysaccharides and outer membrane proteins.
a) Pili
In recent reviews (Janda, 1991; Gosling, 1996), two types of pili have been described for

Aeromonas. They differ in size, shape and in their pattern of expression. The ftrst was
designated as straight pilus, and bears strong homology with the E. coli type I pilus (Soto
and Hultgren, 1999). Its molecular weight varies between 17-18 kDa. Surprisingly it does
not share immunologic cross-reactivity with E. coli strains expressing colonisation factor
antigens type I (Janda, 1991). It is constitutively expressed under all conditions. The
second type has been named as the flexible pilus due to its curvilinear shape or mini pilus
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due to its molecular weight of 4 kDa. It shows no homology to any known pilus sequences.
It seems to be environmentally regulated and expressed when an optimal temperature of 22

°C has been reached. It has been suggested that this environmental regulation is a prerequisite for colonisation to occur (Janda, 1991).

b) Surface layer.
The Surface-layer (S-layer) was fITst reported for A. salmonicida and was called the Alayer for Additional layer (Janda, 1991). This layer is external to the cell wall and its loss
was proven to increase the LDso by a factor of 103 to 104 (Janda, 1991). This is one of the
most important virulence factors along with the Glycerophospholipid:cholesterol acyl
transferease-lipopolysaccharide layer complex (GCAT-LPS) (detailed in 1.5.1 b) which
has been demonstrated to be linked to pathogenicity in fish (Austin and Adam, 1996). The
S-layer seems to be composed of a single surface array of protein sub-units of 52 kDa, and
confers hydrophobic characteristics to the bacterium (Dooley, et a/., 1988). This S-layer
has since been identified in A. hydrophila and A. veronii bv. sobria. The role of the S-layer
in human pathology remains unknown but may differ from the action of the S-layer from
A. salmonicida (Janda, 1991). This was explained (Kokka et aI., 1991) by the fact that in A.
salmonicida, the S-layer conferred hydrophobicity to the cells which resisted lysis and

allowed attachement to macrophages. This S-layer was a requirement for A. salmonicida to
be virulent. On the contrary, strains of A. hydrophila lacking S-layer were of variable
virulence in outbread mice assay, and cells which could synthesise surface array proteins
(SAP), but not attached were more pathogenic than the intact 0: 11 wild type counterpart
(Kokka et ai., 1991).
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c) Lipopolysaccharides.

Individual lipopolysaccharides are composed of three distinct molecular regions named
from the innermost to the outermost, being lipid A, core polysaccharide, and a repeating
motive of polysaccharide called O-side chains of lipopolysaccharides or O-antigen. The
toxic portion of the lipopolysaccharide lies in the lipid A region. A series of studies
reported by Janda in his review (1991) defined three chemotypes according to the variation
of the core region of the lipopolysaccharide in certain monosaccharides. Those chemotypes
were defmed as follows:
• Chemotype I composed of A. hydrophila (HG 2)
• Chemotype II composed of mainly A. caviae-like species (A. eucrenophila, A.
media) but also A. hydrophila belonging to HG 1
• Chemotype III composed of A. sobria (HG 7,8).
When the O-side chains of Iipopolysaccharides were analysed on sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, they displayed three profiles (Chart et al., 1983;
Dooley et al., 1985). The first one is similar to the pattern observed in many enteric
bacteria (Hitchcock, et al., 1986), the second being linked to the anchoring of the S-layer
(Dooley et al., 1985) and the third showing a lack of detectable side chains (Dooley et aI.,
1985). No direct link to pathogenicity in human beings has been reported (Gosling, 1996).

1.1.4.2. Cell-associated virulence factors.

a) Invasins.

Studies on Aeromonas invasiveness have been made difficult by the fact that toxins such as
haemolysin interfere with the assays by damaging the cell line studied (Janda, 1991). Until
appropriate deletion mutants are available it will be difficult to verify the role of invasin in
the mechanism of Aeromonas pathogenesis. It would appear that the gene responsible for
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invasiveness of Aeromonas is located on the chromosome and is not plasmid borne
(Gosling, 1996). It has been suggested (Gosling, 1996) that this factor may be the cause of
certain diseases such as dysentery, but no evidence has yet appeared in the literature.
b) Plasm ids.
Aeromonas species have been shown to be a carrier of one or more plasmids (Hedges et
ai., 1985). These plasmids function mainly to mediate resistance to antibiotics such as
ampicillin or kanamycin (Hedges et al., 1985) which are considered as added wild type
phenotypes. These would be a considerable advantage for a strain to have in order to
increase its resistance to various factors such as antibiotics (Son et al., 1997). The plasmids
can also harbour genes which will alter the strain phenotype such as modulation of
gelatinase production (Gosling, 1996).

1.1.4.3. Extracellular virulence factors.
Aeromonas spp. are known to produce a wide range of toxins, many of which are proteins,
especially enzymes (detailed below). The only known exceptions of extracellular virulence
factors which are not of proteinaceous nature are the endotoxin and the lipopolysaccharide
layer (Howard et al., 1996). This diversity expressed by Aeromonas allows the bacteria, as
a pathogen, to act in two ways. The fIrst option is to destroy target cells using cytotoxins
(such as haemolysins) in order for the bacterium to protect itself (Howard et ai., 1996). The
second option is the use of the wide array of exogenous enzymes to provide new sources of
nutrients (Howard et al., 1996). In a way, killing of a another cell also provides the
invading cell with nutrients analogous to the phenomenon of cryptic growth. Most, if not
all, of these virulence factors are secreted through the general secretory pathway and
released into the medium (Howard et al., 1996).
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a) Cytolytic toxins.
It has been observed that A. hydrophila infections can cause erythrocytes to lyse therefore

suggesting the organism was synthesising haemolysins. Ljungh and Wadstrom (1986) have
described two types of haemolysins, the a-and B-haemolysins. The synthesis of these two
haemolysins is temperature and growth-phase dependant. The a-haemolysin, which
produces a weak zone of lysis, was synthesised during the late stationary phase (Janda,
1991), whereas B-haemolysin (strong zone of lysis) was released during the logarithmic
phase (Gosling, 1996).

i) a-haemolysin.
Little has been reported on a-haemolysin, with most research to date conducted on Bhaemolysin. Information available on the a-haemolysin is rather confusing as data relates
to either crude extracts or partially purified toxin (Ljung and Wadstrom, 1986). A
molecular weight of 65 kDa was stated for the purified toxin with an isoelectric point
ranging from pH 5.1 to 5.7. The partially purified a-haemolysin was reported as being
produced at higher yield at a temperature of 22°C than 30°C and with production being
repressed at 37°C (Ljung and Wadstrom, 1986). The authors reported a dose and
temperature-dependant cytotoxic effect where the toxin acts solely on the membrane with
reversible effects when cells were re-suspended in fresh medium. The toxin was heatsensitive (56°C for 10 min, but no pH stated) and degraded when in presence of proteolytic
enzymes and it was therefore suggested it might be of enzymatic character (Ljung and
Wadstrom, 1986).

ii) f3-haemolysin.
The B-haemolysin is, to date, the only well characterised extracellular toxin produced by

Aeromonas spp.(Howard et al., 1996). It has been reported under many names such as
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aerolysin (Bernheimer and Avigad, 1974), cytotoxic factor (Chopra et a!., 1993) and Bhaemolysin (Ljung and Wadstrom, 1986). Its role is to kill target cells through damage to
the membrane which ultimately causes lysis (Holmes et a!., 1996). Lysing cells is needed
to either overcome an attack from the host immune system and/or to provide nutrient to the
bacterium (Howard et al., 1996). This toxin was found to have a molecular weight around
50 kDa and two isoelectric points pH 4.2 and 5.5 (Ljungh and Wadstrom, 1986) or pH 5.39
and 5.46 (Gosling, 1996). Ljungh and Wadstrom reported the toxin was heat-sensitive
(50°C for 1 hour at pH 7). They also reported their data for the toxin stability was different
from those obtained by Bernheimer and Avigad (1974), who found B-haemolysin to be
rather stable upon degradation when in presence of proteolytic enzymes such as trypsin or
subtilin and even stabilised by papain. However Ljungh and Wadstrom (1986) found their
preparation to be inactivated by papain and subtilin.
b) Enterotoxin.

A cytotonic toxin termed enterotoxin has been frequently mentioned in the literature
(Ljungh and Wadstrom, 1986; Gosling, 1996; Howard et al., 1996). This toxin was
described as being stable in pH range from 4.5 to 10 and more active at alkaline pH
(Ljungh and Wadstrom, 1986). Its molecular weight was between 15 to 20 kDa. Papain
destroyed the toxin, but trypsin, for example, would lead to a decrease in activity of only
25 % (Ljungh and Wadstrom, 1986). It was also found to be stable at a temperature of
56°C, but not at 100°C (no time or pH stated) suggesting that this Aeromonas virulence
factor has no relation to E. coli enterotoxin which is inactivated at both temperatures
(Howard et al., 1996). Ljungh and Wadstrom also reported the fact that strains which had
lost their enterotoxic property could regain it when passaged through rabbit epithelial cells
(Ljung and Wadstrom, 1986). They also suggested that enterotoxic activity might be under
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chromosomal control (similar to Vibrio spp.) as no plasmid bearing this function has been
isolated from enterotoxic strains.

c) Other virulence factors.
A wide range of additional toxins have been described in the literature such as cellrounding factor (Champsaur et aI., 1982) or shiga-like toxin (Haque et aI., 1996).
Champsaur and colleagues have reported that A. sobria caused a cholera-like illness. Heat
treatment of 56°C for 30 minutes abolished haemolytic and proteolitic cytolytic activities,
but did not abolish the cell-rounding properties of the cell-free filtrate. Even after treatment
of the filtrate at 100°C for 30 minutes the cell-rounding properties remained. The authors
reported that the biological significance of the cell-rounding factors was not fully known
but was considered more cytotonic than degenerative in nature. Haque and co-workers
(1996) showed that 3 out of 13 faecal isolates of A. hydrophila and lout of 7
environmental isolates of A. caviae reacted positively when in presence of IgG sensitised
to shigella-like toxin 1 (SLT1) of E. coli 0157:H7 (Haque et aI., 1996). The authors
reported that this SLTI was plasmid encoded both in E.coliOI57:H7 and Aeromonas
(Haque et al., 1996). The fact that virulence factors produced by Aeromonas spp. strains
are so numerous has made the study of these individual products very difficult and could
lead to conflicting results when studying crude, partially purified and purified molecules.
1.1.5. Pathogenic mechanisms.
As discussed previously, Aeromonas spp. have been shown to produce a wide range of
virulence factors, but no link between these virulence factors and pathogenicity have been
clearly reported (Gosling, 1996). No animal model has been able to produce results to
corroborate the hypothesised mechanisms of action elaborated on the different virulence
factors produced by Aeromonas spp. (Gosling, 1996). Similarly, no strains have been
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found to entirely fulfil the Koch's postulates (Nichols et al., 1996) therefore leaving the
debate on the opportunistic/primary pathogenicity of Aeromonas spp unresolved. Due to
the diversity in the toxic factors that Aeromonas species produce, the pathogenic
mechanisms are viewed as being complex, multifactorial and a model for noninflammatory diarrhoeal disease have been proposed (Gosling, 1996).

1.1.5.1 Mechanisms of action of Aerolysin (8-haemolysin) and Glycerophospholipid:
cholesterol acyl transferase (GCAT).
The mechanisms of action of B-haemolysin and a lipase/acyltransferase, a toxin with
known effects proven in fish pathogenesis (Austin and Adam, 1996) will be considered to
illustrate the manner by which they may mediate a pathogenic response.

a) Mechanisms of action of Aerolysin (8-haemolysin).
Howard and Buckley (Howard and Buckley, 1985a, Howard and Buckley, 1985b) have
isolated two proteins from A. hydrophila supernatant, one being identified as aerolysin, the
other being of higher molecular weight. It was shown that the heavier protein resembled
aerolysin at its N-terminus end and had an haemolytic activity 250-fold less than the .8haemolysin and was therefore considered as inactive zymogen precursor. Treatment of the
heavier protein with trypsin or with an Aeromonas protease resulted in an active aero lysin.
This was the fIrst report of A. hydrophila excreting a zymogen protoxin which after
cleavage of a peptide at the C-terminal end resulted in active toxin (Howard et al., 1996).
In 1992, Buckley suggested a pathway for excretion, activation and action of aero lysin and
subsequently provided the proaerolysin structure (parker et al., 1994).
Several reviews explaining the mechanisms of action of aerolysin are available
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Goot et al., 1994; Parker et al., 1996; Howard et al., 1996), the details of which are
summarised in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1: Suggested mechanism of action of aerolysin (reproduced from Howard et
al., 1996)
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b) Mechanisms of action of Glycerophospholipid:cholesterol acyl transferase
(GCAT).
This toxin, similarly to aerolysin, is excreted in a protoxin form by Aeromonas (Howard et
al., 1996). It is a monomer which is capable of lipid hydrolysis and acyl transferase activity

(Howard et al., 1996). It is activated by proteases such as trypsin and Aeromonas
proteases. It was suggested that GCA T can associate with LPS to give a complex 10-100
times more active than the toxin itself (Howard et al., 1996). This GCAT-LPS complex is
regarded as being the major lethal toxin produced by Aeromonas salmonicida (Austin and
Adams, 1996). LPS seems to provide protection to GCAT from proteolytic degradation,
and enhance its specificity in targeting cells.
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1.2. Bacterial stress.
Bacteria have to constantly face an incredible range of environmental stresses in order to
survive. The stress phenomenon is different in nature depending on the environment
surrounding the cells, but can generally be considered as nutrient starvation (Kjelleberg et
ai., 1993; Gauthier and Clement., 1994), pH stress (Gorden and Small, 1994; Karem et al.,

1994), temperature stress (Klein et al., 1995; Mager and De Kruijff, 1995), osmotic stress
(Poirier et at., 1998) and oxidative stress (Stortz et at., 1990; Demple and Amabile-Cuevas,
1991; Demple, 1991).

1.2.1 Nutrient starvation.
When nutrients are available the cells have the ability to undergo rapid growth. On the
other hand when the medium is depleted of these nutrients, the bacteria manage to remain
viable by entering what could be considered a starvation-induced program, during which
the bacteria are metabolically less active, but more resistant to environmental stresses.
Non-sporulating starved cells are known to change their morphology, for example by
reducing their size, and become more hydrophobic (Morita, 1993). They also have a
decrease in their overall metabolism, but still retain some endogenous metabolism to allow
low level production of A TP or other energy-containing compounds, and maintenance of
the proton motive force across the membrane. This is necessary for the cell to be able to
transport any possible nutrient encountered. Under nutrient limiting conditions it has been
shown that a complex genetic regulation is activated to control:
(i) groups of structural genes which will allow more nutrient uptake if present,
(Matin et al., 1989).
(ii) the entry into stationary phase (Hengge-Aronis, 1996): cr factors, (i.e. RNA
polymerase co-factors), and RNA polymerase holoenzyme co-ordinate the altered
gene expression. cr factors and RNA polymerase holoenzyme mediate the
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production of proteins which respond to the stress (Reeve et aI., 1984). Therefore,
these changes in gene expression cause alteration in the cellular morphology and
physiology (Hengge-Aronis, 1993).
Because microorganisms have only a limited capacity over the control of their
environment, they have to change themselves in order to respond to environmental
changes. This was termed the 'global system approach' to the physiology of starved cells
(Nystrom, 1993). These changes v:ere considered as being of two orders. The fITst being
physiological where drastic changes in the membrane lipid content were observed, DNA
content of the cell decreased, along with a decrease in cell size (Morita, 1993). The second
type of changes were genetic where an altered pattern of protein synthesis is initiated
(Reeve et aI., 1984). Nystrom reviewed three types of stress proteins. The fITst, being
universal stress proteins, which are always expressed whatever stress the bacteria is facing.
The second group is the stress specific proteins being expressed for a particular type of
stress such as starvation or oxidative stress. The last group encompass the unique stress
proteins synthesised for a unique type of stress. Taking oxidative stress as an example,
stress proteins induced by the presence of H20 2 are different from those induced by 02-.
The mechanism of regulation of the general control system for expression of these stress
proteins is not known, but several hypothesis have been proposed such as passive

con~ol

or gearbox promoters (Nystrom, 1993). Passive control has been described as being a
competition between promoters for a limited supply of free RNA polymerase (Jensen and
Pedersen, 1990). During growth arrest or when growth rate decreases as a result of nutrient
limitation, transcription elongation rates decrease therefore more RNA polymerase
molecules are sequestered, leading to a decrease in the available RNA polymerase pool
(Jensen and Pedersen, 1990). It was suggested that control could be at the promoter level
where promoters for genes encoding stress proteins might easily be saturated, whereas the
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genes responsible, for example, for rapid growth when nutrients are available, might
possess a rapid clearing promoter region (Jensen and Pedersen, 1990). The gear-box
promoters have two distinctive features (Bohannon et aI., 1991). Firstly, gene expression
controlled by a gear-box promoter would be inversely proportional to the growth rate as
Gear-box promoters expression is driven by the shift from exponential to stationary phase
(Bohannon et ai., 1991). Secondly, the promoters have a highly conserved sequence
around -10 and -35 regions (i.e. region for RNA polymerase fixation and initiation sites)
(Bohannon et ai., 1991). Bohannon and co-workers have suggested two possible
mechanisms of recognition for gear-box promoters. They hypothesised that different a
factors are involved in the recognition of different types of these promoters. The second
suggestion was that they are transcribed by a form of RNA polymerase which increases in
abundance with decrease in growth rate. They speculated that this form of RNA
polymerase may contain

0'70

(as -35 region of gear box promoter is identical to -35

consensus recognised by

0'70)

and alter its specificity by binding a protein factor termed

gear-box binding factor or a small metabolite. In addition, various positive activator
proteins whose transcription would be dependent upon as transcription may aid the
transcription of these gear-box promoters (Bohannon et ai., 1991).
1.2.2 pH stress.
pH stress can occur when bacteria are present in waters such as sewage treatment ponds
experiencing an algal bloom leading to an alkaline pH (Monford and Baleux, 1990) or
when present in acidic foods (Salmond et ai., 1984). When invading an animal or human
system, the bacteria have to face several pH-dependent defence mechanisms. If ingested,
the frrst barrier the microorganism will face would be the low pH of the stomach. Indeed,
the pH of the gastric system is around 2.0 to 3.0 (Goodson and Rowbury, 1989 b) and its
role is to kill or drastically reduce the number of both harmless and potentially pathogenic
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organisms. The small intestine is also acidic due to the lactic products produced by the
bacterial flora present (Goodson and Rowbury, 1989 b). If bacteria invade a host by a route
other than the digestive tract (e.g. wound infections), they will have to face the phagocyte
which leads to acid and oxidative stress, the pH in phagocytes being around 3.5 to 5.0
(Goodson and Rowbury, 1989 a). Gram negative bacteria are known to be very sensitive to
killing by acidic pH especially in the presence of organic acids (Salmond et aI., 1984). But
it is known that bacteric: can survive the extreme pH of the digestive tract, because many
food and waterborne illnesses result from oral ingestion of pathogenic microorganisms
(Gorden and Small, 1993). Several parameters have been shown to have an effect on
resistance of microbes to pH, such as attachment to particles. It has also been shown that if
bacteria were previously placed into an environment with sub-lethal pH, they could then
withstand a normally lethal pH (Goodson and Rowbury, 1989 a; Goodson and Rowbury,
1989 b; Karem et al., 1994).
1.2.3 Temperature shock.

Temperature stress, both heat and cold shock, has probably been the most studied in both
eukaryotes and prokaryotes. All living organisms respond to stress, including temperature,
by the synthesis of stress proteins (Lindquist, 1986). In the context of elevated temperature
they have been termed heat shock proteins (Hsps). The temperature of induction of the
Hsps in different organisms such as Drosophila, fish, plants, yeast and bacteria were
compared and it was concluded that the induction of the stress protein is rapid, but that the
maximum induction temperature varies with the organisms studied (Lindquist, 1986). For
organisms growing over a broad range of temperatures this optimum was usually 10-15 °C
above their optimal growth temperature, whereas it was usually 5°C in organisms with a
more restricted temperature range (Lindquist, 1986). Hsps are not only synthesised when
the temperature of the environment elevates, but also when the organism faces other
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stresses such as presence of reactive oxygen species. Hsps proteins are known to playa
role in the response to heat stress, but are also constitutively expressed and playa role as
molecular chaperones (Langer et al., 1992; Becker and Craig, 1994). These proteins have
been classified in families according to their molecular weight (e.g. Hsp 60, Hsp 70).
Several good reviews have detailed the different Hsps families (Lindquist, 1986; Becker
and Craig, 1994; Gross, 1996) and the chaperone action (Ellis and Van der Vies, 1991;
Langer et a/., 1992) and their role will be reviewed below (1.2.6.1 Protein repair system).

1.2.4 Oxidative Stress.
Aerobic organisms employ oxygen as the terminal electron acceptor in the electron
transport chain (Cadenas, 1989; Demple, 1991). These organisms need oxygen to live, but
they must also deal with the side effect of oxygen (Demple, 1991), which participate in
radical generating reactions when oxygen is reduced to water (Davies, 1995). Reactive
oxygen species (ROS; 02'-, H202, HO) are collectively referred to as oxidative stress, and
can be produced by aerobic metabolism, environmental agents, oxidative burst in
phagocytes, and various chemicals (Storz et aI., 1990; Demple and Levin, 1991; see Figure
1-2).
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F~gur~ 1-2: Schemati~ overview of the main sources of reactive oxygen species and their
bIologIcal effects: oXIdation of bioconstituents, stimulation of repair mechanisms and
induction of proteins (reproduced from Cadenas, 1995).
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Oxidative stress arises when the concentration of ROS increases to a level over the basal
level of the cells defence capacity (Demple and Amabile-Cuevas, 1991; Farr and Kogoma,
1991 ).
1.2.4.1 Formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS).
Molecular oxygen has two unpaired electrons on its outer orbitals which means this
molecule cannot easily oxidise molecules and oxidation by 02 is restricted to acceptance of
electrons (Farr and Kogoma, 1991). This molecule is involved in a wide range of reactions
(Cadenas, 1989; Storz et al., 1990).

a) Superoxide anion (02-).
This is both a one-electron transport electron reductant and a one-electron oxidant
(Cadenas, 1995) that can pass through cell membrane via ion channels. It appears that
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superoxide does not have direct toxic effects, but rather exerts its toxicity by penetration to
important sites where it is converted to other ROS with hydrogen peroxide (H 20 2), OH',
and singlet oxygen are the main types. In aqueous, neutral pH, 02-'decays to H20 2 through
disproportionation (Equation 1-1).

Equation 1-1

Protonation of 02-'produces hydroperoxyl radicals (Equation 1-2).
02- .+ H+ ~ HOO"

Equation 1-2

HOO' is the conjugated acid of 02-· which is a very reactive species as its pKa.. is close (2
pH units below) to the neutral pH value (Cadenas, 1989). HOO· can cross the biological
membranes and initiate lipid peroxidation (Cadenas, 1995). In vivo 02-' is though to cause
toxicity through participation in OH' formation via the Fenton reaction (Equation 1-3, 1-4
from Keyer et al., 1995).

Equation 1-3

Equation 1-4

Keyer and colleagues suggested that 02-could not only have the role of transferring one
electron to free iron as other biological molecules more abundant (e.g. NADPH) in the cell
could fulfil this role (Keyer et ai., 1995). 02- has been shown to oxidatively excise iron
from Fe-S cluster containing dehydrases such as fumarase (Flint et aI., 1993). Keyer and
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co-workers have therefore suggested that by estimating the rate of iron reduction by O2and the content of O2- in cells, 10 hours would be needed for half the amount of iron to be
reduced, time which is far too long to support rate of DNA damage they observed in cells
stressed with H20 2• They hypothesised that O2- leaches iron from Fe-S cluster proteins or
directly from iron storage proteins such as ferritin (Keyer et al., 1995). Transition metals
(e.g. iron) seems to have two roles. The fITst role being a protective one against 02- 'as the
metal ligand is an essential part of some catalysing enzymes, whereas the second role
appears to sensitise cells to the toxic effect of 02- 'by reaction such as Fenton which
generate hydroxyl radicals (Goldstein & Czapski., 1986).
b) Hydrogen peroxide (H10l).

This is formed by the endogenous superoxide dismutases to detoxify the cell from
superoxide or by reduction of the 2 electron charge that superoxide bears. H202 is not a
radical as it bears no unpaired electrons and is relatively unreactive towards organic
compounds. H202 can either cross freely the cell membrane, or lead to the formation of
more active compounds such as hydroxyl radicals (OH). Production of OH" is rendered
possible through decomposition of H20 2 when in the presence of transition metals in the
Fenton reaction (equation 1-4). H20 2 acts to break DNA strands in presence of iron and is
therefore a significant stress (Storz et al., 1990).

c) Hydroxyl radical (OH)"

This is formed in several ways from which the Fenton reaction is the most important. This
type of reaction involves both O2-' and

H202

and is catalysed by transition metal chelate

(e.g. Fe) The toxicity of OH" results from its ability to serve as a strong one-electron
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oxidant capable of abstracting electrons from a large variety of compounds with the
formation of a new radical which can oxidise other substances via a chain reaction. OHo is
very reactive and able to either add to DNA bases or abstract H atom from the DNA helix
(Cadenas, 1995).

d) Singlet oxygen (1 02).
This can be produced in various ways. Chemically or biologically using the Haber-Weiss
reaction (Khan and Kasha, 1994; equation 1-5).
Equation 1-5

Singlet oxygen is an oxygen form whose electrons are at a higher energy level compared to
the normal ground state (triplet oxygen). The singlet oxygen is highly reactive and when
present in a biological system, produces a wide range of uncontrolled and unwanted
oxidation reactions leading to the destruction of vital cell components.
1.2.5. Damage caused by oxidative stress.
Damage caused by oxidative stress can be separated into three groups depending on the
nature of the target, being DNA, membrane, or protein components.
1.2.5.1. DNA damage.
DNA has been shown to be a prominent cellular target by the fact that strains bearing
mutations in their DNA repair enzymes could not resist oxidative stress challenges and
were shown to exhibit damaged DNA. There are as many different types of lesions
reported as there are causes. Ionising, or chemical (Imlay et ai., 1988) reactions are two
examples of the nature of these causes which affect all DNA components (Demple and
Levin, 1991). DNA damage can be divided in two general classes. Damage which affect
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the DNA sequence, but not its overall structure belong to the class of single base changes.
The second class relates to structural distortion which impair replication or transcription
through intrastrand cross-linking for example (Paragraph 1.2.6.2. b iii). Many of the effects
of oxidative damage to DNA are subject to DNA repair pathways (Chapter 1 Paragraph
1.2.6.2).

1.2.5.2. Membrane damage.
The harmful effect of H 20 2 damaging action is mediated through lipid peroxidation of the
membrane that leads to altered membrane functions. Oxygen derived radicals disrupt the
cellular integrity (Davies, 1995) leading to a loss of proton motive force, which reduces
A TP formation and also nutrient uptake. Further membrane damage would eventually lead
to cell lysis (Davies, 1995).

1.2.5.3. Protein damage.
Oxidative damage of various nature can yield non-functional proteins by disrupting the
protein conformation. Two major types of protein damage exist. The fIrst interferes with
the three-dimensional structure of the protein and represents conformational damage which
involves the breakage of non-covalent bonds such as ionic, hydrogen, or hydrophobic
bonds. The second affects the secondary structure and is called covalent damage as it
involves covalent bond breakage e.g. disulfide bridges. Both of these type of breakage are
usually reversible. Oxidised proteins are recognised by proteases and replaced by newly
synthesised proteins (Davies, 1995) involving the chaperone proteins (Chapter 1
Paragraph. 1.2.6.1 b). As for DNA, protein damage are subject to protein repair systems
(Visick and Clarke, 1995; Davies, 1995).
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1.2.6. Defence systems.
ROS encountered during either normal growth (by-products of the metabolism) or in the
cells environment (oxidative burst in macrophages during the infection process), induce
damage not only to DNA but to all cell components. Injuries to cell components are
minimised by systems that recognise and correct the damages. This defensive response to
stress has therefore two goals. The fIrst and most obvious is to provide protection
mechanisms for cell survival to a sudden onslaught of ROS. The second being maintenance
of the genetic stability in aerobes producing ROS as by-products of their normal
metabolisms. The repair mechanisms can be divided into two main groups. The fIrst deals
with proteins (Visick and Clarke., 1995) and the second with DNA (Demple and Harrison,
1994).

1.2.6.1. Protein repair system.
There are two general types of protein damage. As protein generation time is short, unlike
DNA, it has been suggested that damaged proteins are degraded or replaced, with
proteolysis as an option (Visick and Clarke., 1995). However some repair mechanisms also
exist. It is known that after denaturation, it is possible to re-nature the protein. But for
many proteins, folding or refolding is not necessarily rapid and requires either of two
systems, i.e. enzymatic repair systems such as isomerases or chaperones, to avoid partially
folded or misfolded proteins.

a) Isomerases.
Covalent damage caused by molecular oxygen leads to many forms of damage, but only
one repair pathway is known in Escherichia coli (Visick and Clarke, 1995). In this repair
system, methionine sulphoxide reductase recognises only methionine sulphoxide and
reduces this abnormal residue back to methionine. However, if the damages occur at other
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sites, they are probably difficult to recognise and repair as an abnormal residue may be
converted to an ordinary residue but different from the one of the original sequence (Visick
and Clarke, 1995). The fact that, unlike DNA repair mechanisms, no template bearing the
original amino-acid sequence of a protein exists, shows a need to have preventive
mechanisms such as catalase or superoxide dismutase in order to prevent damages before
they occur.

b) Molecular chaperones.
As described in section 1.2.5.3 stress encountered by bacteria can lead to partially folded
or misfolded proteins (i.e. denatured proteins). When a protein unfolds, regions contained
within the protein become exposed and induce interactions with other proteins which
therefore aggregate instead of going back to their native state (Becker and Craig, 1994).
Cells respond to stress by the synthesis of key stress proteins of protective function being
universal, general, specific or unique. Heat-shock proteins (Hsps) belongs to the universal
group.
i) Hsps 70

Hsps 70 interact with nascent peptides and polypeptides in extended conformations. They
are involved in maintaining proteins in unfolded states, dissociating protein aggregates and
facilitating re-naturation (Langer et al., 1992). It is suggested that Hsps 70 bind to
polypeptides on its C-terminal end and binds ATP on its N-tenninal end. However Hsps 70
possess a weak ATPase activity. In E. coli, Hsps 70 is DnaK and is required for thermotolerance (Becker and Craig, 1994). DnaK function is enhanced by interacting with two
others Hsps being DnaJ (40 kD) and GrpE (21 kD). DnaJ appears to increase DnaK
A TPase activity whereas GrpE in some cases enhance protein release and in other cases
increase DnaK binding to polypeptides (Becker and Craig, 1994). DnaK-DnaJ-GrpE
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complex is thought to prevent misfolding and aggregation of proteins prior to protein
refolding by Hsps 60 (Langer et al., 1992).

ii) Hsps 60
Hsps 60 are thought to recognise secondary structures and stabilise bonds formed in early
folding (Langer et al., 1992). Hsps 60 are involved in the refolding process itself. Hsps 60
are high-molecular weight structures composed of two inverted rings made of seven subunits. In E. coli, Hsps 60 are GroEL and GroES (Gross, 1996). GroES binds to GroEL
inducing a conformational change increasing the volume of the interacting ring. Protein
folding occurs thanks to a coupled ATP hydrolysis by GroES and GroEL. The folding is
hypothesised to occur through a series of release and re-binding of the polypeptide until no
sites are recognised by GroEL (Becker and Craig, 1994).
The sequence of action of DnaK-Dnal-GrpE complex and GroES-GroEL are summarised
in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3: Hypothetical model for the chaperone-mediated folding pathway of newly
synthesised proteins (reproduced from Langer et al., 1992)
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1.2.6.2. DNA repair system
The fact that aerobic organisms use 02, this leads to creation of ROS (Demple and
Harrison, 1994). These free radical forms of O2 are toxic agents that induce cellular
damage. Several defence systems have been developed for the cells' protection. Two main
DNA repair mechanisms exist: a general DNA repair mechanism divided in three main
categories (Chapter 1 Paragraph 1.2.6.2 a) and a more specific DNA repair pathway i.e.
repair enzymes which help to counteract specific damage done by ROS.

a) General repair systems.
i) Nucleotide excision repair.
Several excision repair mechanisms exist such as the mismatch repair system (Murphy et
al., 1996) or uvr system. The general feature of all these excision repair mechanisms is that

they recognise the mispaired or damaged bases in the DNA, excise the damaged sequence
and synthesise a new stretch of DNA to replace the damaged one (Sancar and Sancar,
1988). This occurs in four stages. The first step is the recognition of the damaged sequence
by an endonuclease which cleaves the strand on both sides of the damage. Then, a 5' ~3'
exonuclease removes the damaged stretch. Thirdly, DNA polymerase I synthesise a
replacement sequence using the remaining sequence on the opposite strand as a template.
And fmally, DNA ligase links the 3' end of the newly synthesised sequence to the old
stretch.
In E. coli the best characterised excision repair system is the uvr one. uvr A,B,C genes
code for the repair endonuclease. Uvr AB locate the damage (e.g. pyrimidine dimers).
UvrA dissociates from UvrB by A TP hydrolysis. UvrBC complex forms cut the DNA on
both sides of the lesion. DNA helicase (UvrD) unwinds DNA. DNA polymerase and ligase
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eliminate the damaged oligonucleotide and complete the repair (Demple and Harrison,
1994).

ii) Recombination mechanism.

In theory the recombination mechanism should repair any damage if an intact copy of the
damaged region is available in the cell. At least two classes of oxidative damage makes the
recombination mechanism crucial. The ftrst one is the interstrand cross-links i.e. crosslinks between groups in the same chain. The chemical nature and mechanisms are
unknown, but two hypothesis on the nature of these cross-links have been suggested
(Demple and Levin, 1991; Demple and Harrison, 1994). The fITst assumption is the
formation of base dimers (e.g. pyrimidine dimers) induced by U. V and is considered as
mutagenic. The second is the interstrand cross-link through presence of an heavy metal
(e.g. cis-platinum) and is considered as being cytotoxic.
When DNA polymerase encounters a damaged nucleotide (e.g. pyrimidine dimer), it stops
DNA replication, and starts again, 1000 bp down stream of the damage. The singlestranded gap formed will be recognised by RecA protein. RecA forms a complex between
single-stranded and intact copy and promotes a strand exchange (Sancar and Sancar, 1988).

b) Specific DNA repair pathways.

Each pathway is speciftc to a certain type of damage and depends on the enzymes
involved. The fITSt pathway considered here involves glycosylases, and the second
endonucleases. These two pathways could also be considered as being speciftc cases of the
general excision repair pathway depicted in the previous sub-section (Paragraph 1.2.6.2 a).
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i) Repair of damaged nitrogenous bases by DNA glycosylases.
These enzymes function to hydrolyse the N-C glycosylic bond (base-sugar bond) to release
a damaged base from DNA therefore creating an AP site (Demple and Levin, 1991; Sancar
and Sancar, 1988).
These enzymes are used for both oxidative and non-oxidative damage. One of these
enzymes in E. coli is endonuclease III (a thymine glycol glycosylase). E. coli has
developed enzymes of broad-specificity such as endonuclease III rather than many
enzymes with a unique specific activity (Demple and Harrison, 1994).
ii) Repair of sugar damage by AP endonucleases.

AP endonuclease enzymes are involved in the repair of deoxyribose damage by attack of
the AP sites or sugar fragment present in the DNA. In E.coli, two AP endonucleases have
been well characterised being exonuclease III and endonuclease IV. These two enzymes
are involved in the repair of oxidative damage caused to DNA. Both exonuclease III and
endonuclease IV activate oxidised DNA templates allowing action of the DNA polymerase
I. The two enzymes also work in concert in the repair of alkylation-induced AP sites and

lesions produced by exposure to y-rays (Demple and Harrison, 1994). Exonuclease III is
considered as being the major AP endonuclease in E. coli . Strains deficient in exonuclease
III (xth-) are much more sensitive to H202 damage than wild-type strains (Demple and
Levin, 1991). Strains deficient in endonuclease IV (nfo-) are more sensitive to oxidative
agents such as t-butyl hydroperoxide. The nfo- mutation also increases the sensitivity to
H202 damage of the xth- strains (Demple and Levin, 1991).

1.2.6.3. Antioxidant defence.
Many molecules are available to the cell as antioxidants. These can be divided into two
groups. The first is represented by molecules of a non-enzymatic nature (e.g. glutathione),
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and the second, enzymes acting as antioxidants such as catalase, superoxide dismutase and
glutathione peroxidase.

a) Non-enzymatic antioxidants.
These are primarily small molecules such as glutathione which are considered as chain
breaking antioxidants (i.e. stop radicals chain reactions). They operate according to one of
two modes of action. The first one is called the suicidal mode where the antioxidant
molecule becomes oxidised when reacting with the radical. The second function is to
prevent metal catalysed oxidation (e.g. Fenton reaction) by chelating metal ions present in
the cell. One of the most important and thoroughly studied non-enzymatic antioxidants
present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes is glutathione (GSH) which is a tripeptide (L-yglutamyl-L-cysteinylglycine) and is the most abundant cellular thiol (Meister and
Anderson, 1983). GSH rapidly interacts with free radicals such as 02- and other oxidants
such as H202 and forms an unstable GS' radical. This GS' needs to be stabilised and can
either react with itself to form a stable dimer of oxidised glutathione (GSSG) or with other
molecules such as 02 therefore leading to toxic products within the cell (Cadenas, 1989).
GSSG is then reduced to GSH by electron transfer performed by glutathione reductase.
This reaction requires NADPH. With regard to the toxic products formed during GS'
stabilisation, glutathione conjugates are degraded by a specific pathway called the
glutathione conjugates pathway shown in Figure 1-4.

b) Enzymatic antioxidants.
The bacterial cell possesses several enzymes which act to detoxify ROS. Each enzyme
degrades a specific substrate and three major groups of enzymes will be described in this
section being glutathione-S-transferases, superoxide dismutases and catalases:
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Figure 1-4: Glutathione conjugates pathway (reproduced from Pickett and Lu, 1989).
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i) Glutathiones-S-transferases (GSTs).

Enzymes which catalyse the nucleophilic addition of the glutathione thiol group to various
electrophiles such as alkyl halides of general fonnula R-X (Pickett and Lu, 1989),
therefore fonning glutathione conjugates which then enter the glutathione conjugates
metabolism (Figure 1-4). However the major groups involved in the detoxification of the
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cell from ROS are superoxide dismutase and catalases which will be described in more
detail.

ii) Superoxide dismutases.

Superoxide dismutases (SOD) are enzymes which catalyse dismutation of 02- to H202.
H20 2 as a fmal reaction product raised concern about the benefit of this reaction to a cell
(Farr and Kogoma, 1991). The authors suggested 3 possibilities for cells which used
superoxide dismutase. The fust hypothesis was that 02- may be more harmful than H20 2.
Molecules are unreactive with 02- as they resist univalent redox reactions (Keyer et a/.,
1995). The second suggestion was that H20 2 was rapidly disproportionated to H20 and O2.
The last proposition mentioned was the possibility that dismutation of O2- to H20 2 might
be favoured over other routes leading to more toxic compounds such as glutathione
radicals. Evidence that disproportionation of H20 2 is rapid (~1 09 molecules/active
site/second at 1 M H20 2), that it does not require an exogenous reducing source, nor ATP,
are in favour of the second hypothesis (Farr and Kogoma, 1991).

iii) Catalases.
Catalases along with peroxidases belong to the group of hydroperoxidases. Catalases
3

disproportionate H202 in two steps (Anon., 1997). In the fust step, catalase ferric (Fe l
heme interacts with

H202

leading to a catalase with an oxidation state being Fe

s

+

(Anon.,

1997). The second step is the reaction of catalase in the latter exited state (Fesl with a
3

molecule ofH202 to give native state catalase (Fe l, oxygen and water.

E. coli has been shown to produce two hydroperoxidases, HPI and HPII. HPI is produced
when cells are exposed to H202 and is regulated by oxyR (Farr and Kogoma, 1991). HPII is
produced in stationary phase under katF control (Farr and Kogoma, 1991) and is not
induced by oxidative stress.
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Most of these defence mechanisms can be induced by stressful conditions such as heatshock proteins induced by heat or catalase (HPI) by presence of H202 (Farrand Kogoma,
1991). Induction of the response is rendered possible due to the presence of specific
regulons containing genes which share genetic regulation. In the context of oxidative
stress, two major regulons have been studied in both E. coli and S. typhimurium being
SoxRS which responds to superoxide stress and OxyR regulons in facing an H202 insult
(Demple and Amabile-Cuevas, 1991; Farr and Kogoma, 1991).

1.2.7. Oxidative stress regulons.
1.2.7.1. SoxRS regulon.
The SoxRS regulon requires two proteins SoxR and SoxS to be activated (Wu and Weiss,
1991; Nunoshiba, et a/., 1992). Activation of this regulon is thought to be a cascade of
events (Figure 1-5).
Figure 1-5: Model of regulation of the soxRS regulon (reproduced from Demple and
Amabile-Cuevas, 1991).
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Superoxide radicals activate pre-existing SoxR proteins which then triggers expression of
soxS gene leading to production of SoxS protein. SoxS protein then activates promoters of

the regulon it controls, which triggers expression of several genes (Demple and AmabileCuevas, 1991). 2D-SDS PAGE analysis using labelled amino acids showed that the
synthesis of at least 30 proteins was induced (FaIT and Kogoma, 1991) under superoxide
stress. Some of these have been identified such as sodA (Mn-superoxide dismutase), nfo
(endonuclease IV),

zwJ (Glucose-6-phosphate

dehydrogenase), although others remain

unknown. Another interesting characteristic of SoxRS regulon activation is that it also
increases resistance to antibiotics which are not involved in oxidative stress. It is suggested
that activation of SoxRS regulon increases expression of micF (encoding an antisense
RNA) which product inhibits ompF mRNA translation. ompF encodes OmpF porins
reducing the membrane permeability to antibiotics (Farr and Kogoma, 1991).
1.2.7.2. OxyR regulon.
Only the OxyR protein is needed to activate the OxyR regulon. OxyR expression is
controlled through a negative feedback loop (Storz et ai., 1990) and is growth-phase
dependent (Gonzalez-Flecha and Demple, 1997). Toledano and colleagues (1994)
demonstrated that OxyR acts both as a sensor and transducer of the stress signal. The
authors also proposed that OxyR acts as a tetramer therefore binding DNA at four different
sites. Reduced and oxidised OxyR have been shown to have different sites specificity
(Toledano et ai., 1994). The authors found that upon oxidation, repositioning of the DNA
footprints ofOxyR occurred. OxyR was shown to bind to katG, ahpC and gorA promoters
and activate them. Therefore it appears that OxyR senses oxidative stress by becoming
oxidised, which brings about a change in conformation which in turn transduces the stress
signal to RNA polymerase (Storz et ai., 1990). Synthesis induces around 30 proteins as
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shown by 2D-SDS PAGE (Farr and Kogoma, 1991). Some of these have been identified
such as katG (as HPI catalase), although others remain unknown.
The complexity of the stress response has been illustrated using the two examples detailed
above. However many other regulons exist such as heat-shock and starvation regulons.
Detailing every single regulons is not in the scope of this project however it is important to
note that all these regulons have overlaps with each other. 2D-SDS PAGE analyses have
shown that O2- can also induced some heat shock proteins such as GroEL, or catalase
(belonging to H202 regulon) (Farr and Kogoma, 1991). Heat has been shown to induce
SOS, oxyR and soxRS regulons (VanBogelen et at., 1987) and starvation was shown to
induce, for example, production of heat shock proteins (Jenkins, et at., 1988). This adds to
the complexity of the regulation of the stress response, but also favours a better defence
against general stress conditions.
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CHAPTER 2. False-positive reaction induced by the
presence of A. hydrophila in the Colilert definedsubstrate technology system.
2.1 Introduction.

aw water destined for consumption originates from various sources such as
rivers, and lakes but requires treatment to obtain water of hygienic quality
prior to distribution. To ensure that the water entering the distribution system
has reached official standards, a series of monitoring tests have to be performed, including
basic microbiological analysis (Anon., 1994). Finding pathogenic microorganisms amongst
the high number of heterotrophic and commensal bacteria from human and animal faeces
found in water is a very lengthy, time consuming procedure and does not prove to be
convenient as routine microbiological tests. This unsuitability is due to the fact that
screening for pathogenic microorganisms would require several samples of large volumes
of water, a wide range of selective media specific to the pathogens suspected to be present
and would consequently prohibit rapid screening. Therefore, assessment of the
microbiological quality of drinking water relies upon screening for specific indicator
organisms, in particular coliforms and E. coli rather than for specific pathogens. Indicator
organisms are almost always present in human and warm-blooded animal's faeces in high
numbers and are easy to isolate and characterise. The indicator organisms selected must be
representative of the water contamination bacterial flora and ideally should have the
following characteristics (Anon., 1994):
1) Be abundant in faeces and sewage but not normally from other sources, or if so
be in very low numbers.
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2) Denote the potential presence of intestinal pathogens.
3) Have the capacity for an easy isolation, identification, enumeration and be
unable to replicate in the aquatic environment.

Unfortunately, no known microorganisms display all these criteria at the same time, but E.
coli and coliforms collectively fulfil most of them (Anon., 1994). Monitoring the presence

of coliforms and E. coli is acknowledged to provide reliable information regarding the
presence of faecal contamination of the water supply being investigated. Both standard
methods and new methods to be validated must detect total coliforms and faecal coliforms
according to the following definitions.
2.1.1 Definition of total coliforms.
Members of the genus or species within the family of the Enterobacteriaceae capable of
growth at 37°C, oxidase negative and normally possessing B-galactosidase (an enzyme
responsible for the degradation of lactose into glucose). This revised defmition (Anon.,
1994), used as a working defmition for water examination, has been proposed to eliminate
the variable characteristics of lactose fermentation as it is not displayed by all coliforms.
2.1.2 Definition of faecal coliforms.
Bacteria showing a positive result for acidification of a lactose medium, growing at 44°C,
and bearing the same characteristics as coliforms (i.e. oxidase negative) are considered as
being presumptive faecal coliforms, as some thermo-tolerant coliforms are not of faecal
origin, and some faecal coliforms are not thermo-tolerant (Anon., 1994).
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2.1.3. Standard techniques for detection of E. coli and coliforms from water.
Examination for these organisms is normally performed by standard protocols using either
the most probable number technique or by membrane filtration (Anon., 1994). The
standard stipulates that coliforms should be absent from a 100 ml sample.

2.1.3.1 The most probable number technique (MPN).
This method is statistical and based on probabilities. A series of multiple dilutions of the
sample is performed in quintuplet using an appropriate liquid differential medium in order
to reach a point of extinction (no growth) where no organism from the sample has been
deposited in the test medium and where growth is considered as being the positive
criterion. The pattern of positive and negative results is then used to estimate the extent by
which the sample has been contaminated by comparing the growth pattern obtained with a
table of statistical probabilities. The medium recommended (Anon., 1994) for colifonns
isolation is minerals modified glutamate medium into which an inverted Durham vial is
placed to detect gas production. MacConkey medium was found to be inappropriate due to
variation in the inhibitory properties of bile salt batches (Anon., 1994). Further
confmnatory tests are required such as oxidase and indole tests if positive results are
obtained (Anon., 1994).

2.1.3.2 Membrane filtration method.
This method involves the filtration of a defmed volume of sample to be tested via a
filtration apparatus utilising a membrane of defmed pore size (usually 0.45 Jlm) in order to
retain the microorganisms for further analysis. Upon removal from the filtration apparatus,
the side of the membrane which has been in contact with the water sample is placed
upward on the appropriate selective medium and incubated at the selected temperature for
a defmed length of time. Colony morphology and the change in colour of the indicator
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present in the medium give a presumptive identification of the microorganisms being
tested. Further confirmatory tests are required such as oxidase and indole tests if positive
results are obtained (Anon., 1994).

2.1.4. Emerging techniques for the detection of E. coli and coliforms from water.
In recent years there has been a move towards development of new methods designed to
resolve three major problems by:
1) Decreasing the time period before results are available.
2) Improving the degree of sensitivity.
3) Increasing method versatility.

Before any alternative method can be accepted, it must be shown to have at least the same
detection limit as those currently in use. Several different methods have been described
recently such as the use of polymerase chain reaction (peR) (Fricker & Fricker, 1994) or
defmed-substrate medium (Edberg et a!., 1988; Anon., 1994).

2.1.4.1 Use of polymerase chain reaction (peR) in monitoring microbiological water
quality.
The PCR technique has been used to detect coliforms and E. coli using specific primers for
these indicator organisms. Primers designed for E. coli (derived from uidA gene encoding
for the

~-glucuronidase

enzyme) resulted in the appropriate detection of 100 % of the E.

coli present in the samples tested. However primers designed for coliforms only detected

70 % of the coliforms tested (Fricker & Fricker, 1994). This was due to the fact that it is
difficult to design primers only specific to coliforms as other non-coliform organisms can
be closely related to coliforms. Further research is currently underway to fmd a suitable set
of primers appropriate for detection of all coliforms. However it seems unlikely that PCR
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will be used in the water industry as it detects both living and non-viable cells (Fricker &
Fricker, 1994). This lack of discrimination comes from the fact that cells present in the
sample have to be lysed by heat treatment, and the DNA released from the previously
living, dead cells or non-viable cells will be present in the same solution without
distinction.

2.1.4.2 Defined-substrate technology.
The second option being developed is the use of defmed-substrate technology. In the
Report of Public Health and Medical Subjects N° 71 (Anon., 1994), this type of technique
is defmed as being a presence-absence test for total coliform organisms. The defmition
given is that this technique is a modification of the most probable number technique where
one large volume is used instead of the serial dilution. The recommended medium
(minerals modified glutamate medium) is the same as for the MPN. Other defmed medium
have been compared in order to verify whether they facilitate the recovery of the indicator
organisms, such as membrane lauryl sulphate broth or membrane lactose glucuronide agar
(Walter et aI., 1994).
The auto analysis Colilert system is a different type of defmed-substrate technology as it
does not involve the use of a medium supporting growth of micro-organisms, but acts as a
buffer which allows recovery of injured coliforms and E. coli . This system is one of the
most prevalent kits on the market (Covert et al., 1992). The system is based on the
degradation of ortho-nitrophenyl-B-galactopyranoside (ONPG) to give ortho-nitrophenyl

(Amax = 420 run) by the enzyme B-galactosidase produced by the coliforms and E. coli, and
the degradation of 4-methyl-umbelliferyl-B-D-glucuronide (MUG) by the enzyme 13glucuronidase, produced by E. coli, leading to a fluorescent compound (i.e. 4-methylumbelliferone) detected at 366 run. A study published by Edberg and colleagues (1988)
stated that the goals of this system were:
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• To have a detection limit of 1 total coliform per 100 ml in a maximum of 24
hours.
• To simultaneously detect E. coli and coliforms in the same test.
• The results should not be affected by the heterotrophic community.
• No confmnatory tests should be required as the enzymes were supposed to be
constitutively produced only in coliforms and E. coli.
• To allow detection of injured coliforms.
• To be easy to inoculate and that the results should be easy to interpret.
The authors concluded that the auto analysis Colilert system met these criteria and gave
results similar to the standard method studied (MPN) with a significant labour reduction
(Edberg et al., 1988). Nevertheless false-positive reactions were shown to occur (Edberg et
al., 1988) despite the fact that this system has been developed to suppress non-coliform

interference. Aeromonas spp. were found to lead to a false-positive result at concentration
above 104 cfulml (Edberg et al., 1988). The aims of the present study was to assess the
extent by which Aeromonas spp. led to false-positive reactions within the Colilert defmedsubstrate technology system. The effect of different parameters (i.e. age of reagents,
dilution medium) on such false-positive reactions were also investigated.
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2.2 Materials and methods.
2.2.1 Materials.
2.2.1.1 Reagents.
Reagents were of analytical grade and were purchased from either Fisons Scientific
Equipment, Bishop, Loughborough, UK or BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK. The
Colilert kits were purchased from IDEXX Laboratory, London UK.

2.2.1.2 Bacterial strains.
The following type strains were obtained from the National Collection of Industrial and
Marine Bacteria Ltd., Aberdeen, UK: Aeromonas hydrophila NCIMB 9240, Klebsiella

oxytoca NCIMB 12849, Escherichia coli NCIMB 12819. Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC
27853 was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Maryland,
USA. All strains were maintained on nutrient agar with frequent sub-culture every 3 to 4
weeks. Master plates were grown at 30°C for 24 h and stored at 4°C until use.

2.2.2 Methods.

2.2.2.1 Effect of Colilert reagent age upon false-positive reaction mediated Aeromonas

spp.
A colony from the stock plate of each of the test organism and controls was used to
inoculate 9 ml of M9 medium and the tube incubated aerobically at 30°C for 18-24 hours.
M9 minimal buffer (M9 buffer) was prepared as follows (mM):

N~HP04'

(42); KH2P04,

(22); NH4, (19); NaCI, (8.5); and the solution adjusted to pH 7.2. This solution was
autoclaved at 121°C for 15 minutes. 75 ml of de ionised water was added to 20 ml of5xM9
buffer, and this autoclaved for 15 minutes at 121°C. 1 ml aliquots of the following sterile
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solutions were added to this medium: 200/0 (w/v) glucose; 10 mM CaCI2; 100 mM
MgS0 4 .7H 20 to give M9 minimal medium (M9 medium). 1 ml of A. hydrophila
suspension was used to prepare a 10-fold dilution series (down to Ix10-6) using a sterile
diluent of 1.0 % w/v saline. The Colilert reagent was reconstituted using 100 ml of sterile
water and aliquoted into 9 ml and 10 ml volumes. A 1 ml aliquot from each dilution was
used to inoculate 9 ml of Colilert previously reconstituted with sterile water. Both fresh
and aged Colilert reagent were examined, with aged reagent being within 4 weeks of the
shelf-life expiry date. 100 JlL of overnight culture of K. oxytoca, E. coli (positive controls)
and Ps. aeruginosa (negative control) were used to seed 10 ml of reconstituted Colilert
reagent. An A. hydrophila positive control was also prepared in this manner. All tubes
were incubated in a 35°C water-bath for exactly 24 hours. The production of ONP was
determined by spectrophotometry, recording the absorbance at 420 nm using a Novaspec II
spectrophotometer (Pharmacia Biotech). The· remaining volume from each dilution, either
8 or 9 ml, was used to determine the viable cell count. These dilutions were filtered
through 0.45Jlm 47 mm pre-sterilised membrane filters (Whatman, UK) which were
transferred to tryptone soya agar medium. The plates were incubated at 30°C for 24 hours
and the cell count from each plate established.

2.2.2.2 Effect of salt content of the dilution medium upon false-positive reaction
mediated by A. hydrophila.
A colony from the stock plate of each of the test organisms was used to inoculate 9 ml of
M9 medium and the tube incubated aerobically at 30°C for 18-24 hours. 1 ml of A.

hydrophila suspension was used in a 10-fold dilution series (10. 1 down to 10-(6) using sterile
water as the diluent. The Colilert was reconstituted using 50 ml of sterile water. This
double strength Colilert solution was aliquoted into 5 ml volumes and an increasing
volume of 1% w/v saline was added to the different tubes (fmal concentration from 0.1 %
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to 0.5%), with each tube having a fmal volume of 10 ml. Controls were prepared as
described in the previous experiment. All tubes were incubated in a 35°C water-bath for
exactly 24 hours and production of ONP determined as previously mentioned.
2.2.2.3 Effect of Colilert reagent age upon false-positive reaction mediated by an A.
hydrophila under increasing saline concentrations.
This experiment was performed following the protocol described in Chapter 2, paragraph
2.2.2.1., except that two series of dilutions were prepared instead of one. The fIrst one used
sterile 1.0 % saline and the other one used sterile deionised water as the dilution medium.
This experiment was performed with both aged and fresh Colilert reagents.
2.2.2.4 Effect of nutrient limitation upon false-positive reaction mediated by A.
hydrophila.
A colony from the stock plate of each of the test organisms was used to inoculate 9 ml of
M9 medium and the tube incubated at 30°C for 18-24 hours. Cells were then washed,
resupsended in 100 ml ofM9 buffer (prepared as follows (mM): Na2HP04, (42); KH2P04,
(22);

N~,

(19); NaCI, (8.5); and the solution adjusted to pH 7.2 with conc HCI. This

solution was autoclaved at 121°C for 15 minutes. The suspension was incubated for 5 days
at room temperature prior to the experiment in order to starve the cells. The rest of this
experiment was performed following the protocol mentioned in Chapter 2 paragraph
2.2.2.1.
2.2.2.5 Effect of chlorine upon false-positive reaction mediated by A. hydrophi/a.
Two 100 ml samples of tap water were filter sterilised using Whatman 47 mml0.45

~m

membrane filters according to standard procedures (Anon., 1994). One of the volumes
received 0.1 ml of a 1.8 % w/v sodium thiosulphate solution in order to neutralise any
residual chlorine present. Both volumes were then spiked with 200
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volume of an A.

hydrophila overnight culture grown in M9 medium. These two 100 ml volumes were left

to incubate at room temperature for 5 days and examined as described in Chapter 2
paragraph 2.2.2.1.
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2.3 Results.

2.3.1 Effect of age of the Colilert reagent upon false-positive reaction mediated by A.

hydrophi/a.
The Colilert defined-substrate technology system was used according to the manufacturer's
instructions with regards to reconstitution of the medium. A series of experiments were
performed at two month intervals until the shelf-life expiry date was reached.
Reconstituted Colilert was seeded using an overnight culture of A. hydrophila, incubated in
a 35°C water-bath for exactly 24 hours and absorbance at 420 nm recorded using a
spectrophotometer. The results are gathered in Figure 2-1. In order to ease the
interpretation of the Figure, the positive controls (K. oxytoca, E. coli ) and the negative
control P. aeruginosa are not included in Figure 2-1, but absorbance data are shown in
Table 2-1.

Table 2-1: Data from the time-scale experiment performed on the Colilert system.
Expiry date of the kit was 3/9/97. Cell concentration in the positive and negative control
tubes were of 107 cells/ml. Blanks were performed with reconstitued Colilert reagent only.

cell count

OD420nm

OD420nm

OD420nm

OD420nm

A. hJ!!1rophila

25/4/97
0
0
0.001
0.007
0.035
0.093
0.431
0.544
0.157
0.11

3/6/97
0.006

13/8/97
0
0.03
0.08
0.568
1.46
2.374
2.408
1.397
2.378
0.503

3/9/97
0
0.25
0.635
0.821
1.721
2.287
2.317
1.335
2.367
0.481

1

10
0.005
103
104
105
10°
107

0.006
0.007
0.024
1.35
2.316
0.396
0.492
0.37

E.coli*
K.oxytoca*
Ps.aeruginosa *
• Positive and negative controls are shown in bold

It is nevertheless important to state that K. oxytoca and E. coli displayed a positive result in
all experiments, as would be expected, and that P. aeruginosa displayed a negative result.
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Figure 2-1
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Effect of age of Colilert reagent upon false-positive reaction mediated by A.
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False-positive reactions in the Colilert system have been reported previously with A.

hydrophila (Edberg et aI., 1989: Cowbum et ai., 1994) when present at high cell density
(> 104 cfulml). Data obtained are in agreement with these earlier studies. Results in Figure
2-1 show a gradual decrease in the concentration of A. hydrophila required to cause a falsepositive reaction correlated with the ageing of Colilert reagents. A. hydrophila has been
considered unlikely to cause false-positive reactions when using the Colilert defmedsubstrate system to monitor drinking water samples, as they are usually present in low
level in potable waters (Holmes and Nicolls, 1995). However the present study has raised
concern about the stability of the Colilert reagents with time. Members of the genus

Aeromonas are known to be haloduric, meaning they can grow when in the presence of a
substantial amount of NaCI in the medium. One of the identification test for this genus is
the growth in 1.5% NaCI. It was argued that results were influenced by NaCI from the 1%
saline dilution buffer used (Fricker, personal communication). In order to verify whether
results obtained were due to the presence of salt or if age of the Colilert reagents had
indeed an effect, the following experiments were undertaken.

2.3.2 Effect of salt content of the dilution medium upon false-positive reaction
mediated by A. hydrophila.
The next set of experiments were designed to investigate the effect ofNaCI upon the falsepositive reaction mediated by a low concentration of A. hydrophila. Increasing amounts of
NaCl were added to tubes containing double strength Colilert medium. A cell
concentration of 103 cells/ml were added to each tube. Tubes were then incubated in a
35°C water-bath for exactly 24 hours and absorbance recorded at 420 nm using a
spectrophotometer. The results are shown in Figure 2-2, from which it can be seen that the
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Figure 2-2
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salt present within the dilution medium has a more significant effect when fresh Colilert kit
3

is used. Cell counts of 10 cells/ml mediated a false-positive reaction. However it seems
that the salt has a minor effect in the old kit compared to the fresh kit (Figure 2-2). This
would suggest that whereas salt has a defmite effect in the potential to mediate falsepositive reaction in fresh kits, the effect of age of the Colilert reagents is not an artefact
brought with the presence of salt as this has a negligible effect when the reagent is near
shelf-life expiration. In order to verify this hypothesis, a second set of experiments was
designed to investigate the role of reagent age with regards to the salt concentration.

2.3.3 Effect of age of the Colilert reagent upon false-positive reaction mediated by an
A. hydrophila cell concentration of 103 cells/mt under presence or abscence of salt.
As demonstrated in Figure 2-2, the NaCI content of the 1 % saline dilution buffer has an
effect on the occurrence of the false-positive reaction mediated by A. hydrophila. However
a noticeable difference between fresh and old reagent was also observed. In order to clarify
the role played by the ageing of the Colilert reagents in false-positive reactions, both fresh
and aged Colilert systems were tested using cultures diluted in either water or 1% saline.
Results are presented in Figure 2-3, where it can be seen that the false-positive reaction
occurs at lower cell densities for the aged kit than for the new kit regardless of the medium
used for the A. hydrophila dilution. The difference observed between the new and old kit
when using water as a diluent for the cultures, eliminates the potential effect of salt and
strongly suggests that age of the Colilert reagents is crucial for determining the cell count
at which false-positive reactions occur. When deionised water was used as a dilution
medium, the false-positive reaction occurred at 1x 105 cfulml for the fresh kit whereas the
cell density needed for a false-positive reaction to be displayed with the old kit was
between Ixl02 to lxl03 cfulml. Figure 2-3 clearly shows that the composition of the
dilution

medium

plays

a

very

important
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role

alongside

reagent

age.

Figure 2-3
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If NaCI is present, the likelihood of a false-positive occurring appears to be greatly
increased. Even the fresh kit shows false-positives at very low cell density (1 x 102 cfulml).
Results obtained in Figure 2-3 therefore suggest that the presence of NaCI may interfere
with the role of the growth inhibitors present in the Colilert reagents. This effect seems to
be more significant with the fresh kit, whereas false-positive reaction in kits close to their
expiry date might essentially be due to destabilisation and degradation of the chromophore
reagent.

2.3.4 Response of Aeromonas spp. using both aged and fresh Colilert reagents.
The previous experimental investigations have established the role of A. hydrophila as an
agent for mediating false-positive reaction within the Colilert system. It is understood that
A. hydrophila is considered as the major human pathogen of the motile, mesophilic group,

but as mentioned in the introduction, other members of this group have been implicated as
potential human pathogens. It is therefore important to assess whether these potential
pathogens also have the ability in mediating false-positive reaction in the Colilert system.
Experiments using fresh and old Colilert reagents were undertaken using the same protocol
as for A. hydrophila studies. Results are presented in Figure 2-4. These data show further
evidence that very low amounts of A. hydrophila (lxlOl cells/ml) do indeed mediate falsepositive reaction in the Colilert system. Furthennore, Figure 2-4 also shows that A. caviae
and to a lesser

extent~

A. sobria are also potential agents for mediating false-positive

reaction when dilution medium used was 1 % saline with a Colilert kit within 4 weeks of
the expiry date. This demonstrates that the genus Aeromonas not only produce ~
galactosidase, therefore leading to false-positive reactions, but also that all members tested
have the potential to prevent supression in the Colilert test medium despite the fact that
growth inhibitory substances are present.
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Figure 2-4
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2.3.5 Effect of nutrient limitation upon false-positive reaction mediated by A.
hydrophila.

All previous experiments were performed with bacteria grown under very favourable
conditions regarding nutrient availability and temperature. Such conditions are not
encountered in nature and might influence the response of the microorganisms to Colilert
reagents. To investigate whether false-positive reactions encountered in Colilert were
altered when cells faced a nutrient limited environment, A. hydrophila was grown
overnight in 9 ml of M9 medium, washed in 1 % saline, re-suspended in M9 buffer and
incubated at room temperature for 5 days prior to assessment with Colilert in order to
simulate such poor nutrient conditions (Figure 2-5). The data clearly show that nutrient
depleted environments do not affect the ability of A. hydrophila to mediate false-positive
reactions at low cell levels. This suggests that the effect seen upon the false-positive
reaction is due to the age of the reagents and the salt content of the dilution medium (1 %
saline) and not upon any stages of growth or nutritional status of the microorganism.
2.3.6 Effect of chlorine upon false-positive reaction mediated by A. hydrophila.
Any potential interference that might have been caused by the presence of chlorine in the
water was ruled out by undertaking the Colilert experiment using an old reagent and 2
samples of filter-sterilised tap water, one containing thiosulphate (Figure 2-6). Both
samples, either treated or untreated with thiosulphate, display a similar profile at all cell
densities tested. Thiosulphate did not appear to significantly increase or decrease the
incidence of false-positive reactions mediated by A. hydrophila when using a fresh reagent.
This suggests that the difference observed between the fresh and old kit (Figure 2-5) is
only due to ageing reagents as no salt or chlorine were present during the experiments
shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-5
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Effect of nutrient limited environment on the false-positive reaction mediated by
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Figure 2-6
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2.4 Conclusions.
Standard methods for the detection of pathogenic micoorganisms In drinking water
supplies described in the introduction are usually time consuming and require confirmatory
tests on presumptive positive. Recently, development of new methods to improve either the
rapidity in obtaining the results or the sensitivity of the method itself has been apriority.
The Colilert defined-substrate technology system was designed for this purpose and gives a
presence/absence result within 24 hours. Nevertheless, false-positive reactions mediated by
Aeromonas spp. were previously reported for cell concentrations > 104 cfu/ml (Edberg et
al., 1988). Results from the current study agree with the general rmding that the Colilert

dermed-substrate technology system can produce false-positive reactions due to noncoliform bacteria at rather high cell concentrations which do not generally meet the water
quality standards of potable water. However, a closer inspection of the results gathered
(Figure 2-1) showed a time-dependent increase in the occurrence of false-positive reaction
mediated by the type strain A. hydrophila NCIMB 9240. This would suggest that some
components of the ColHert kit become unstable with time. The composition of the Colilert
medium is under patent and could not be revealed to allow further study. It can
nevertheless be hypothesised that this increase in false-positives may be due to the failure
of 2 types of compound. The first is the chromophore used i.e. ONPG. However
degradation of ONPG to ONP should be visible when kit is reconstituted as the latter
compound would display a strong yellow colour, the characteristic used for determination
of the positive reaction. On extended ageing this phenomenon has been observed. The
possibility remains that, with age, the molecule would become more sensitive to hydrolysis
when in aqueous phase and at temperature higher than room temperature, leading to an
increased hydrolysis during incubation at 35°C. This could be verified by reconstituting
Colilert kits of increasing age, incubating the tubes at 35°C and recording at regular time
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intervals the optical density using a spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 420 nm.
Plotting the absorbance data against time would allow determination of any correlation
between ageing of the reagent (Le. instability of ONPG) and increased rate of hydrolysis.
The second possibility leading to this increase in false-positive reactions could be the
degradation of the inhibitory substance(s) that the Colilert reagent contains. Even if the
nature of the growth inhibitory substance( s) is unknown, it has been shown in our
laboratory (la Grange, personal communication) that A. hydrophila plate counts performed
during the Colilert experiment are higher in samples tested on the old kits than for those
tested on the fresh kits. This would favour the hypothesis regarding instability of the
growth inhibitory substances as time elapses. The presence of low amounts ofNaCI (0.1 %
w/v) in the sample was apparently sufficient to inactivate the effect of the inhibitory
substance(s) present in the ColHert defmed-substrate technology system and promote
growth of Aeromonas, a microorganism shown to be NaCI tolerant from 0-4%.
It might also be possible a combination of both of the above possibilities.

2.4.1 Effect of salt content of the dilution medium upon false-positive reaction.

In order to investigate whether the age of the reagents of the kit was an experimental
artefact or if it was indeed significant, further experiments were designed examining
different salt concentrations in both fresh (2 months prior to expiry date) and old (1 week
prior to expiry date) Colilert kits. Results obtained in Figure 2-2 showed that the NaCI
concentration had an effect on the extent by which false-positive reaction occurred.
However although the NaCI content had a dramatic effect when using the fresh reagent,
this effect was relatively minor when results from the old reagent are examined. This could
be explained by the fact that fresh reagents are stahle and the 'initial background noise'
produced by product decomposition is negligible. Consequently, when NaCI is present in
the medium, the haloduric portion of the heterotrophic popUlation, e.g. Aeromonas spp.,
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encounter favourable growth conditions in the buffer where inhibitory molecules are
inactivated or not in sufficient concentration to counteract the positive effect of NaCl.
Whether these molecules react with the salt or the concentration becomes insufficient is
unknown due to the lack of information upon the nature of these inhibitory molecules.
Further investigation on different salts which might be present in water such as phosphate
or nitrate salts would be worthwhile. Such studies would have to be done on individual
saIts, but also on different combination of these salts. This would allow determination of
whether the combined effect of salts would mediate false-positive reactions, where the
concentration of individual salts might be insufficient to mediate such a response.

2.4.2 Effect of age of the Colilert reagent upon false-positive reaction mediated by an
A.hydrophila cell concentration of 103 cells/ml under an

increasing saline

concentration.
The fact that salt content with old reagent had a minor effect on the false-positive response
suggest that inhibitory molecules are inactivated according to the length of storage,
therefore making the inactivation of the inhibitory molecule by the presence of salt
obsolete. Growth of Aeromonas would be possible at any salt concentration in the old
reagent because of the lack of inhibitory molecule(s) whereas with new reagent growth
would be dependent upon salt concentration.
In order to eliminate any doubt on the issue of reagents age dependence of false-positive
reactions in the Colilert defme substrate technology system, experiments were repeated
using sterile water or 1 % saline as the diluent, therefore allowing direct comparison of
results obtained for the 2 diluents (Figure 2-3). Results obtained for the experiments
performed confrrmed that NaCI has an effect in enhancing the false-positive reactions
(Figure 2-2). Yet, results obtained when diluent was water showed that a higher cell
concentration is needed for false-positive reactions to occur in both new and old reagent.
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Results clearly show a difference between the new reagent displaying false-positive
reactions for cell concentrations equals 104 cfulml whereas false-positive reactions for old
reagent were displayed at very low concentrations of 10 1 cfulml when 1% saline was used
as the diluent (Figures 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5) and 102 cfu/ml when diluent was sterile water (2-3
and 2-6). Therefore these results validate the previous hypothesis suggesting degradation
of the inhibitory molecule(s) rather than degradation of the chromophore.

2.4.3 Response of Aeromonas spp. using both aged and fresh Colilert reagents.
In order to determine whether this capacity for mediating false-positive reactions was a
unique feature of A. hydrophila or if this potential was widely spread among mesophilic
members of the genus, the Colilert kit was also assessed using A. caviae and A. sobria.
Results presented in Figure 2-4 showed that the potential of A. sobria to mediate a falsepositive reaction is significantly weaker than either A. hydrophila or A. caviae. This
different behaviour of A. sobria is recurrent in all the studies performed in our laboratory.

A. sobria has been shown to be more sensitive to chlorine (Gavriel et al., 1997) and to

H202 (see chapter 3). The fact that A. sobria mediates a weaker false-positive response is
remarkable for two reasons. The first is that A. sobria might be either more sensitive to the
inhibitory molecule(s) present in the Colilert medium or produce less or a less efficient Bgalactosidase than the two other members under study. As the results obtained in Figure 24 relates to experiments performed with old Colilert reagent, it is reasonable to envisage
that the inhibitory molecule(s) have been degraded during storage. It is therefore more
probable that the difference observed between A. sobria and the group containing A.

hydrophila and A. caviae is due to a reduced synthesis of or a less efficient B-galactosidase
in the former. The second reason is that along with other studies showing the different
response of A. sobria (Gavriel et aI., 1997; Chapter 3), it emerges that besides the fact that
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A. sobria belongs to the genus Aeromonas but they have evolved along a different

evolutionary line.

2.4.4 Effect of nutrient limitation upon false-positive reaction mediated by A.
hydrophila.
It could be argued that the potential conferred to Aeromonas species to mediate false-

positive reactions in the Colilert defined-substrate technology system was due to the fact
that the previous experiments were undertaken with physiologically healthy cells grown
under optimal conditions. Simulation of nutrient limited environment was undertaken by
harvesting cells of an overnight culture and resuspending them in 100 ml of filter-sterilised
tap water and left to incubate for 5 days. No difference between the cells incubated for 5
days in M9 minimal medium and those incubated in water for the same period of time was
observed (Figure 2-5).
2.4.5 Effect of chlorine upon false-positive reaction mediated by A. hydrophila.
However as it was demonstrated that the presence of salt had an effect in increasing the
incidence of false-positive reactions, it remained possible that results observed for the saltfree sample were due to an artefact induced by the presence of residual chlorine from the
tap water. A similar experiment was undertaken using old Colilert reagent with resuspension of the cells in filter-sterilised tap water either with or without thiosulphate to
neutralise chlorine present in one of the samples. Presence of thiosulphate did not increase
or decrease the incidence of false-positive reaction compared to the M9 control. Data
suggest that mediation of a false-positive response did not depend upon the growth state of
the microorganisms studied or the presence of residual chlorine, but solely on the age of
the reagent and the presence of salt.
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The present study demonstrates that the Colilert defmed-substrate technology is effective
in suppressing growth of the heterotrophic flora when the reagents of the kit are fresh.
However this study clearly illustrates that age of the reagents has a dramatic impact on the
reliability of positive results obtained. The data indicates that the deficiency might be due
to instability of the inhibitory molecule(s) upon storage.
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CHAPTER 3 The oxidative stress response of A.
hydrophila.
3.1 Introduction.

erobic microorganisms have to face a constant oxidative stress whether from
internally generated radicals or from external factors (e.g. oxidative burst of
s). When the concentration of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
reaches levels above the cell's defence capacities, the microorganism is said
to be under oxidative stress. ROS are numerous and have been reviewed in chapter 1.
Oxygen is vital for any aerobically metabolising cell, being used as the terminal electron
acceptor in the electron transport chain. However molecular oxygen is the precursor of
many radicals which are potentially lethal to the cell if not dealt with by detoxification
systems. To counteract the toxicity of the metabolic side-products of oxygen, bacteria have
developed several elaborate defence strategies throughout evolution which can be
summarised as protein and DNA repair systems (Chapter 1 paragraph 1.2.6). The oxidative
stress phenomenon has been extensively studied in E. coli and S. typhimurium (Farr and
Kogoma, 1991) where sub-lethal challenge have been shown to mediate resistance to a
dose which ordinarily would be lethal. Studies in these microorganisms determined that
prior sub-lethal exposure was necessary to allow production of stress proteins in order to
bring adaptation. To date, no studies have been performed on the response of Aeromonas
spp. to oxidative stress.
Ingestion of drinking water contaminated with Aeromonas spp. has been suggested to be a
potential route for gastro-intestinal infections. Recovery of Aeromonas spp. from
chlorinated water supplies have suggested that these microorganisms may partially adapt to
the oxidising agent used to maintain good microbiological quality of the water. The
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presence of oxidising agents in the environmental medium may potentially help the
microorganisms to withstand onslaught by oxidative stress in macrophages via prior
adptation

to

oxidative

stress.

When

stimulated

phagocytes

engulf

invading

microorganisms, these microbes are exposed to lytic enzymes and a series of oxygen
radicals and related oxidants (e.g. H 202), used by the enzyme myeloxiperoxidase to oxidise
chlorine ion to hypochlorous acid (McKenna and Davies, 1988). If bacteria face a nonlethal dose of a stress prior to infection, they would then be able to withstand higher doses
with less damage compared to cells which have not had the opportunity of launching such
an adaptive response. Therefore pre-exposed cells may have a better chance of survival
within the host and have the potential of launching a pathogenic attack. This chapter will
present a study on the response of Aeromonas spp., mainly A. hydrophila, to H202 and
some parameters which affect the response.
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3.2 Materials and Methods.
3.2.1 Materials.
3.2.1.1 Reagents.
Reagents were of analytical grade and were purchased from either Fisons Scientific
Equipment, Bishop, Loughborough, UK., or BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK.
Complex microbiological media such as tryptone soya agar, nutrient agar and nutrient
broth were obtained from Oxoid, Unipath Ltd., Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK. and
chloramphenicol from Molecular Biology Sigma, Poole, UK.
3.2.1.2 Bacterial strains.
The following type strains were obtained from the National Collection of Industrial and
Marine Bacteria Ltd., Aberdeen, UK: A. hydrophila NCIMB 9240, A. caviae NCIMB
13016, A. sobria NCIMB 12065. The environmental strains used in certain experiments
were supplied by Mr. Andros Gavriel (North of Scotland Water Authority, Turriff Water
Treatment Works, Turriff, UK.).
All strains were maintained on nutrient agar with frequent sub-culture every 3 to 4 weeks.
Master plates were grown at 30°C for 24 h and stored at 4°C until use.
3.2.2 Methods.
3.2.2.1 Evaluation of the effect of a range of concentration of H 202 on A. hydrophila in
complex medium.
1 ml from a 9 ml nutrient broth overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing
100 ml of nutrient broth. When the cultures had reached mid logarithmic phase of growth
(OD65 0

nm =

0.4) they were challenged with different amounts of H20 2 at a fmal

concentration of: 3 mM, 15 mM, 30 mM, 150 mM, and 2.9 M. Using nutrient broth as a
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blank, the samples were measured in a spectrophotometer set at a A of 650 nm. At
appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removed from the experimental flasks and
measured.

3.2.2.2 Evaluation of the effect of a range of concentration of H 20 2 on A. hydrophila in
minimal medium.
M9 Medium was prepared as described in Chapter 2 Paragraph 2.2.2.1. A 1 ml aliquot
from a 9 ml M9 medium overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml
ofM9 medium. When the cultures had reached mid-log phase of growth (OD 650 nm of 0.4),
they were challenged with different amounts of H20 2 at a fmal concentration of: 50 JlM,
250 JlM, 500JlM, 750JlM, 1 mM, and 10 mM. Using M9 buffer as a blank, the samples
were measured in a spectrophotometer set at a A of 650 nm. At appropriate times, 1 mlof
sample was removed from the experimental flasks and measured.

a) Determination of the sub-lethal and lethal dose of H 20 2 to be used for adaptation
studies.
A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to stationary phase (OD650 nm

=

0.8) and 1 ml of this overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml of
M9 buffer. The following concentrations of

H202

were then added to separate flasks at

time zero: 0, 50 JlM, 250 JlM, 500 JlM, 750 JlM, 1 mM and 10 mM. Samples were
removed from the flasks at time: 0, 5, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300, and 1440
minutes. Viable counts were determined by the Miles and Misra plate count method
(Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3).
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b) Investigation into the response of A. hydrophila to oxidative stress.

i) Adaptation of A. hydrophila, A. caviae, A. sobria and environmental isolates

stationary phase cells to H 20 2•
M9 medium was used to prepare cultures for the stress experiments. M9 buffer was
prepared as described previously. H20 2 being liable to react with the components of the
complex medium, the adaptation of A. hydrophila to H20 2 was performed in M9 minimal
medium. A 9 ml minimal medium M9 overnight culture was grown to stationary phase
(OD 650 nm = 0.8) and 1 ml of this overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing
100 ml of M9 buffer. The sub-lethal dose (50 JlM) of H20 2 was applied after 5 minutes,
and the lethal dose (1 mM) after 60 minutes. Samples were removed from the flasks at
time: 0, 5, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300 and 1440 minutes and viable counts were
determined by the Miles and Misra plate count method (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3).
ii) Relative time scale protection of A. hydrophila using 50 JIM as sub-lethal dose prior

to lethal challenge added at different times.
A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to stationary phase (OD650 nm

=

0.8) and 1 ml of this overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml of
M9 buffer. The sub-lethal dose (50 JlM) of H20 2 was applied at time 0 minute, and the
lethal dose (1 mM) at time of 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 minutes. Samples were removed
from the flasks at time: 0, 60, 120, 180 minutes after addition of the lethal challenge.
Viable counts were determined by the Miles and Misra plate count method (Chapter 3
paragraph 3.2.2.3).
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iii) Effect of Chloramphenicol upon the adaptation phenomenon of A. hydrophila
stationary phase cells to H20 2 challenge.
A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to stationary phase (OD 650 nm

=

0.8) and 1 ml of this overnight culture was used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml of
M9 buffer. Chloramphenicol (10 Jlg/ml) was added at time

°

minute, the sub-lethal dose

(50 ~M) ofH20 2 was applied after 5 minutes, and the lethal dose (1 mM) after 60 minutes.
Samples were removed from the flasks at time: 0, 5, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300
and 1440 minutes and viable counts were determined by the Miles and Misra plate count
method (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3).

c) Investigation of the different parameters affecting the stress response.
i) Catalase assay on A. hydrophila cell extract.
Preparation of the cell extract.
A 5 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to stationary phase (OD650 nm
0.8). The following concentrations of H202: 50 JlM, 500

~M

=

or 1 mM, were added to the

re-suspended cells for a period of 5, 30 and 60 minutes. A no addition control was
performed following the same procedure as for the samples. After the appropriate
incubation period cells were harvested after centrifugation at 13,500 rpm for 30 seconds.
The supernatant was discarded and cells were re-suspended in 1 ml of fresh M9 buffer.
Cells were washed 3 times with 0.5 ml of 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.4.
Finally cells were resupsended in 1 ml of 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and
lysed using a sonicator ( Heat systems ultra processor XL) with a repeat of 3 cycles of 30
seconds sonication, and 30 seconds on ice. The output of the sonicator was set at 28 % of
the maximum power. After sonication, the cells were centrifuged at 13,500 rpm for 20
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seconds. The cytosolic fraction was then transferred into a fresh sterile Eppendorf tube,
and the solution kept on ice.

Catalase assay.
The catalase activity in the cell extract was measured via its ability to break down H20 2 . 60
~l of a 1 % H 20 2 solution was added to 1 ml of potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and the

absorbance measured to be around an A 240 nm of 0.7. 100 ~l of cell extract was then added
to the assay. Recording of the optical density was performed every 10 seconds starting 10
seconds. after addition until 210 seconds were reached. A fmal value was read 10 minutes
after the assay was started.

ii) Effect of growth phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress

response.
Two pre-cultures were obtained by growing cells of A. hydrophila in M9 medium at 30°C
for 24 h to stationary phase (OD650

nm

=

0.8), one for the preparation of the logarithmic

phase cells, the other for the stationary phase cells preparation. 4 ml of culture were
removed from one of the cultures and used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medium. The resultant
cell suspension was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase
(OD650 nm = 0.4). Experimental flasks used for the stationary phase study were seeded using
1 ml of overnight stationary phase cells into 100 ml of fresh M9 buffer. Experimental
flasks used for the logarithmic phase study were seeded using 1 ml logarithmic phase cells
in 100 ml of fresh M9 buffer. Subsequent to challenge with H 20 2, samples were removed
from the flasks at time: 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 and 1440 minutes and viable counts were
determined by the Miles and Misra plate count method (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3).
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3.2.2.3 The Drop Plate Count method (Miles and Misra)
At appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removed from the experimental flasks and
subject to a 10-fold dilution series using tubes containing 9 ml volumes of M9 buffer (i.e.
10- 1 down to 10-4 ). Pre-dried nutrient agar plates were divided into four quadrants. Five 20
JlI volumes from each dilution i.e. 10- 1 through to 10-4, were applied on one of these
quadrants. The plates were incubated at 30°C for 24 hours and the number of colony
forming units enumerated.
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3.3 Results.

3.3.1 Evaluation of the effect of a range of concentrations of H 20 2 on A. hydrophila in
complex medium.
A series of experiments were designed in order to assess the effect of H20 2 upon viability
of A. hydrophila. Sensitivity to this oxidative agent was fIrst assessed in complex medium
(i.e. nutrient broth using a spectrophotometric technique) (Figure 3-1). From the data
obtained it can be seen that relatively high concentrations of the oxidative agent were
needed to kill the cells. The possibility existed that H20 2 might react with some
components of the complex medium, thereby reducing its oxidising potential.
3.3.2 Evaluation of the effect of a range of concentrations of H20 2 on A. hydrophila in
minimal medium.
To verify whether interactions between H20 2 and some components of the complex
medium were indeed signifIcant, a similar experiment was performed in a minimal salt
medium i.e. Miller's M9 minimal medium (Figure 3-2). The data obtained confrrmed that
H20 2 had been reacting with components of the complex medium as lethal effects in M9
buffer were substantially more pronounced at equivalent concentrations. Results obtained
from the experiment in minimal medium suggested that the spectrophotometric technique
was not sufficiently sensitive to measure H20 2 bactericidal activity on A. hydrophila, as the
method cannot differentiate between living cells and non-viable, but non-lysed organisms.
The lack of sensitivity of this method is due to two major drawbacks. The fIrst is that only
through cell lysis will the optical density decrease, the second being that cells which are
dead but non-lysed will still deflect the beam of light similarly to their living counterparts
and thus be incorporated in the optical density reading displayed.
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Figurer 3-1
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H 20 2 challenge of A. hydrophila in NB complex medium.
Cells were grown in nutrient broth (NB) at 30°C at 150 rpm. No addition ofH20 2 is shown
as a control (D). The addition of3 mM (<¢», 15 mM (0), 30 mM (~), 150 mM (-),2.95 M
(.) H202 was performed when the OD650 om reached 0.4 (Marked addition).
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Figure 3-2
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H202 challenge of A. hydrophila in M9 miller minimal medium.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9) at 30°C at 150 rpm. No addition ofH202
is shown as a control (0). The addition of 50 JlM (-¢», 250 JlM (0), 750 JlM (~), 1 mM
(-), 10 mM ( . )H20 2 was performed when the OD650 nm reached 0.4 (Marked addition).
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Therefore a more rigorous and discriminatory approach was necessary to measure for more
subtle effects of the oxidising agent. Methods suitable for assessment of viability using
plate count techniques are more sensitive than spectroscopy and the Miles and Misra drop
plate count procedure was employed as the most appropriate assay for cell viability.

3.3.3 Investigation into the response of A. hydrophila to oxidative stress. Adaptation of

A. hydrophila stationary phase cells to H 20 2Data from Figure 3-3 a showed 1 mM H 20 2 to be the minimal bactericidal dose of oxidant
where loss of viability is rapid (i.e. within 60 minutes). An appropriate sub-lethal dose was
determined to be 50 J.lM (Figure 3-3 b). Therefore a preliminary experiment to assess the
oxidative stress response of A. hydrophila was performed using 50 J.lM as sub-lethal dose
and 10 mM as lethal challenge of H 202. These values were chosen based upon results
obtained from the previous experiments where 5 mM and 10 mM were shown to be
defmitely bactericidal. 10 mM H202 was chosen in order to assess to which extent A.

hydrophila could display an adaptation response to that oxidant. From the experimental
results obtained (Figure 3-4), there was no apparent differences in response between the 2
test flasks. Pre-exposure of cells to 50 J.lM had no influence in preventing onset of rapid
loss of viability upon subsequent addition of 10 mM H 20 2.
That no adaptation was observed during this experiment also strengthened the fact that A.

hydrophila is more sensitive to oxidising agents than E. coli , which was previously shown
to display an oxidative stress adaptive response to H 202 concentrations up to 25 mM
(Demple and Halbrook, 1983; Imlay et aI., 1988).
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Figure 3-3 a (300 minutes plot)
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Determination of the effect of H 20 2 upon A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9) at 30°C at 150 rpm. The addition of 50
JlM (D), 250 J.1M (-¢», 500 JlM (0),750 JlM (~) 1 mM (-),5 mM (+),10 mM (e)H202
was done at time 5 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted
in M9 buffer, and plated using the Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at
30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted
against time.
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Figure 3.3 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Determination of the effect of H 2 0 2 upon A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9) at 30°C at 150 rpm. The addition of 50
JlM (0),250 JlM (-¢», 500 JlM (0),750 JlM (~) 1 mM (-),5 mM (+),10 mM (e)H202
was done at time 5 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted
in M9 buffer, and plated using the Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at
30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted
against time.
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Figure 3-4
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Adaptation of A. hydrophila to 10 mM H 2 0 2 using 50 JlM as a sub-lethal dose.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9). No addition of H20 2 is shown as a
control (O).The fIrst addition (50 JlM) was performed after 5 minutes in the adaptation
flask. At time 60 minutes, 10 mM was added to both adaptation (~) and untreated (0)
flasks. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using the Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells
were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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This experiment was therefore repeated using a lower bactericidal dose as determined from
Figure 3-3, i.e. 1 mM H20 2. When repeated using 1 mM H20 2 as the lethal dose a totally
different result to that obtained previously was observed (Figures 3-5 a and b). When 1
mM H20 2 was the lethal dose, the sub-lethal concentration of 50 JlM H20 2 was indeed

shown to stimulate onset of a stress adaptive response. Figures 3-5 a and b show a definite
difference in the response displayed by the pre-treated and non pre-treated flasks. In the
latter flask, the cells rapidly lost viability until no cell could be recovered 60 minutes after
addition of the lethal challenge, indicating that 1 mM was truly a lethal challenge for the
cells. When cells were pre-treated with 50 JlM H20 2, a 2 log reduction in the viability
count was observed in the first 60 minutes with a further 1 log reduction in viability
observed within the next 180 minutes after challenge. This reduction in the death rate and
the recovery of viable cells 180 minutes after lethal challenge has demonstrated that cells
pre-treated with a sub-lethal dose of an oxidant could withstand higher doses normally
lethal to the cells.

As it was demonstrated that A. hydrophila could display an adaptive stress tolerance
response to H20 2, it was important to study the relative time scale of the protection
acquired through sub-lethal challenge in order to determine the potential role of stress
adaptation in the infection mechanism of pathogenic microorganisms. The relative time
scale for onset of protection was studied using the previously determined sub-lethal and
lethal doses.
The sub-lethal dose was added at the same time to all of the flasks, while addition of the
lethal dose was performed at a set increase of time between the different flasks. Results of
this investigation are presented in Figure 3-6 and show that the degree of cellular
adaptation to H202 challenge is time-dependent.
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Figure 3-5 a (300 minutes plot)
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Adaptation of A. hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 using 50 J.lM as a sub-lethal dose.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9). Control (No H20 2 addition) (D). The
first addition (50 JlM) was performed after 5 minutes in the adaptation flask. At time 60
minutes, 1 mM was added to both adaptation (-¢» and untreated (0) flasks. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, cells were counted, and the
log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 3-5 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Adaptation of A. hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 using 50 J.1M as a sub-lethal dose.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9). Control (No H20 2 addition) (D). The
first addition (50 JiM) was performed after 5 minutes in the adaptation flask. At time 60
minutes, 1 mM was added to both adaptation (~) and untreated (0) flasks. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, cells were counted, and the
log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Two trends seems to emerge (Figure 3-6). Firstly, a sub-lethal exposure time of 120
minutes prior to 1 mM H 20 2 addition seems to be the optimal time for adaptation to occur
during the first 60 minutes of the challenge. Secondly, after the first 60 minutes of the
experiment, all curves tend to plateau. The longer the pre-treatment, the higher the viability
count, therefore suggesting that the longer the sub-lethal exposure, the stronger the
adaptation.

3.3.4. Investigation of the different parameters affecting the stress response of A.
hydrophila.
The adaptive phenomenon of A. hydrophila to oxidative stress could be manifested through
a variety of possible mechanisms. Firstly, increased synthesis of redox active cellular
metabolites such as glutathione, triggered by the sub-lethal dose, could afford the cells
protection to higher doses of oxidant by reducing the chemical more efficiently.
Alternatively, the phenomenon of adaptation may be modulated through enhanced
synthesis of proteins functioning to catalyse breakdown of the oxidant e.g. catalase or in
protecting cellular targets and/or repairing cell lesions. Another possibility could involve
the synthesis of a set of stress induced proteins such as heat-shock (Langer et al., 1992) or
the OxyR regulated proteins (Farr and Kogoma, 1991). In order to clarify among these
possibilities, a set of experiment was designed to study some of these parameters i.e.
catalase and de novo protein synthesis.

3.3.4.1 Role of catalase activity in mediating the adaptive tolerance to H 20 2•
This set of experiments was designed to determine whether catalase had a role to play in
the phenomenon of adaptation of A. hydrophila to H 20 2 stress. Cells were grown overnight
in M9 medium, and subsequently incubated in presence the of 50 J.1M, 500 J.1M or 1 mM
H20 2 for 5, 30 and 60 minutes.
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Figure 3-6
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Relative time scale protection of A. hydrophila acquired through sub-lethal challenge
(50 J.!M) prior to 1 mM H 20 2•
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9), pre-treated with 50 flM H20 2 at the
same time in all flasks, then challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time (minutes): 30 (<», 60
(0), 120 (~), 180 (-), 240 (.), 300 (e). A Control receiving no H20 2 addition was
performed (D). At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer,
and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells
were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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These cells were then harvested by centrifugation, re-suspended in potassium phosphate
buffer pH 7.4 and lysed by sonication. Assessment of catalase activity was performed by
monitoring breakdown of H20 2 at A240

run.

Results for both 50 11M and 1 mM H20 2

concentrations are shown in Table 3-1 and 3-2. The data from Table 3-1, 3-2, showed a
common trend where H20 2 treated cells displayed enhanced catalase activity compared to
the no treatment control.

Table 3-1: Measurement of catalase activity from A. hydrophila pre-treated with 50
J.lM H 20 2• Crude cellular extract from A. hydrophila was assayed for ability to degrade
H20 2. Cell extract prepared by sonication was diluted in phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and this
assayed for catalase activity by monitoring decrease in absorbance of H20 2 at A=240 nm.
Catalase activity determined from the intial reaction rate, was calculated based upon total
protein concentration of the crude extract.

Length of pre-treatment
(minutes.)
0
5
30
60

Specific Activity of Catalase
(absorbance change in catalase activity/J.lg of
total protein/second)
4.11xlO-6
6.31xlO-6
9.88xlO-6
1.17x10-5
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Table 3-2: Measurement of catalase activity from A. hydrophUa pre-treated with 1
mM H 20 2• Crude cellular extract from A. hydrophila was assayed for ability to degrade
H20 2. Cell extract prepared by sonication was diluted in phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and this
assayed for catalase activity by monitoring decrease in absorbance of H20 2 at A=240 nm.
Catalase activity determined from the intial reaction rate, was calculated based upon total
protein concentration of the crude extract.

Length of pre-treatment
(minutes.)
0
5
30
60

Specific Activity of Catalase
(absorbance change in catalase activity/fJ.g of
total protein/second)
1.33x10- s
1.51x10-s
1.89x10-5
2.14x10-)

Calculation of the initial rate of catalase reaction for 50 /-lM and 1 mM H20 2 challenge
(Table 3-1 and 3-2) showed an increased catalase activity when H20 2 concentration
increases. When looking at the data presented, the reaction rates of the controls and 5
minute pre-treatment appeared relatively similar suggesting that a 5 minute pre-treatment
seems insufficient for the cells to exhibit strong catalase activity. Closer inspection of the
data presented showed that the trend for 30 and 60 minutes pre-treatment were similar and
markedly different from the group described previously (control and 5 minutes pretreament). From the times assayed, it appears that the minimal time requirement for an
significant increase in catalase activity was 30 minutes. These results have demonstrated
the potential role of catalase in the process of adaptation. The difference in the H20 2
degradation rate between 50 fJ.M and 1 mM might be occuring for two different reasons
with regards to catalase activity in vivo. The first being due to a dose dependent de novo
protein synthesis of enzymes, whereas the second resulting from a dose dependent
modulation of pre-existing catalase. Further investigation on whether catalase was either
newly synthesised as a component of de novo protein synthesis or if the phenomenon
observed was due to modulation of pre-existing enzymes was therefore undertaken. This
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set of experiments was perfonned on A. hydrophila pre-treated with 500 ~M H20 2 in
presence or absence of 10 ~glml chloramphenicol, a transcritptional inhibitory molecule
which completely abolishes protein synthesis in bacteria. Results are presented in Tables 33, 3-4.
Table 3-3: Measurement of catalase activity from A. hydrophila pre-treated with 500
f..1M H 20 2• Crude cellular extract from A. hydrophila was assayed for ability to degrade
H20 2. Cell extract prepared by sonication was diluted in phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and this
assayed for catalase activity by monitoring decrease in absorbance of H20 2 at A=240 run.
Catalase activity detennined from the intial reaction rate, was calculated based upon total
protein concentration of the crude extract.

Length of pre-treatment
(minutes.)
0
5
30
60

Specific Activity of Catalase
(absorbance change in catalase activity/J.lg of
total protein/second)
2.05xlO-5
1.61xlO-5
2.52xlO-5
2.52xlO-)

Table 3-4:Measurement of catalase activity from A. hydrophila pre-treated with 500
f..1M H 20 2 + 10 p.1g/ml chloramphenicol. Crude cellular extract from A. hydrophila was
assayed for ability to degrade H20 2. Cell extract prepared by sonication was diluted in
phosphate buffer pH 7.4 and this assayed for catalase activity by monitoring decrease in
absorbance of H20 2 at A=240 run. Catalase activity detennined from the intial reaction
rate, was calculated based upon total protein concentration of the crude extract.

Length of pre-treatment
(minutes.)
0
5
30
60

Specific Activity of Catalase
(absorbance change in catalase activity/J.lg of
total protein/second)
1.66xlO-s
1.66xlO-5
2.50xlO-5
2.50xlO-5

Results obtained for cells pre-treated with 500 ~M H202 (Table 3-3) showed similar rates
for either the control and the 5 minutes pre-treatment or the 30 and 60 minute pretreatment.
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3.3.4.2 Role of de novo protein synthesis in mediating the adaptive response of .4.

hydrophila to oxidative stress.
An A. hydrophila culture grown overnight was used to seed experimental flasks containing

100 ml M9 buffer. One flask received 10 ~glml chloramphenicol at time 0 minute.
Addition of 50 JlM and 1 mM H 20 2 were performed at 5 minutes and 60 minutes,
respectively. An ethanol control (100 JlI of pure ethanol) was performed to determine
whether any effect observed was solely due to chloramphenicol or if the solvent had any
involvement in the potential to mediate an effect on the response of the microorganisms to
oxidative stress. Results are presented in Figures 3-7 a and b. Data obtained for the ethanol
control showed that it had no effect upon on the cellular viability. Therefore any effect
observed would be solely due to chloramphenicol and the oxidising agent, when present.
Control cells in presence of 10 ~glml chloramphenicol only showed a viability loss of 1.5
log after the 24 hours. Cells pre-treated with chloramphenicol and 1 mM H 20 2 showed a
rapid loss in viability until no viable cells could be recovered 60 minutes after addition of
oxidant. In the presence of chloramphenicol, pre-treating the cells with 50 JlM H20 2 was
ineffective at preventing rapid loss of viability when 1 mM H20 2 was introduced. These
results demonstrate that in presence of 10

~glml

chloramphenicol the oxidative stress

resistance displayed by A. hydrophila has been abolished. This strongly suggests that A.

hydrophila stress response is partially mediated through the fresh synthesis of key stress
proteins.

3.3.4.3 Effect of growth phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress
response.
In recognition that physiological responses of bacterial organisms alter with age, it was
sought to investigate the influence of growth phase and length of storage of
microorganisms on their solid medium upon the adaptive response of A. hydrophila.
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Figure 3-7 a (300 minutes plot)
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Effect of chloramphenicol (10 ,..,g/ml) on the adaptation response of A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minimal medium (M9). As a control 100 JlI of
ethanol was added to non-treated cells (D). Chloramphenicol addition was performed at
time 0 minute in all appropriate flasks. Chloramphenicol control (<». Adaptation flask
received addition of 50 JlM H20 2 at time 5 minutes and 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes.
Death control flask (0) received 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1
ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 3-7 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Effect of chloramphenicol (10 f.lg/ml) on the adaptation response of A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minimal medium (M9). As a control 100 ~l of
ethanol was added to non-treated cells (D). Chloramphenicol addition was performed at
time 0 minute in all appropriate flasks. Chloramphenicol control (<?). Adaptation flask
received addition of 50 ~M H20 2 at time 5 minutes and 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes.
Death control flask (0) received 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1
ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Test organisms were grown on NA plates for 3 days, 2 weeks and 12 weeks and two precultures were grown for each of the different plates. One to stationary phase, the other one
to mid-log phase. The resulting cultures were then used in an adaptation experiment where
the sub-lethal and lethal doses of H 20 2 were 50 J..tM and 1 mM, respectively. These
experiments were designed to study the effect of storage length and growth phase at the
same time to ease comparison between them, but also to obtain a broader picture where
both parameters could be working in concert. Figure 3-8 presents data for the 3 days old
culture, Figure 3-9 for the 2 weeks old culture and Figure 3-10 for the 12 weeks old
culture.

a) Effect of growth phase upon A. hydrophUa oxidative stress response.
Both logarithmic and stationary phase controls were almost identical in all the three sets of
experiments performed allowing reliable comparison to be made between the experiments.
In agreement with previous findings, 1 mM H 20 2 was proven to be lethal for both the
logarithmic and stationary phase of cells stored 3 days on NA (Figure 3-8). However after
2 weeks of storage on plates, a marked difference appeared between the 2 growth stages

(Figure 3-9). Logarithmic phase cells showed a total loss of viability 120 minutes after
lethal challenge was applied, whereas the stationary phase counterpart remained viable
slightly longer with a total loss of viability occurring 240 minutes after H20 2 addition.
With regards to the 12 weeks storage, both logarithmic and stationary phase cells displayed
an impressive resistance to the lethal challenge, only showing loss of viability 24 hours
after the start of the assay (data not shown). This suggests that additional protective
mechanisms (e.g. late protein synthesis) to the involvement of catalase and early protein
synthesis takes place during long storage for cells to become resistant to stress challenges.
Cells stored on solid medium for 12 weeks display a greater resistance than younger cells
pre-treated with 50 J..tM H202. When one looks at the adaptation data for both stationary
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Figure 3-8
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Effect of growth phase and age upon adaptation of 3 days old A. hydrophila to
oxidative stress.
Two pre-cultures were obtained by growing cells overnight in M9 medium to stationary
phase. 4 ml of culture from one of the overnights was used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9
medium. The resultant cell suspension was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in
logarithmic phase. No addition of H20 2 is shown as a stationary (0) and logarithmic (~)
control. The first addition (50 ~M) was performed after 5 minutes to both adaptation
flasks. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM was added to stationary adaptation (¢-), stationary lethal
challenge (0), logarithmic adaptation (-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and
the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 3-9
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Effect of growth phase and age upon adaptation of 2 weeks old A. hydrophila to
oxidative stress.
Two pre-cultures were obtained by growing cells overnight in M9 medium to stationary
phase. 4 ml of culture from one of the overnights was used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9
medium. The resultant cell suspension was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in
logarithmic phase. No addition of H20 2 is shown as a stationary (D) and logarithmic (~)
control. The first addition (50 flM) was performed after 5 minutes to both adaptation
flasks. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM was added to stationary adaptation (<¢», stationary lethal
challenge (0), logarithmic adaptation (-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and
the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 3-10
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Effect of growth phase and age upon adaptation of A. hydrophila (12 weeks old) to
oxidative stress.
Two pre-cultures were obtained by growing cells overnight in M9 medium to stationary
phase. 4 ml of culture from one of the overnights was used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9
medium. The resultant cell suspension was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in
logarithmic phase. No addition of H20 2 is shown as a stationary (0) and logarithmic (A)
control. The first addition (50 flM) was performed after 5 minutes to both adaptation
flasks. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM was added to stationary adaptation (-<», stationary lethal
challenge (0), logarithmic adaptation (-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and
the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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and logarithmic phase cells, it can be seen that logarithmic phase cells displayed a
marginally weaker resistance to 1 mM H20 2 than cells in stationary phase.

b) Effect of culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress response.
The ability of 3 days old logarithmic phase cells in displaying an adaptive response seems
to be reduced as length of storage increases. When in logarithmic phase, cells stored for 2
and 12 weeks do not display any adaptation pattern, and loss of viability is similar to cells
which have not been pre-treated prior to challenge with 1 mM H20 2 . On the contrary,
stationary phase cells pre-treated prior to lethal challenge, always display an adaptive
response to the oxidising agent regardless of age of culture from the plate. Closer
inspection of Figures 3-8, 3-9, 3-10 showed that cells stored for 3 days and pre-treated with

50 JlM H20 2 display a stronger resistance to the lethal challenge than either of the 2 older
cultures pre-treated with 50 JlM H20 2. Viability loss is of 1 log for the 3 days stored
bacteria, whereas the reduction in viable cells encountered by the two older samples is of
around 2 log within 300 minutes of the assay.
It is interesting to note that whereas viability for the 3 days and 2 weeks old stabilised after
300 minutes into the assay, the 12 weeks old display an increase in viability between 300
to 1440 minutes (data not shown). This shows that although cells stored for 12 weeks on
solid medium initially appear more sensitive to the 1 mM challenge than the 3 days old
cells, they display similar viability to their younger counterparts after 24 hours. This would
seem to suggest that alternate mechanisms of protection may be involved in the older cells.
Another possible explanation for this increase in resistance is the involvement of cell
memory due to maturation proteins prior to re-growth (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.3.4 b).
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3.3.5 Adaptation of A. ca via e, A. sobria and environmental Aeromonas isolates to
H 20 2•
All investigations which have been undertaken until now have been performed on the A.

hydrophila type strain NCIMB 9240. As described in the introduction and further stressed
in chapter 2, A. hydrophila is considered as being the major pathogenic species with
regards to humans, but other sub-species such as A. caviae or A. sobria have emerged as
potential agents for both intestinal and extra-intestinal diseases. It is therefore of
importance to investigate whether the oxidative adaptation phenomenon demonstrated for

A. hydrophila is unique to this species or whether it is more widely distributed among the
genus. Therefore similar adaptation experiments to those described for A. hydrophila were
performed on type strains of A. caviae (Figure 3-11) and A. sobria (Figure 3-12), and two
non speciated environmental isolates determined by phenotyping to belong to the genus

Aeromonas (Figures 3-13 and 3-14). 1 mM H20 2 was proven to be lethal towards all
strains examined. However the susceptibility to the lethal challenge was shown to vary
between the particular strain under investigation. A. sobria was shown to be more sensitive
to 1 mM H20 2 than the environmental isolates whereas A. caviae showed a similar
resistance pattern. The response of the type strains to the lethal challenge was shown to be
more varied. Recovery of A. caviae was shown to be impossible 180 minutes after lethal
addition, with A. sobria shown to be more sensitive than A. caviae, whereby no cells could
be recovered 90 minutes after the 1 mM H20 2 challenge. Both the type strains and
environmental isolates displayed an adaptive response to 1 mM H20 2 challenge when pretreated with 50 f.lM of the same oxidant, suggesting that this phenomenon is widely spread
among the Aeromonas genus. Further, the extent to which the cells remain viable in the
presence of oxidative insult varies between the type strains and the environmental group,
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Adaptation of Aeromonas environmental isolate 14/8/96/1 to 1 mM H 20 2 using 50 JlM
as a sub-lethal dose.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9). No addition of H20 2 is shown as a
control (D). The first addition (50 flM) was performed after 5 minutes in the adaptation
flask. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM was added to both adaptation (-<» and death (C) flasks.
At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated
using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 3-14
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Adaptation of Aeromonas environmental isolate 14/8/96/5 to 1 mM H 20 2 using 50 J.lM
as a sub-lethal dose.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (M9). No addition of H20 2 is shown as a
control (D). The first addition (50 JlM) was performed after 5 minutes in the adaptation
flask. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM was added to both adaptation (-¢» and death (0) flasks.
At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated
using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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but also within the groups themselves. A 1-2 log difference can be observed between the
environmental isolates (Figures 3-13 and 3-14).
Phenotyping tests have shown that these environmental isolates belong to the Aeromonas
genus, but their identity to subspecies level is not known as no genotyping test has been
performed (A. Gavriel, unpublished data). It is probable they are two distinct subspecies
which might explain their noticeable difference in response to the oxidative challenge.
However this cannot be resolved until subspeciation has been performed. However
cultivation in the laboratory using complex media might influence the response of these
isolates to stress parameters.

With regards to the type strains, major differences can be noticed. Here, it is apparent that
the difference are subspecies related. It is interesting to notice that whereas A. sob ria was
more sensitive to 1 mM H20 2 than A. caviae, its adaptation response when pre-treated with
50 /-lM appeared to be more efficient than for A. caviae. The difference between the control

and the adaptation curve for A. caviae showed about a 3 log difference whereas A. sobria a
difference of about 1 log. This surprising efficiency of A. sob ria to better adapt than A.
caviae might be a laboratory phenomenon, however the possibility of A. sobria having

developed a more efficient protective mechanism cannot be discounted. It is feasible that
A. sobria, being more sensitive than the other mesophilic members of the Aeromonas

genus, had to develop better adaptative mechanisms to survive.
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3.4 Discussion.

3.4.1 Determining the range of concentration in complex medium.
In order to establish the effect of different concentrations of H20 2 on A. hydrophila a series
of growth experiments were undertaken initially using complex medium. From the results
obtained for these experiments it was seen that relatively high concentrations of H20 2 were
required to kill the cells. The minimum inhibitory concentration was observed to be 30
mM, with 15 mM being mildly bacteriostatic. This range of active concentration was very
close to the values previously reported for Gram negative bacteria such as E. coli (Demple
and Halbrook, 1983). In a study performed on Enterococcusfaecalis (Flahaut et al., 1998),
this organism was reported to resist 45 mM H20 2 with a sub-lethal dose of 2.4 mM in brain
heart infusion broth. Concentrations of H20 2 reported by Flahaut and co-workers were
higher than any reported concentrations within the literature for both Gram negative
bacteria (20 mM H2 0 2 ) and Gram positive (10-30 mM H2 0 2 ). Flahaut and co-workers
(1998) attributed this enhanced resistance of En. faecalis to the high tolerance of the
microorganisms when comparing with the lower resistance of other species. Importantly,
most adaptation experiments reported in the literature (Demple and Halbrook, 1983; Imlay
et al., 1988) were performed in minimal medium when lower lethal doses reported were

reported. This suggested that the higher resistance observed for En. faecal is (Flahaut et al.,
1998), and for A. hydrophila to H20 2 in complex medium should raise concern, as there
was a possibility that H20 2 might have reacted with some components of the complex
medium, thereby reducing its oxidising potential. H20 2 is considered as being a compound
of relatively moderate chemical reactivity as it has no unpaired electrons (Cadenas, 1995).
However, complex medium such as nutrient broth contains elements such as iron which
could react with H20 2 and produced other more reactive oxygen species such as HO· via
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the Fenton reaction. These ROS would react with any component of the medium before
coming into contact with bacteria. To verify whether this was indeed significant, a similar
experiment was perfonned in M9 minimal medium which lacks organic material other than
glucose as the metabolic substrate. The advantage in using a minimal medium is that the
medium composition is well defined and that H20 2 might not be subjected to the same
degree of interference postulated in complex medium, meaning that lower doses can be
applied for the same or greater effect.

3.4.2 Determination of the lethal and sub-lethal doses of H 20

2

for adaptation

experiments in minimal medium.
It was shown previously that E. coli could withstand concentrations of H20 2 in the low

mM region i.e. 5-20 mM when challenged in minimal medium (Demple and Halbrook,

1983; Imlay et at., 1988). Previous work (Gavriel et at.,1997) demonstrated that A.
hydrophila was a more chlorine-sensitive species than E. coli or Ps. aeruginosa. The use of

a minimal medium was therefore considered at the view of the high lethal dose required in
experiments perfonned in complex medium. A similar experiment to that undertaken in
complex medium was performed. In this case a lower concentration range was used to
study the effect of H20 2 upon A. hydrophila survival due to the reduction of interference
compared to nutrient broth. Results obtained from this experiment showed that 10 mM
H20 2 was only marginally bacteriostatic when added to a mid-log culture of A. hydrophila
(Figure 3-2). From these data it was apparent that the spectrophotometer was not
sufficiently sensitive for evaluating the extent of bactericidal activity of H20 2 on A.
hydrophila. The problem with spectrophotometric analysis is that only lysis of the cells

results in a decrease in the OD650 nm. This method will not discriminate between dead cells
which have not been lysed, as they still absorb light, and living microorganisms which
have survived. A more rigorous and discriminatory technique was necessary in order to
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measure the more subtle oxidative effect of H20 2 . Methods suitable for assessment of
viability are more sensitive and the Miles and Misra drop plate count procedure (Chapter 3
paragraph 3.2.2.3) was employed as the most appropriate assay. Two factors entered in the
selection of 10 mM as the lethal challenge. Firstly as 15 mM H 20 2 was bacteriostatic in
complex medium (Figure 3-1) and due to reduced interference in minimal medium a lower
dose would be expected to be more active. Secondly A. hydrophila was found to maintain
growth in the presence of 10 mM H 20 2 at a reduced rate (Figure 3-2) when studied with
the spectrophotometric technique. Switching to a more sensitive method suggested that this
bacteriostatic dose might become bactericidal. Therefore the action of 10 mM H20 2 on
stationary phase cells re-suspended in M9 was subsequently determined using the drop
plate count procedure. It was found that A. hydrophila were very sensitive to 10 mM H20 2
with a rapid decrease in viability immediately after application of the challenge (Figure 33). After 60 minutes no viable cells could be recovered. 10 mM H20 2 was therefore shown
to be a greater challenge than A. hydrophila could cope with. It appears that such a
detrimental dose could not be fully eliminated by the catalase enzymes and scavenging
molecules A. hydrophila produced, therefore leading to death of the bacteria. Evidence for
this hypothesis was obtained subsequent studies. It was reported in the literature that pretreatment of cultures using a sub-lethal dose of an oxidative agent could protect these
organisms against lethal challenge of the same noxious agent. As a preliminary attempt to
investigate the effect of pre-exposure to a sub-lethal challenge of H20 2, cells were pretreated with 50 JlM H 20 2 prior to addition of the 10 mM dose. The 50 JlM H20 2 pretreatment dose was selected upon the fact that no loss of viability was recorded after a 24 h
period (Figure 3-3 b). However pre-treatment with 50 JlM H 202 had little or no effect upon
maintenance of viability when cells were subsequently challenged with 10 mM H 20 2
(Figure 3-3 a). Many factors could have been the cause of the inability of A. hydrophila to
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adapt to the 10 mM H20 2 challenge. The length of pre-incubation with the sub-lethal dose
of H20 2 was the first parameter considered. Pre-incubation time is an important factor as it
determines the extent to which the cells will switch on the genes responsible for their
protection to oxidants such as OxyR, SoxRS or the genes responsible for the chaperone
proteins. The second parameter considered was the growth phase stage of the cells. In the
literature it was reported that resistance of E. coli to stress was dependent upon the growth
phase. Logarithmic phase cells were more susceptible than their stationary phase
counterpart (Siegele and Kolter, 1992). Another point taken into consideration was the sublethal dose. It might be possible that 50 ~M H20 2 was insufficient to tum on the genetic
machinery responsible for the cells to adapt. The last parameter which could be significant
was the concentration of the lethal oxidative challenge. It was thought that the defence
mechanisms of the cells under threat might not have been able to cope with such a
concentration of H20 2, therefore leading to extensive damage to the cells followed by the
rapid loss of viability displayed in the assay. Adjusting the lethal dose was thought to be
the best option for the following reasons. First of all, the length of pre-incubation used
during the experiment shown in Figure 3-4 was 2 hours. This length of time is
physiologically substantial and should have been ample for the cells to tum on the
appropriate genes required for adaptation. Also studying the effect of the growth phase was
not considered as logarithmic phase cells would be more sensitive to the insult than the
stationary phase cells assuming A. hydrophila behaves as other microorganisms such as E.
coli. An alternative might have been the use of cells at a later stage into the stationary

phase. But a study in our laboratory showed that A. hydrophila starved for 7 weeks could
only resist doses up to 5 mM (C. A. Stirling, unpublished data). It was therefore considered
that 10 mM H20 2 was probably too large an oxidative challenge since the cell densities in
the viability assay, approximately Ixl07cells/ml, were considerably lower when compared
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to the initial growth experiments where the values would have been 2 log higher. No
adaptation being possible with 10 mM H 20 2, it was decided to use 1 mM which was found
to be the lowest concentration of H 20 2 which killed Aeromonas within 300 minutes
(Figure 3-4). Therefore for future investigations a lethal dose of 1 mM H20 2 was selected.
3.4.3 Investigation into the response of A. hydrophila to oxidative stress.

3.4.3.1 Adaptation of A. hydrophila stationary phase cells to H 20

2•

A similar experiment as the one described above was performed in which cells were preexposed to 50 f..lM H 20 2 for 60 minutes prior to addition of 1 mM H20 2 . From data shown
in Figure 3-5 a, this experiment clearly demonstrated that A. hydrophila can, in common
with enteric species, adapt to oxidative stress. Cells treated only with 1 mM H20 2 died
within 200 minutes whereas cells pre-treated with 50 f..lM maintained viability in the
presence of 1 mM. Pre-exposed cells remained viable even after 24 hours incubation
(Figure 3-5 b). This represents the first conclusive demonstration of adaptation to an
oxidative stress challenge of the genus Aeromonas.
The efficiency of the protection afforded by the sub-lethal dose in relation to time was
examined to gain an insight into the mechanisms involved in the stress response and
whether they interact or are independent. The relative temporal protection was studied
using the previously determined sub-lethal and lethal doses, being 50 JlM and 1 mM H20 2,
respectively. The sub-lethal dose was added at the same time in all of the flasks with the
addition of lethal dose performed at a set increase of time. Results obtained demonstrate
that the longer the delay between the sub-lethal and lethal addition, the stronger the
adaptation (Figure 3-6). 1 log difference in viable count between cells left in presence of
the sub-lethal dose for 30 minutes and the one pre-treated for 60 minutes was observed.
This difference reduces to less than 0.5 log for cells pre-treated for 120 to 300 minutes.
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Closer inspection of the data showed that 120 minutes seems to be the optimal time
required for adaptation (Figure 3-6). During the first 60 minutes after lethal challenge has
been applied, viability loss for 120 minutes pre-treatment was seen to be the minimal. It is
interesting to note that for the first 60 minutes after lethal challenge viability does not
reduce according to the length of time between the two additions. In other words, the
longer the time that elapses this does not lead to enhanced protection. A 30 minutes pretreatment was shown to protect the cells to a lesser extent than when similar cells were pretreated for 60 minutes. On the contrary, a pre-treatment of 300 minutes was shown to
afford less protection to the cells than if pre-treated for 240 minutes, which in turn was
found to afford less protection than for cells in contact with the sub-lethal dose for than
180 minutes. These results, observed for the first 60 minutes of the experiment, were

different for samples taken after the first 60 minutes of the experiments. The trend
displayed in Figure 3-6 for the sampling time of 60 minutes gradually changed towards a
pattern where the longer the delay between the sub-lethal and lethal addition, the stronger
the adaptation. The data presented in Figure 3-6 shows a time-dependent pattern in
resistance of A. hydrophila to H20 2 . This alters if examined prior to or after the first 60
minutes of lethal challenge, which suggests that the first 60 minutes after lethal challenge
are important for an immediate response to the stress and is a pre-requisite for an efficient
longer-term stress resistance. This would imply that two individual pathways run in
parallel in order to provide the proteins necessary for the resistance to short or long termstress conditions. The fact that A. hydrophila stress resistance is time-dependent might
involve a similar cascade pathway as the one described by Nystrom (1993), and would be
in agreement with published literature.
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3.4.3.2 Role of catalase in A. hydrophila oxidative stress response. Fresh synthesis or
modulation of an existing catalase pool?
Two groups of enzymes are involved in the degradation of H20 2, being peroxidases and
catalases. They are both referred to as hydroperoxidases. Catalases are the most studied
group as these are considered as being a special type of peroxidases (Anon., 1997).
Catalases have both an oxidative and reducing role when in the presence of H20 2 and the
reaction does not result in radical formation. Peroxidases, on the other hand, oxidise other
intermediate compounds (both organic and inorganic) which results in the formation of
reactive intermediates (i.e. free radicals) (Anon., 1997). E. coli posses 2 catalases: HPI
which is induced by the presence of H20 2, and HPII which is growth phase regulated
(Demple, 1991). HPI is encoded by katG and HPII encoded by katE (Farr and Kogoma,
1991).
In the current study, investigation of some of the mechanisms involved in the oxidative
adaptation phenomenon lead to the study of the relationship between changes in catalase
production and adaptation of the bacteria. Results reported in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 are for
treatment of cells with 50 11M and 1 mM. Table 3-3 showed results for 500 11M, a
concentration high enough to seriously challenge the cells and initiate any potential
oxidative stress response, but not excessive, preventing total killing of the cells under
study. Results obtained for the no pre-treatment control and the 5 minute pre-treatment
displayed an almost identical trend for all the concentrations assayed, therefore indicating
that a 5 minute pre-treatment period is not sufficient to trigger increased catalase activity.
Comparing the different initial reaction rates calculated for each concentration tested
seemed to support the latter hypothesis. Results for 30 and 60 minute pre-treatment
displayed similar patterns and reaction rates which were different from the 5 minute pretreated cells. From Tables 3-1 and 3-2 it can be seen that 30 minute pre-treatment seems to
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be the minimum time period requirement for the cells to display a marked increase in
catalase activity. It is possible that catalase is being freshly synthesised after onset of
oxidative stress challenge. However, catalase has previously been considered to be part of
a static mechanism independent of fresh protein synthesis (Davis, 1995). This statement
raises the possibility that the increased catalase activity observed in A. hydrophila might
possibly be due to modulation of a pre-existing form of the enzyme which might be
converted to active catalase by a yet unknown factor synthesised or itself activated upon
presence of H 20 2 stress.
It was necessary to clarify whether catalase was newly synthesised as part of this cascade

phenomenon or if it was a modulation of pre-existing enzymes as part of a different
defence mechanism. This was made possible by the use of chloramphenicol, an antibiotic
known to affect translation of the mRNA to proteins. This protein synthesis inhibitor is of
very simple structure and binds specifically to the 50S sub-unit of the ribosome. This
binding inhibits the activity of the enzyme peptidyl transferase. Peptidyl transferase is the
enzyme which catalyses the reaction which uncouples the carboxyl end of the polypeptide
chain from the previous tRNA (in the P-site) and joining the polypeptide chain to the next
amino acid attached to the next amino acyl tRNA in the A-site. Chloramphenicol was
added to the cell culture shortly before pre-treatment with H 20 2. Performing the catalase
assay on· cells which were in presence or absence of chloramphenicol would indicate
whether catalase was freshly synthesised during the exposure time or if it was present in
the cell prior to H 2 0 2 addition. The concentration of H 20 2 chosen for this experiment was
500 ~M. This concentration was shown to be non-lethal (Figure 3-4), but significant
enough to be a serious challenge to the cell. When compared with catalase activity in nonchloramphenicol treated cells, very similar results were obtained. This result suggests that
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a modulation of pre-existent catalase is the basis for an increased activity when the
concentration of the noxious agent increase.
Cells were allowed to reach stationary phase cells prior to both chloramphenicol or sublethal H 20 2 addition. Addition of chloramphenicol after overnight growth does not reduce
catalase activity during the assay and would suggest that cells, when reaching stationary
phase, would produce a set amount of HPII catalase via RNA polymerase-as regulation.
This amount would not increase with further stress unlike HPI catalase regulated by OxyR.
Furthermore, HPI gene regulation by OxyR was rendered impossible with addition of
chloramphenicol which prevent synthesis of fresh proteins. This would correlate with
reports in the literature stating that a catalase activity is a cell-density phenomen, on known
as quorum sensing, which regulates as factor synthesis (Lafiti et al., 1996), rather than a
single cell defence mechanism (Crockford et al., 1995). Another interesting point is that
blockage of fresh protein synthesis by chloramphenicol, including HPI catalase, might lead
to an increased activity (not amount) of HPII catalase to compensate the shut down of the
second pathway. It can also be hypothesised that the sub-lethal oxidative stress will trigger
the synthesis of both catalase and an unknown partially inhibitory molecule of catalase
activity along with other proteins under the regulation of the oxyR regulon at the early
stage of encounter of the oxidative stress. One scenario could be that when the cells face a
more significant challenge, which the preventative mechanisms could not protect against,
this unknown partially inhibitory molecule of catalase activity would act as a sensor of this
failure by reacting with some of the oxidant molecules. A decrease in the concentration of
this unknown factor would lift the partial inhibition of catalase. The increase of catalase
activity may in turn act a signal for other members of the community which would
therefore initiate the synthesis of other factors such as increased adherence properties
allowing the cells to attach to particles or to aggregate, consequently being more stress
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resistant. Further, the cells might respond to the increase in molecular oxygen released
during degradation of H20 2 by catalase or by a signal molecule synthesised by the cells
overloaded by the attack.

3.4.3.3 Effect of chloramphenicol on the adaptation of stationary phase cells of A.
hydrophila to H 20

2•

A. hydrophila has been shown to display an adaptive tolerant response to a lethal oxidative
challenge through pre-exposure to a sub-lethal dose of this oxidising agent (Figure 3-5).
Previous studies performed on E. coli (Demple and Halbrook, 1983) and S. typhimurium
(Farr and Kogoma, 1991) for oxidative stress and starvation stress in Vibrio spp. (Nystrom

et aI., 1990) showed that such adaptive tolerance response phenomenon was linked to
production of a set of various stress proteins. This was confirmed by abolition of the effect
in the presence of the protein synthesis inhibitor chloramphenicol. Treatment of an A.
hydrophila culture with chloramphenicol, added shortly before the sub-lethal dose,
prevents any adaptation from occurring (Figures 3-7 a and b). This confirmed that protein
synthesis was absolutely essential in achieving generation of tolerance to oxidative stress.
However despite the fact that A. hydrophila displays the same requirements as E. coli for
protein synthesis for the mediation of the adaptive response, Aeromonas has a remarkably
lower level of resistance to H20 2 than E. coli. Adaptation of A. hydrophila was shown to
occur to concentrations in the range of 1 mM H20 2 whereas E. coli displayed resistance at
concentrations around 20 mM (Demple and Halbrook, 1983). From an evolutionary point
of view, such a difference suggests that the niche in which the microorganism has evolved
has played an important role . The natural aquatic habitat of A. hydrophila has minimised
the likelihood for this bacterium to encounter a natural oxidative challenge until recently.
However use of chlorine in water treatment has provided such a situation. In contrast, E.
coli has been evolving in an environment rich in oxygen radicals formed through the host's
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(i.e. animals and humans) defence mechanisms. This difference in environment raises the
possibility that A. hydrophila stress proteins might be unrelated, less numerous and/or less
efficient than those mediating the response in E. coli . Being a commensal species, the E.
coli growth environment has been rich in ROS derived from oxygen for an extensive
period of time. It is possible that this continuous pressure on the microorganisms lead to
the selection of a very complex and efficient set of regulons tailored to the various stresses
encountered by this species.

3.4.3.4 Effect of growth phase and length of storage of A. hydrophila in oxidative
response.

a) Effect of growth phase of A. hydrophila in oxidative response.
Previous studies investigating the adaptive tolerance phenomenon in E. coli found that the
response of the cells to stress varied with respect to the phase of growth. E. coli was
observed to be more resistant to oxidative stress when in stationary phase, with log phase
cells considerably less resistant. An analysis of the effect of growth phase upon the
oxidative stress response of A. hydrophila was undertaken. Cells which had been grown to
either mid-log or stationary phase were used to investigate viability following exposure to
H20 2. It was essential that the total number of cells in the experimental flasks were
equivalent when comparing the results obtained for logarithmic and stationary phase cells
in order to link any potential differences to the phenomenon investigated rather than to the
difference in cell number. It was also of importance to have an identical number of cells as
some of the phenomena under study might be cell density-dependent. Figures 3-8, 3-9 and
3-10 showed that both logarithmic and stationary phase controls are steady and identical in
pattern allowing comparison between the different experimental samples, but also between
the three experiments themselves. Data obtained showed A. hydrophila logarithmic phase
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cells to be more sensitive to H20 2 than the stationary phase cell counterpart. With regards
to the stationary phase cells, the longer the storage period, the more efficient the
adaptation.

b) Effect of length of storage of A. hydrophila in oxidative response.
Significantly, it was found that oxidative stress response in either logarithmic or stationary
phase varies according to the length of storage of the test organisms on nutrient agar plates.
The difference in resistance between logarithmic and stationary phase cells is a known
phenomenon (Siegele and Kolter, 1992). However, no reference could be found in the
literature with regards to the effect of the length of time of bacterial storage on master
plates i.e. plates on which the bacteria are stored between experiments. Experiments
performed during this project have demonstrated that bacterial storage time is an important
parameter which affects the response of cells both in logarithmic and stationary phase.
Logarithmic phase cells being less resistant than their stationary phase counterpart was
shown to be independent of the length of time the bacteria were stored on nutrient agar
plates. However, the degree of resistance of both logarithmic and stationary phase cells
was proven to depend upon the length of time the strains spent stored on plate.
Studies performed on long-term starved Vibrio spp. found that bacteria maintain ability to
rapidly metabolised nutrients by retaining certain functions such as the electron transport
chain and associated membrane-bound ATPases (Kjelleberg et ai., 1993). Long-term
starved Vibrio spp. produced what has been described as maturation proteins. The role of
those maturation proteins is not clear, but it is hypothesised that they play an active role in
degrading starvation inducible proteins which may become inhibitory to re-growth i.e.
targeted proteases. The higher degree of resistance of the older cells, when subjected to
oxidative stress after re-cultivation, might be explained by the fact that cells have a
'memory'. It is proposed here that memory would be mediated through maturation proteins
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which do not degrade all the starvation induced proteins during initial re-growth. This
could be explained by the fact that the length of the lag phase is dependent on the time of
starvation (Albertson et al., 1990~ Morita, 1993). i.e. the longer the starvation, the longer
the lag phase. The implication would be that for a period of time, more stress proteins
would be degraded in cells for which length of starvation is shorter than for older cells.
The remaining starvation proteins which have not been degraded by maturation proteins
would confer some degree of resistance to the strain possessing them and would be diluted
down with respect to further growth meaning that the bacteria would progressively become
less resistant with respect to the increase number of generations.
This hypothesis is supported by the results obtained from the experiments with logarithmic
phase cells of A. hydrophila. The logarithmic phase cells were obtained by growing cells of
different storage length overnight and re-suspending part of this overnight in fresh M9
medium until logarithmic phase is attained. It was shown that the older the plate from
which the initial cells were obtained the less resistant to oxidative stress the respective
logarithmic phase cells were. This would be explained by the fact that the older cells have
a longer the lag phase, meaning that the exponential phase is initiated later compared to
young cells. It is important for the cells to have an active replication mechanism for
proteins to be synthesised. During this active period, the sub-lethal dose can trigger the
expression of the genes responsible for the stress proteins. The longer this period, the more
proteins are synthesised. As the sub-lethal dose is added at the same time in all flasks, but
that the extent of the lag phase is different for each strain assayed, the amount of stress
protein synthesised would therefore be different. The older the cell, the less stress proteins,
the more sensitive to stress. But because the cells are actively replicating when in
exponential phase, they are more sensitive to oxidant as DNA for example is more
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accessible and would not exhibit the same degree of resistance than the stationary phase
counter-part.

3.4.4 Adaptation of stationary phase A. caviae, A. so bria and Aeromonas
environmental isolates to H 20 2•
In order to determine whether the phenomenon of adaptation was a unique feature to a
specific strain or if it was a general response shown by other members of the genus, similar
experiments were performed with type strains of both A. caviae, A. sobria and two
environmental isolates (Figures 3-11, 3-12, 3-13 and 3-14). 1 mM H20 2 as a challenge was
proven to be lethal for all strains tested. The fact that none of the type strains required
higher lethal doses to display loss of viability, showed a common sensitivity of the genus
to the oxidant compared to others such as E. coli and Pseudomonas. Results obtained from
these experiments showed that adaptation to oxidative stress is a universal feature among
members of the mesophilic Aeromonas as both type strains and environmental isolates
displayed an adaptive tolerance response to the lethal challenged applied (Figures 3-11, 312, 3-13 and 3-14). Interestingly A. sobria consistently maintained a greater viability than
either A. hydrophila or A. caviae. This result is rather surprising considering that A. sobria
has been previously shown to be more sensitive than A. caviae or A. hydrophiia to chlorine
(Gavriel et al., 1997). But when this result is viewed from an evolutionary perspective this
bears no surprise. Being more vulnerable to stress than other members of the genus, A.
sobria had to develop more efficient ways of survival in order for it to remain a viable part
of the community. With regards to the heterogeneity of the genus, it is also a possibility
that A. sobria has followed a different evolutory line within the genus; whereas A. caviae
might be closer to the evolutionary line of A. hydrophila.
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3.4.5 Conclusions.
The aim of the current study was to evaluate the effect ofH 20 2 onto mesophilic Aeromonas
and gain an insight into the different mechanisms involved in the adaptive response to this
agent. In summary, data presented in this chapter demonstrate that the use of complex
medium was not suitable for our study as results suggested that H20 2 reacted with
components of the complex medium such as iron and reduced H20 2 bactericidal activity.
Therefore minimal medium was utilised to avoid such problems. It was initially found that
pre-treatment with 50 J..lM H 20 2 had little effect in protecting the cells against a 10 mM
H20 2 challenge, which was probably too large a challenge for the cells defence
mechanisms to cope with. Further experiments showed that resistance to 1 mM H20 2
challenge i.e. the minimal lethal dose, was rendered possible when cells were pre-treated
with 50 J..lM H 20 2. This is the first demonstration of an Aeromonas species to adapt to an
oxidative challenge. Study of the temporal protection afforded to the cells by pre-treatment
prior to lethal challenge showed a time-dependent pattern of the protection which alters as
follows. Prior to 60 minutes after addition of 1 mM H20 2 , the optimal pre-treatment time
was 120 minutes. After 60 minutes, the trend showed that the longer the delay between the
sub-lethal and lethal dose, the stronger the adaptation. The fact that protection is timedependent appear to involve a cascade pathway similar to the one described by Nystrom
(1993). The role of defence mechanisms in the response was investigated by studying two
specific aspects being catalase and the potential for protection by synthesis of key stress
proteins. Catalase is known to be directly involved in the degradation of H20 2 present in
the cell. Experiments showed that among the pre-exposure times assayed, 30 minutes
seemed to be the minimum requirement for cells to display an increased catalase activity.
Further study was undertaken to determine whether catalase was induced during stress or if
the protection was due to modulation of pre-existing enzyme. Experiments performed in
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the presence and absence of chloramphenicol showed protection to occur via modulation of
pre-existing catalase as chloramphenicol did not abolished catalase actiyity. Fresh protein
synthesis was shown to be essential when the presence of chloramphenicol abolished
adaptation of pre-treated A. hydrophila to 1 mM H20 2 challenge. Despite the fact that A.
hydrophila can adapt to lethal challenge through de novo protein synthesis, its increased

sensitivity compared to E. coli suggests that the key stress proteins synthesised by A.
hydrophila may be unrelated, less numerous and/or less efficient than those synthesised by
E. coli . This difference might be due to the distinct environmental pressure these

organisms have faced during their evolution.
Further investigation of the oxidative stress adaptation of A. hydrophila lead to the study of
the effect of growth phase and length of storage on plates upon the response of the
organism. It was shown that regardless of the length of storage, stationary phase cells were
more resistant than their logarithmic phase counterpart. However, the degree of resistance
of both stationary and logarithmic phase cells were dependent upon length of storage on
plates. For stationary phase cells, the longer the storage, the more resistant. This increased
resistance may be due to incomplete degradation of stress proteins by maturation proteins.
Cells harbouring non-degraded stress proteins were therefore more resistant than cells not
having stress proteins. This phenomenon of resistance due to incomplete degradation of
stress proteins is termed cell memory. For logarithmic phase cells, the older the cells the
less resistant they are. This was explained by the fact fresh proteins requires an active
replication mechanisms and that the longer the storage, the longer the lag phase resulting in
less proteins synthesised in a set period of time.
Further investigation with other members of the genus Aeromonas showed a common
sensitivity of this genus to oxidative stress. Capability of adapting to H20 2 was
demonstrated to be widely spread among mesophilic Aeromonas. However, despite these
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universal features, A. sobria was found to maintain a greater viability than the hvo other
members tested. This greater resistance remained unexplained as A. sobria \vas previously
shown to be more sensitive to hypochlorite than A. caviae and A. hydrophila (Gavriel et
al., 1997). Such enhanced resistance was explained by the fact that A. sob ria might have

developed better protection to remain part of the community. We may envisage that A.
sobria behaving differently from the two other strains tested, have followed a different

evolutary line within the genus. Further data obtained when testing environmental isolates
suggests that stress response is linked to the niche the organisms lived in and the cells
history.
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CHAPTER 4 Stress response in A. hydrophila: the
possible role for quorum sensing.

4.1 Introduction.

acteria are by nature very simple in structure and have a limited capacity to
control their environment, but bear the extraordinary potential to adapt
rapidly to ever changing conditions (Losick and Kaiser, 1997). Until the early
1970's, the accepted view of microbiologists was that whilst bacterial cells were living in
communities within colonies, they were looking out solely for themselves (Losick and
Kaiser, 1997). It is fair to consider that communication between cells would be invaluable
as they would be able to sense any variation within the community or warn the other
members of any environmental changes, meaning that cells could co-ordinate their
response with regards to these changes. Constraints from the environment the cells are
living in, such as nutrient limitations, adverse pH or temperature, have led to selective
phenotypes necessary for survival mediated via selective gene expression. In other words,
cell to cell communication is one of the signal mechanisms through which environmental
stimuli are transduced into gene expression (Swift et a/., 1996). This evolutionary point of
view of survival of the most adaptable species is also true when the environment is a living
host. A single bacterium bears minimal chance of survival if trying to overcome the host's
immune defences. Cell communication would be a means to sense other members of the
species and co-ordinate an effective attack (Robson et at., 1997).
Cells produce low molecular weight compounds i.e. acyl homo serine lactones (AHL's)
which seems to be constitutively produced and diffuse freely through the membrane due to
their amphipatic properties (Kaplan and Greenberg, 1985~ Robson et a/., 1997). The more
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bacterial growth, the more AHL' s produced. These compounds therefore accumulate in the
milieu. However it requires a minimal population (quorum of bacteria) to be reached in
order to attain the threshold concentration of signal molecule needed to lead to a
population response (Swift et ai., 1996). This cell communication phenomenon is density
dependent and has been termed quorum-sensing.
This phenomenon was first described in Vibrio by Nealson and Hasting in 1970. They
reported an interesting finding whe:-~by light emission in Photobacterium (Vibrio) fischeri
did not match the bacterial growth curve, but started when cultures reached mid-log phase.
At that point, the rate of bioluminescence increased in higher proportion relative to the
increase in cell biomass. Light output was found to be doubling every 4 to 5 minutes. At
peak of luminescence, luciferase, the enzyme responsible for luminescence, accounted for
2 to 5 % of the cell's soluble proteins. Four separate hypothesis were put forward to
explain this phenomenon and subsequently assessed during their study. The first
hypothesis was that luciferase was synthesised along side all the other enzymes and
cellular components of the cell in concert with growth, but there was no activity because it
was lacking a substrate. This was explained by the fact that reduced flavine
mononucleotide (FMNH2 ) is the substrate for bioluminescence (Equation 4-1 ~ Engebrecht
and Silverman, 1984) and that its regeneration to the reduced form when oxidised depends
upon the cell reducing mechanisms:

FMNH2+ O 2 + RCHO

luciferase
•

light + RCOOH + H20 + FMN

Equation 4-1

Nealson and co-workers (1970) suggested that the absence of light emission might be due
to a mechanism of electron channelling. Such a mechanism would drive the electron flow
towards more preferred/needed molecules such as ATP, which would therefore not be
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available to the cell to regenerate oxidised FMN. Being oxidised, FMN would not be
available as a substrate. The hypothesis of luciferase being synthesised in concert \\-ith
growth, but inactive due to substrate control, was ruled out by the fact that the first 3 to -+
hours of growth showed a constant decreased amount of extractable luciferase rather than
an increase in production. The second hypothesis also suggested luciferase synthesis would
parallel cell growth, the difference being that luciferase would be synthesised as an
inactive zymogen precursor requiring proteolitic activation. Here the authors suggested
that the precursor of luciferase should react with an antibody directed against luciferase.
The reaction between the precursor enzyme and the antibody was termed cross-reacting
material (CRM). This CRM should have been proportional to the cell mass if the above
hypothesis was correct, but CRM was instead found to parallel the extractable luciferase
activity, therefore refuting the second hypothesis. The third possibility suggested that
mRNA was uniformly synthesised in the cells, not actively transcribed but accumulating. It
was suggested that, at a specific growth phase, this mRNA would be called into activity
resulting in the phenomenal boost in luciferase production seen at mid-log phase. If this
was correct, only translational inhibitors would prevent luminescence. However,
luminescence was proven to be inhibited both by transcriptional and translational
inhibitors. Therefore the authors concluded that control of the light emission phenomenon
catalysed by luciferase was due to transcriptional control. To strengthen their theory, they
showed that luciferase, present at time of addition of the inhibitors, remained active when
extracted so that inactivation of luminescence is not due to luciferase degradation.
The identity of a molecule involved in the transcriptional control of luciferase was reported
in 1981 (Eberhard et al., 1981) as being N-(3-oxohexanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone, now
commonly known as Vibrio fisheri autoinducer I (VAl). Soon thereafter, isolation and
identification of genes and gene products involved in bioluminescence in this species were
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reported (Engebrecht et al., 1983; Engebrecht and Silverman, 1984). The autoinducers
identified were small molecules which were found to be able to diffuse freel\' across the
cytoplasmic membrane (Kaplan and Greenberg, 1985). Being constitutively expressed, AI
concentration rose proportionally to the number of cells in the immediate environment.
Once a critical biomass was achieved sufficient AI would be produced such that a cascade
of events leading to light emission would occur. Crucially, production of this threshold
concentration of AI requirl:d a minimum number of cells i.e. the cells had to be quorate for
the necessary AI concentration to be produced. Once the threshold concentration of
autoinducer is attained in the bacterium, the autoinducer activates a protein called LuxR
which stimulates expression of genes controlled through the Lux operon (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4-1: The lux Operon.

The lllx Operon
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+
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The LuxR protein is constitutively produced, its N-terminus contains an autoinducer
binding site and its C-terminus, a DNA binding site (i.e. helix-tum-helix motif). Once
LuxR has been activated by VAl binding, the resulting complex binds to luxO, the DNA
binding site up-stream the promoter haP. LuxR-V AI complex binding to luxO provoke a
change in conformation of the DNA binding site allowing RNA polymerase to bind and
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start the transcription of various structural genes leading to luciferase along \\-ith Lux!
protein, involved in synthesis of autoinducer stimulating a positive feedback loop, hence
the term autoinducer. The luxR gene is known to be transcribed divergently from lux! and
identification of the existence of a central cis- control region i.e. a 20 nucleotide invert
repeat called lux box, facilitates a co-ordinate regulation of both lux! and luxR (Fuqua et
at., 1996).

Various LuxR/I homologues have been identified in Gram negative speCIes such as
Agrobacterium spp. (Hwang et at., 1994), Pseudomonas spp. (Lafiti et ai., 1995~ Seed et
at., 1995), Erwinia spp. (Cui et at., 1995~ Macgowan et ai., 1995), Rhizobium spp. (Gray et
al., 1996), Myxococcus spp. (Kaiser and Losick, 1993) and Serratia spp. (Eberl et at.,

1996). Importantly Aeromonas spp. were also shown to produce homologues of these
proteins (Swift et at., 1997). A. hydrophila and A. saimonicida LuxR/I homologues termed
ahyRII and asaR/I, have been described, sequenced and the nature of the autoinducer

determined as being N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (BHL, Swift et at., 1997). Therefore
quorum sensing appears to be a widespread phenomenon in Gram negative bacteria.
Quorum sensing has been shown to have an effect on group behaviour where the
auto inducers are known to play a role in the control of various pathways such as
production of virulence factors in Ps. aeruginosa (Lafiti et at., 1995), and antibiotics in E.
carotovora (Chhabra et at., 1993). A recent study on Ralstonia (Pseudomonas)
solanacearum (Flavier et al., 1998) showed that an RpoS (as) homologue regulated

production of the autoinducer. The fact that RpoS has been involved in the regulation of
AHL's is of great interest as RpoS has been linked to stationary phase gene expression, but
more significantly to bacterial stress response (Hengge-Aronis, 1993). Mutation in the
RpoS homologue was shown to decrease autoinducer production causing sensitisation of R.
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solanacearum to starvation and pH stress, but had no noticeable effects on heat shock or

H20 2 stress (Flavier et al., 1998).
A study into the potential role of cell density dependence and autoinducer molecules in
modulating the overall oxidative stress response mechanisms in A. hydrophila was
undertaken. Results from chapter 3 showed an increase in resistance to H20 2 lethal
challenge the longer the cells were into stationary phase. It was sought to determine
whether this increase in 1 csistance was purely due to internal regulation of cell defence
mechanisms or if some external regulatory factor could play a role in modulating
protection of cells. The second aim of this work was to assess the role of a potential
candidate (BHL) as an extracellular effector molecule in mediating the response of A.
hydrophila non-pre-treated with sub-lethal challenge to H202.
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4.2 Materials and Methods.

4.2.1. Materials.

4.2.1.1 Reagents.

Reagents were of analytical grade and were purchased from either Aldrich, Gillingham,
UK., Sigma, Poole, UK., Lancaster Synthesis Ltd., Eastgate, Lancashire, UK., Fisons
Scientific Equipment, Loughborough, UK, or BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK.,
Complex microbiological media such as tryptone soya agar, nutrient agar and nutrient
broth were obtained from Oxoid, Unipath Ltd., Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK., and
chloramphenicol from Molecular Biology Sigma, Poole, UK.
4.2.1.2 Bacterial strains.

In the following experiments the strain used was A. hydrophila (NCIMB 9240) obtained
from the National Collection of Industrial and Marine Bacteria Ltd., Aberdeen, UK. The
strain was maintained on nutrient agar with frequent subculture every 3 to 4 weeks. Master
plates were grown at 30°C for 24 h and stored at 4°C until use.

4.2.1.3 Medium.

Millers M9 minimal medium was used to prepare cultures for the biological activity
assays. M9 minimal buffer (M9 buffer) was prepared as stated in chapter 2 paragraph 2.2.1

4.2.2 Methods.
4.2.2.1 Synthesis of N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone.

A mixture of a-amino-y-butyrolactone hydrobromide (lg, 5.49 mmol) and triethylamine
(2.44g, 24.1 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (CH2Ch: 45 ml) was stirred at room
temperature for 30 minutes. A solution of butyryl chloride (0.59g, 5.49 mmol) in
anhydrous CH2Ch (5 ml) was added dropwise to cooled (O°C), stirred reaction mixture and
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this was allowed to mix at

°

°e for 2 hours and then at room temperature for an additional

24 hours. The solvent was then evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue was
dried thoroughly in vacuo over P20S. Ethyl acetate (EtOAc: 15 ml) was added to the
residue and the suspension formed was left at room temperature for 15 minutes and then
filtered through a Whatman N°l filter paper. The precipitate was treated twice with
EtOAc (15 ml), filtered, and filtrates were combined and evaporated in vacuo to give 0.92g
ofN-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (980/0) as white solid, mp. 80-82°e (EtOAc).
4.2.2.2 Spent medium experiments.

a) Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into spent medium upon the stress response.
Three 100 ml M9 minimal medium cultures were grown overnight at 30°C to stationary
phase. Cells were removed by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 10 minutes and the spent
medium recovered for the next stage of the experiment. A 9 ml M9 minimal medium
overnight culture was concurrently grown to stationary phase and 1 ml used to inoculate
the flasks containing the 100 ml of previously recovered conditioned medium. The predetermined lethal dose of 1 mM H20 2 was added after 60 minutes in the first experiment.
This was repeated using different times of addition in the two separate flasks. One flask
received addition at time 1 minute and the other at time 120 minutes. At selected times,
typically 0, 60, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300 and 1440 minutes, the viable counts from these
flasks were determined using the Miles and Misra plate count method as described in
chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3.
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b) Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into either spent medium treated with
chloramphenicol or heat or pre-exposed to spent medium prior to re-suspension in
M9 buffer.
The experiment described above was repeated with spent medium recovered as previously
described. One flask was used as a control (no addition, no treatment). Experimental flasks
received one of three treatments listed below according to the experiment undertaken with
one flask used as a lethal dose control where 1 mM H20 2 was added at different times
(except for b, see below):
a) A 10 f.lg/ml chloramphenicol addition at time 0 minute and the 1 mM H20 2 lethal dose
was added after 60 minutes in both the treated and the lethal control flasks.
b) 100 ml of spent medium recovered from each of two separate cultures was boiled and
allowed to cool down to room temperature prior to inoculation with 1 ml of an overnight
culture of A. hydrophila. 1 mM H20 2 lethal dose was added after 60 minutes in one flask
and after 120 minutes in the remaining one.
c) The cells were left for 2 hours in contact with the spent medium in one of the flasks,
spun again at 6,000 rpm for 10 minutes and re-suspended into fresh M9 buffer. Lethal
challenged was added straight after cell re-suspension into M9 buffer.
At selected times, typically 0, 60, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300 and 1440 minutes, the viable
counts from these flasks were determined using the Miles and Misra plate count method
described in chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3.

c) Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into enzymatically treated spent medium.
100 ml M9 minimal medium cultures were grown overnight to stationary phase. Cells were
removed by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for 10 minutes and one flask containing spent
medium was boiled and allowed to cool down to room temperature prior to use for each of
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the 2 experiments (i.e. treatment with trypsin or papain). Three flasks were used for
treating the spent medium with different concentrations of papain (0.05,0.1,0.15 mg/ml
solution), whereas one flask received 0.1 mg/ml trypsin. The remaining flask in both
experiments was used as an untreated control. A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight
culture was concurrently grown to stationary phase and 1 ml used to inoculate the flasks.
Addition of the 1 mM H 20 2 lethal dose was added after 60 minutes. Samples were taken as
previously stated and the viable counts determined using the Miles and Misra plate count
method described in chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3 .

•

4.2.2.3 Assay of butyryl homoserine lactone (BHL) biological activity.
a) BHL biological assay experiments in heat-treated spent medium or in M9 buffer
with either presence or absence of chloramphenicol.
Assessment of the potential role of BHL to protect A. hydrophila against lethal H20 2
challenge was firstly performed in boiled spent medium with either presence or absence of

°

1 fJ.g/ml chloramphenicol. A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to
stationary phase and 1 ml was used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml of treated spent
medium recovered as previously described. At time

°

minute, the flasks received a selected

amount ofBHL (0.1,1,100 fJ.g/ml) with or without 10 fJ.g/ml chloramphenicol. 1 mM H 20 2
was added after 60 minutes. At selected times, typically 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 and 1440
minutes, the viable counts determined using the Miles and Misra plate count technique
described in chapter 3 paragraph 3.2.2.3.
The above experiment was repeated with cells re-suspended in M9 buffer instead of spent
medium following the same protocol.
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b) Relative time scale protection of A hydrophila using 100 J.lglml BHL as sub-lethal
dose.
A 9 ml M9 minimal medium overnight culture was grown to stationary phase and 1 ml
used to inoculate flasks containing 100 ml of M9 minimal medium. 100 J,lglml BHL was
applied at time 0 minute in all flasks, and 1 mM H20 2 at an increasing period of time,
being 30,60, 120, 180,240 or 300 minutes. At selected times, typically 0 , 60, 120 and 180
minutes after addition of the lethal challenge, the viable counts were determined using the
Miles and Misra plate count method.

c) Effect of growth phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress
response.
Two pre-cultures were obtained by growing cells of A. hydrophila in M9 medimn at 30°C
for 24 h to stationary phase (OD650nm = 0.8).4 ml of culture were removed from one of the
overnights and used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medimn. The resultant cell suspension was
incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase (OD650

nm =

0.4).

Experimental flasks used for the stationary phase study were seeded using 1 ml overnight
stationary phase cells into 100 ml of fresh M9 buffer. Experimental flasks used for the
logarithmic phase study were seeded using 1 ml logarithmic phase cells into 100 ml of
fresh M9 buffer. 100 J.lg\ml of BHL was added at time 5 minutes. 1 mM H20 2 was added
at time 60 minutes, the viable counts determined using the Miles and Misra plate count
method.
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4.3 Results.

4.3.1 Synthesis of N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone.

The general reaction between a-amino-y-butyrolactone hydrobromide and butyryl chloride
is shown in Figure 4.2. The reaction follows a nucleophilic mechanism as illustrated in
Figure 4.3.
Figure 4-2: General reaction between a-amino-y-butyrolactone bydrobromide and
butyryl chloride.

o
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Hydrobromide
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Figure 4-3: Reaction mechanism for the synthesis of N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone.
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The first step of the reaction was the formation of the free a-amino- converting a- amino y-butyrolactone (III) from the a- amino-y-butyrolactone hydrobromide salt (II) in presence
of dichloromethane and triethylamine (I). This resulted in the formation of triethylamine
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hydrobromide (IV) and the a-amino-y-butyrolactone (III). The second step of the reaction
was the nucleophilic substitution occurring between the amine of the a-amino-ybutyrolactone (III) and butyryl hydrochloride (V) resulting in the formation of N-butyrylL-homoserine lactone (VI) and triethylamine hydrochloride (VII), a by-product of the
reaction. N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (VI) was purified by crystallisation from ethyl
acetate. Confirmation of the identity of the final product after purification was performed
by appropriate spectral analysis using IR, IH NMR, l3 C NMR, and MS spectra
4.3.1.1 IR results:
A sample for infra-red spectroscopy was prepared in nujol and bands at the following wave
numbers were observed with the functionality given in parenthesis. A typical spectrum is
presented in the appendix (Figure 4-4). All functional groups present in the compound
BHL could be identified on the spectrum.
IR(nujol) v (cm- I ): 3400 (N-H), 18000 (C=O), 1640 NH (C=O), 1550, 1270, 1220, 1170,
1010, 940.
4.3.1.2 IH NMR results
Peaks were identified using the reference spectra shown in the appendix (Figures 4-5 and
4-6). The IH NMR spectrum is shown in the appendix (Figure 4-7).
IH NMR: 8

=

6.66 (lH, NH), 4.13-4.68 (5H, lactone), 2.61-2.70 (lH, lactone), 2.02-2.38

(2H, lactone), 1.41-1.73 (2H, CH2CO), 0.80-0.96 (3H,CH3).
4.3.1.3 13C NMR results:
l3 C

NMR (CDCb): 8 = 175.5 0 (C=O), 173.5 NH (C=O), 65.7, 48.5 (tertiary C), 37.6,

29.1, 18.6 (3x CH2 ), 13.3 (Alkyl C). The BC NMR spectrum is shown in the appendix
(Figure 4-8).
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4.3.1.4 GC-MS results:
Calculated (C 8H 13N03 ) 171.19. Found 171 [M+].
The GC-MS spectrum is shown in the appendix ( Figure 4-9).
All data gathered in the different spectra confirmed that the nature of the compound
synthesised is the butanoyl derivative of homo serine lactone (i.e. BHL).

4.3.2 Characterisation of a non-proteinaceous, heat-sensitive effector molecule.
Experiments described in chapter 3 have shown that culture age and stage of growth of the
bacterium are important parameters for A. hydrophila with regards to the stress response
observed. Essentially, stationary phase cells exhibited a greater resistance than logarithmic
phase cells to oxidative stress. It is known that when bacterial populations reach stationary
phase, radical changes occur in the cell. Synthesis of primary metabolites necessary for cell
growth and division are shut down to favour synthesis of secondary metabolites, which
will prepare the cells for long-term starvation and also provide protection against a wide
variety of stresses. Some of the secondary metabolites synthesised are excreted in the
medium surrounding the bacterial community.

4.3.2.1 Effect upon the stress response of re-suspension of fresh cells into spent
medium.
An investigation into the effect of resuspending fresh cells in spent medium was

undertaken to determine whether any secreted molecules could act to facilitate
development of a protective response against oxidative stress in non-pre-treated cells.
Conditioned medium was prepared by growing A. hydrophila overnight in 100 ml M9
medium, with cells removed by centrifugation. 1 ml of a 9 ml A. hydrophila culture grown
overnight was used to seed 100 ml of spent medium, giving a cell count of lxl07 per ml.
Cells re-suspended in M9 buffer were shown to rapidly loose viability until no cells could
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be recovered 120 minutes after 1 mM H20 2 challenge (Figures 4-10 a and b). This latter
result is in agreement with those obtained in chapter 3. Significantly howe\er, unlike
results gained previously with M9 buffer where 1 mM H20 2 was sho\\TI to be a lethal
challenge, cells re-suspended in spent medium displayed a significant increase in resistance
to this level of oxidant (Figures 4-10 a, b). Cells re-suspended in spent medium showed a 2
log reduction in their viability 120 minutes after 1 mM H20 2 challenge. Subsequent to this
120 minutes period, cell viability increased until viability levels returned to the original
level (Figure 4-10 b). The apparent resistance could be due to two factors. Either the direct
action of antioxidants where antioxidant molecules would inactivate H20 2, or by a signal
transduction process via a molecule present in the spent medium which enter re-suspended
cells to activate antioxidant stress resistance.
In order to determine which of these was occuring, the same experiment was undertaken
but with H 20 2 addition at two different times. 1 mM H20 2 challenge was added either 1
minute or 120 minutes after re-suspension of cells (Figure 4-11). Data obtained showed
that addition of 1 mM H20 2 challenge after 1 minute lead to an identical profile as the one
obtained in Figure 4-10, where addition was performed after 60 minutes. This suggests that
the response is not time-dependent. However, inspection of the data obtained for a 120
minutes addition reveals a rather different viability profile as cells incubated for 120
minutes prior to addition of lethal challenge showed no significant reduction in viability.
Taken together these data showed that an increase in incubation time from 1 to 60 minutes
does not afford the cells better resistance to the oxidant onslaught, but longer incubationtimes (i.e. 120 minutes) appeared to be more effective in mediating a stronger resistance to
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Figure 4-10 a (300 minutes plot)
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Effect of re-suspension of A. hydrophila in spent medium upon the bacterium
response to 1 mM H 20 2•
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
No addition control (0), cells re-suspended in spent medium (0) and cells re-suspended in
M9 minimal medium( <?). Addition of 1 mM H20 2 was perfonned in the flasks at time 60
minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 m1 of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the CFU (Colony fonning unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-10 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Effect of re-suspension of A. hydrophila in spent medium upon the bacterium
response to 1 mM H 20 2•
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
No addition control (D), cells re-suspended in spent medium CJ) and cells re-suspended in
M9 minimal medium( -<». Addition of 1 mM H20 2 was performed in the flasks at time 60
minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the CFU (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-11
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Effect of re-suspension of A. hydrophila in spent medium upon the bacterium
response to 1 mM H 20 2•
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
Growth control received no addition (D). Addition of 1 rnM H20 2 was performed at time 1
minute (<» or 120 minutes (0). At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed,
diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours
incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit)
was plotted against time.
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the noxious agent. The first 60 minutes after challenge have previoulsy been reported as
being crucial for fresh key stress protein synthesis (Nystrom, 1993), however no difference
in resistance pattern were observed between the 1 and a 60 minutes pre-treatment. It may
therefore be possible that the resistance observed could be due to antioxidant molecules
already present in the medium. It is tempting to speculate that during short incubation
times degradation or complexation of H20 2 might be performed by extra-cellular
components secreted by the cells previously grown in the conditioned medium (e.g.
antioxidants) and that longer incubation times might allow further protection by the action
of a signal molecule mediating fresh protein synthesis. However, more data need to be
generated in order to test these hypothesis.

4.3.2.2 Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into spent medium treated with 10 J.lg/ml
chloramphenicol.

Degradation or complexation of H20 2 performed by extra-cellular components secreted by
cells previously grown in conditioned medium was corroborated by the following
experiment. 1 ml of cells grown overnight in 9 ml of M9 medium were re-suspended into
100 ml of spent medium, with 4 flasks prepared in this way. 10 /lg/ml of chloramphenicol
was added to one of the flasks at time 0 minute. Lethal challenge was applied after a 1
minute or 120 minutes incubation period. From Figure 4-12 it can be seen that both control
and chloramphenicol treated flasks, which received the lethal addition after 1 minute,
displayed identical profiles to those from previous experiment. With regards to the sample
which received the 1 mM H20 2 challenge after 120 minutes, no significant loss of viability
was observed. Bacteria remained viable even after 24 hours (Figure 4-12).
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Figure 4-12
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Effect of chloramphenicol (10 J.lglml) on the adaptation response of A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minimal medium (M9). Before any prior addition of
H20 2, the cells were treated with 10 flglml chloramphenicol. Chloramphenicol was made
up in ethanol. Ethanol (100 fll) addition to non-treated cells (D). Chloramphenicol addition
to non-treated cells (L\). Addition of 1 mM H20 2 was performed at time 1 minute (<» or
120 minutes (0). At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9
buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the
cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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4.3.2.3 Effect of exposure of fresh cells to spent medium and re-suspension in '19
buffer.
To confirm whether this resistance was solely due to degradation of H20 2 another
experiment was undertaken. Spent medium was recovered by centrifugation, and 1 ml of
cells grown overnight added, and the suspension subsequently incubated for 120 minutes.
The cells contained in one of the flasks were then harvested by centrifugation followed by
re-suspension in 100 ml of fresh M9 buffer. Oxidative challenge was added just after resuspension of the cells. Results obtained showed that cells treated in this way withstand the
lethal challenge (Figure 4-13).
The fact that cells incubated for 120 minutes in spent medium and then re-suspended in
M9 buffer remained viable when in presence of the lethal challenge corroborates the
hypothesis where a signal molecule might mediate synthesis of stress proteins. This 120
minute period of time appears to be sufficient to mediate an oxidative stress response in
cells which have not been pre-treated with sub-lethal H 20 2 .
4.3.2.4 Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into heat or enzymatically treated spent
medium.
In bacteria, two component response regulators are commonly encountered. In order for
signal transduction to occur, a signal molecule would be required to activate the response
regulator. It was sought to further characterise the basic biochemical properties of the
unpurified signal element in spent medium. Firstly, the thermal properties of the molecule
were investigated. Loss of activity as a result of extensive heat treatment would suggest the
effector to be proteinaceous in nature. Upon boiling of spent medium for 10 minutes this
led to inactivation of stress tolerance response (Figures 4-14 a and b). Further it was shown
that loss of viability was not time-dependent as both samples receiving lethal addition at 60
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Figure 4-13
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Effect of pre-treatment of A. hydrophila with spent medium prior to 1 mM H20 2
challenge.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
Growth control received no addition (D). Cells were incubated for 2 hours in spent
medium, harvested by centrifugation and resupsended in 100 ml M9 buffer and challenged
with 1 mM H20 2 (0). 1 ml of an overnight culture was used to seed 100 ml of spent
medium and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 1 minute after seeding (¢-). At the appropriate
time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-14 a (300 minutes plot)
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Effect of heat treatment of the spent medium upon A. hydrophila adaptation response
to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. Spent medium was heat treated for 10 minutes,and cooled down to room
temperature. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
Boiled spent medium control (0), cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium and
challenged at time 60 (<», or 120 minutes (0). At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample
was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24
hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming
unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-14 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Effect of heat treatment of the spent medium upon A. hydrophila adaptation response
to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (l00 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. Spent medium was heat treated for 10 minutes,and cooled down to room
temperature. 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks.
Boiled spent medium control (D), cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium and
challenged at time 60 (<?), or 120 minutes (0). At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample
was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24
hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming
unit) was plotted against time.
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or 120 minutes displayed identical viability reduction profiles. Both samples showed no
viable cell counts 120 minutes after lethal addition. This confirmed that the agent
mediating the stress response is thermolabile.
Due to the thermal instability observed, it was hypothesised that this molecule might be of
proteinaceous nature. However, this was ruled out through a set of experiments where two
proteases displaying differing catalytic specificity were assayed. Trypsin recognises
positively charged lysine or arginine residues present on the substrate with optimal activity
between pH 7.0 to 8.0. By contrast, papain preferentially cleaves peptide bonds between
lysine and arginine residues like trypsin, but also the carboxyl side group of residues
whose NH2 group is linked to phenylalanine. Another unconventional property of papain is
that the enzyme activity is pH independent between pH 4.0 to 8.0. Using enzymes with
different activities ensured that cleavage of the effector molecule would occur if it was
proteinous. No loss of viability was observed even at protease concentrations as high as
0.15 mg/ml papain or 0.1 mg/ml trypsin. (Figure 4-15 and 4.16). These results strongly
suggest that the effector molecule mediating stress response in A. hydrophila is not of
proteinaceous nature as pH of the spent medium measured during the experiment was 6.8
suggesting that trypsin (optimal pH 7.0-8.0) might have been inactivated, but not papain,
known to have a pH-independent activity in the range pH 4.0-8.0. It was therefore
hypothesised that mediation of the oxidative stress response in A. hydrophila was due to a
non-proteinaceous, heat-sensitive molecule.
It was previously conjectured that two co-operative activities contributed to H20 2

resistance. Data obtained would suggest these to be antioxidant scavenging and nonproteinaceous heat-sensitive signal transduction molecules. The nature of the first
protective element was attributed to antioxidants scavenging the oxidising molecules. The
second pathway
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Figure 4-15
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Effect of papain treatment of the spent medium upon A. hydrophila adaptation
response to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. Spent medium received no enzymatic treatment (D), boiled followed by
addition of 1 mM H20 2 (<», boiling of spent medium, 0.05 mg/ml papain (0),0.10 mg/ml
papain (~), and 0.15 mg/ml papain (.). 1 ml of a fresh overnight culture was used to seed
the experimental flasks. Addition of 1 mM H20 2 was performed at time 60 minutes. At the
appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using
Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and
the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-16
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Effect of trypsin treatment of the spent medium upon A. hydrophila adaptation
response to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9). Cells were removed by
centrifugation. Spent medium received no enzymatic treatment (D), boiling of spent
medium (<»,0.10 mg/ml trypsin (0). Addition of 0.10 mg/ml trypsin (L\). 1 ml ofa fresh
overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks. Addition of 1 mM H20 2 was
performed in the suitable flasks at time 60 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample
was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24
hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming
unit) was plotted against time.
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involves heat-sensitive molecules of non proteinaceous nature which could playa role in
the genetic regulation of oxidative stress regulons. Results obtained so far present some
evidence towards this assumption, nevertheless, much work remains to be done to
determine the validity of this hypothesis.

4.3.3 Investigation of the potential role of BHL in mediating the oxidative stress
response in A. hydrophila.

4.3.3.1 Effect of addition of BHL in heat treated spent medium.
Recent discovery of the bacterial hormone BHL in A. hydrophila (Swift et al., 1997) and
the fact that regulation of catalase activity has been reported as being cell-densitydependent (Crockford, et al., 1995) suggested that this molecule might playa role in the
stress response of A. hydrophila. BHL was therefore synthesised and used in further
experiments to assay any potential role in the mediation of the stress response of A.

hydrophila. As shown previously, cells re-suspended in heat treated spent medium and
facing a 1 mM H20 2 challenge were shown to rapidly lose viability (Figures 4-10 a and b).
However addition ofBHL (0.1, 1 or 100 Jlg/ml) prior to this lethal dose partially restored

A. hydrophila adaptive tolerance response to the oxidative agent (Figure 4-17 a and b).
Closer inspection of this data showed that the higher the BHL concentration, the more
resistant the cells become. It appears that this oxidative stress tolerance response brought
about by BHL is concentration dependent. In a normal physiological setting the
concentration of BHL is dependent upon the cell population and it can be inferred that
oxidative stress response is partly cell density-dependent. However in these experiments,
concentrations of BHL greater than those biologically encountered were required to
display the greatest protection.
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Figure 4-17 a (300 minutes plot)
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Adaptative response of A. hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 using different concentration of
BHL as pre-adaptation dose in treated spent medium.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9) and removed by centrifugation.
Spent medium was heat-treated for 10 minutes and cooled down to room temperature. 1 ml
of overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks. Boiled spent medium control
(D). Cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time
60 minutes (<¢». Cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium, pre-treated with 100 f.!g/ml
(0), 1 f.!g1ml BHL (~), or 0.1 f.!g/ml BHL (.) and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60
minutes. At appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-17 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Adaptative response of A. hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 using different concentration of
BHL as pre-adaptation dose in treated spent medium.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9) and removed by centrifugation.
Spent medium was heat-treated for 10 minutes and cooled down to room temperature. 1 ml
of overnight culture was used to seed the experimental flasks. Boiled spent medium control
(D). Cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time
60 minutes (<». Cells re-suspended in boiled spent medium, pre-treated with 100 J.lg/ml
(0), 1 J.lg/ml BHL (~), or 0.1 J.lg/ml BHL (.) and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60
minutes. At appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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4.3.3.2 Effect of chloramphenicol upon the adaptive response of A. hydrophila
mediated by BHL in boiled spent medium.
In order to gain further insight into the mode of action of BHL upon the stress response of

A. hydrophila, the latter experiment was repeated in the presence of chloramphenicol
(Figures 4-18 a and b). Cells present in both the growth and chloramphenicol controls
remained viable all through the experiment, showing no major lethal effect from either the
spent medium or chloramphenicol during the span of the experiment. Cells in the presence
of chloramphenicol subjected to a 1 mM H20 2 lethal challenge, lost this BHL mediation of
the oxidative stress response. This would suggest that BHL plays a role in the activation of
synthesis of proteins involved in the protection to oxidative stress.

4.3.3.3 Effect of addition of BHL in M9 buffer in presence or absence of
chloramphenicol.
Similar experiments as the ones performed in spent medium were repeated using M9
buffer as the re-suspension medium. Figure 4-19 showed that 1 and 100 J..lg/ml BHL
mediated a partial oxidative tolerance response to the H202 lethal challenge as cells pretreated witht these concentrations remain viable 120 to 180 minutes respectively after
addition of the lethal oxidative challenge. However, high non-physiological concentrations
were required for a marked resistance to become apparent in the cells under stress,
suggesting that BHL is not sufficient on its own to bring full protection to the cells.
Addition of chloramphenicol in the assay abolished BHL-mediated stress response (Figure
4-20). Data obtained during assay of BHL would suggest that this lactone derivative might
playa role in what was described earlier as the second pathway involving a secreted
effector as the signal transduction molecule for mediation of the stress response. Further
experimentation strengthen this hypothesis as follows. When 100 ~g1ml of BHL was added
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Figure 4-18 a (300 minutes plot)
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Effect of chloramphenicol (10 J.1g1ml) on the BHL mediated H 20 2 adaptation response
of A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minim::tl medium (M9). Before any prior addition of
H20 2, the cells were treated with 10 ~g!ml chloramphenicol. Ethanol (100 ~l) addition to
non-treated cells (D). Chloramphenicol addition to non treated cells (<> ). Cells resuspended in M9 buffer, pre-treated with 100 f.!g!ml (-), 1 f.!g!ml BHL (0), or 0.1 f.!g!ml
BHL (~) and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1
ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-18 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Effect of chloramphenicol (10 p,glml) on the BHL mediated HzO z adaptation response
of A. hydrophila.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minimal medium (M9). Before any prior addition of
H20 2, the cells were treated with 10 Jlg/ml chloramphenicol. Ethanol (100 JlI) addition to
non-treated cells (0). Chloramphenicol addition to non treated cells (~ ). Cells resuspended in M9 buffer, pre-treated with 100 f.lg/ml (-), 1 f.lg/ml BHL (0), or 0.1 f.lg/ml
BHL (~) and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes. At the appropriate time, 1
ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-19
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Adaptative response of A. hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 using different concentrations of
BHL as pre-adaptation dose in M9 buffer.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9) and removed by centrifugation.
Spent medium was heat-treated for 10 minutes, cooled down to room temperature. Boiled
spent medium control seeded with 1 ml of overnight culture (D). 1 ml of overnight culture
was used to seed flasks containing 100 ml M9 buffer, pre-treated with 100 J.l.g!ml BHL( -¢»,
1 J.l.g!ml BHL (0), or 0.1 J.l.g/ml BHL (~), and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60
minutes. 100 ml M9 buffer seeded with 1 ml of overnight culture and challenged with 1
mM H2 0 2 at time 60 minutes (.). At appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removecL
diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours
incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit)
was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-20
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Effect of 10 ~glml chloramphenicol upon the adaptative response of A. hydrophila to 1
mM H 20 2 using different concentrations of BHL as pre-adaptation dose in M9 buffer.
Cells were grown in liquid minimal medium (100 ml M9) and removed by centrifugation.
Spent medium was heat-treated for 10 minutes, cooled down to room temperature.
Chloramphenicol was made up in ethanol. Ethanol (100 fll) addition on non treated cells
(D). Chloramphenicol control (.) 1 ml of overnight culture was used to seed flasks
containing 100 ml M9 buffer, pre-treated with 100 Jlglml (<», 1 Jlglml BHL (0), or 0.1
Jlglml BHL (~), and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes. 100 ml M9 buffer
seeded with 1 ml of overnight culture and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60 minutes
(.). At appropriate times, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated
using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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to 100 ml of M9 buffer and this subsequently boiled, cooled at room temperature and
seeded with 1 ml of overnight grown cells and challenged with 1 mM H20 2, then rapid loss
of A. hydrophila viability was observed (Fig 4-21).
No viable cells could be recovered 60 minutes after addition. The fact that heat treatment
abolished A. hydrophila oxidative stress response demonstrates that BHL is thermolabile.
As shown previously, boiling of spent medium abolished the protective response to
oxidative stress.
It seems reasonable to envisage that BHL might be involved in the second protective

pathway.

4.3.3.4 Relative time scale protection of A. hydrophila using 100 f.lglml BHL as pretreatment dose.
Accepting that BHL mediates oxidative stress response in A. hydrophila, it was of interest
to investigate the relative time scale for development of protection that this homoserine
lactone (HSL) derivative stimulates. The sub-lethal dose of 50 f.lM H20 2 was replaced by
the addition of 100 f.lg/ml BHL which was shown to mediate a certain degree of protection
(Figure 4-17 a). BHL was added at the same time to all the experimental flasks with 1 mM
H20 2 challenge, added at a set increase of time between the different flasks. Data obtained
during this investigation are shown in Figure 4-22. These results indicates a timedependency with regards to the degree of cellular adaptation to H20 2, correlating with
results obtained in chapter 3 (Figure 3-6). Two trends seemed to emerge (Figure 4-22). In
the first 60 minutes of H20 2 challenge, 120 minutes incubation time with BHL appears to
be the optimal time for adaptation to occur. However, the second trend (i.e. 60 minutes
after challenge) is rather different. Indeed, 60 minutes after challenge, the longer the period
between exposure to BHL and lethal challenge does not produce stronger protection
(Figure 4-22). It can also been noticed that the impressive initial protection (initia160
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Figure 4-21
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Effect of heat-treatment on BHL mediation of stress tolerance response in A.
hydrophila in minimal medium.
Cells were grown overnight in liquid minimal medium (M9). Before any prior addition of
H20 2, the cells were treated with 10 J..lglml chloramphenicol. Chloramphenicol was made
up in ethanol. Ethanol (100 J..lI) addition on non treated cells (D). Chloramphenicol addition
on non treated cells (~). Cells were re-suspended in boiled spent medium (<» or M9 buffer
pre-treated with 100 f.lglml then boiled (0), and challenged with 1 mM H20 2 at time 60
minutes. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and
plated using Miles and Misra technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were
counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-22
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Relative time scale for protection of A. hydrophila to be acquired through adaptation
to 100 J.!g/ml BHL prior to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge.
Cells were resuspended in liquid minimal buffer (M9). The first addition (l00 J.lglml BHL)
was performed at time 0 in all flasks. No addition ofH20 2 is shown as a control (D). 1 mM
H20 2 was added at time: 30 (<», 60 (~), 120 (0), 180 (-), 240 (+). At the appropriate
time, 1 ml of sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra
technique. After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu
(Colony forming unit) was plotted against time.
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minutes of the assay) afforded to the cells in contact with 100 IJ.glml BHL for 120 minutes
prior to lethal challenge with 1 mM H20 2 appears to be ineffective for protecting the cells
with the same efficiency in the latter stages of the experiment (60 minutes atfer the start of
the assay). Between 60 and 120 minutes after addition of the lethal challenge, the viability
counts drop 3 log compared to the initial 60 minutes period of the experiment to reach the
same protection level displayed by the other samples.

4.3.3.5 Effect of growth phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress
response mediated by BBL.
As demonstrated in chapter 3, the oxidative stress response of A. hydrophila can be
affected by factors such as the growth phase andlor the length of storage on solid medium
of the test organism (Figures 3-12, 3-13 and 3-14). Test organisms were grown on NA
plates for 3 days, 2 weeks and 12 weeks. Two cultures were grown for each of the different
plates, one to stationary phase (OD650 run = 0.8), the other one to mid-log phase (OD650 run =
0.4), and these used in an adaptation experiment where pre-treatment was addition of 100
IJ.glml BHL and the lethal dose was 1 mM H20 2 . In order to compare results obtained for
logarithmic and stationary phase cells, optical density of both cultures were measured to
ensure equivalent amount of logarithmic or stationary phase bacteria were added.
Experiments were designed to study both the effect of culture age and BHL at the same
time, to ease comparison between them, but also to obtain a broader picture where both
parameters act in concert. Both logarithmic and stationary phase controls were almost
identical in all the three set of experiments performed, allowing comparison between the
experiments (Figures 4-23, 4-24 and 4-25).
1 mM H20 2 was proven to be lethal for non BHL pre-treated cells in either logarithmic or
stationary phase stored 3 days on NA (Figure 4-23 a and b). Non pre-treated cells in this
series of experiments, where BHL was assayed, displayed identical results to those
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Figure 4-23 a (300 minutes plot)
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Effect of growth phase and age upon BHL mediated adaptation of A. hydrophila (3
days old) to oxidative challenge.
Cells were grown overnight in M9 medium to stationary phase. 4 ml of culture from one of
the overnights were used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medium. The resultant cell suspension
was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase. No addition ofH 20 2
is shown as a stationary (D) and logarithmic (~) control. 100 Jlg/ml BHL addition was
performed at time 0 minute. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM H20 2 was added to stationary
adaptation (<», stationary lethal challenge ie no BHL pre-addition (0), logarithmic
adaptation (-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of
sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique.
After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony
forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-23 b (1440 minutes plot)
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Effect of growth phase and age upon BHL mediated adaptation of A. hydrophila (3
days old) to oxidative challenge.
Cells were grown overnight in M9 medium to stationary phase. 4 ml of culture from one of
the overnights were used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medium. The resultant cell suspension
was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase. No addition ofH20 2
is shown as a stationary (D) and logarithmic (~) control. 100 Ilg/ml BHL addition was
performed at time 0 minute. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM H20 2 was added to stationary
adaptation (<?), stationary lethal challenge ie no BHL pre-addition (0), logarithmic
adaptation (-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of
sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique.
After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony
forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-24
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Effect of growth phase and age upon BHL mediated adaptation of A. hydrophila (2
weeks old) to oxidative challenge.
Cells were grown overnight in M9 medium to stationary phase. 4 ml of culture from one of
the overnights were used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medium. The resultant cell suspension
was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase. No addition of H20 2
is shown as a stationary (D) and logarithmic (~) control. 100 J.lg/ml BHL addition was
performed at time 0 minute. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM H20 2 was added to stationary
adaptation (<», stationary lethal challenge ie no BHL pre-addition( 0), logarithmic
adaptation (_), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of
sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique.
After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony
forming unit) was plotted against time.
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Figure 4-25
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Effect of growth phase and age upon BHL mediated adaptation of A. hydrophila (12
weeks old) to oxidative challenge.
Cells were grown overnight in M9 medium to stationary phase. 4 ml of culture from one of
the overnights were used to seed 6 ml of fresh M9 medium. The resultant cell suspension
was incubated at 30°C for 4 hours to obtain cells in logarithmic phase. No addition of H20 2
is shown as a stationary (D) and logarithmic (~) control. 100 f.!g/ml BHL addition was
performed at time 0 minute. At time 60 minutes, 1 mM H20 2 was added to stationary
adaptation (-), stationary lethal challenge ie no BHL pre-addition(()), logarithmic
adaptation (-¢-), logarithmic lethal challenge (.) flasks. At the appropriate time, 1 ml of
sample was removed, diluted in M9 buffer, and plated using Miles and Misra technique.
After 24 hours incubation at 30°C, the cells were counted, and the log of the cfu (Colony
forming unit) was plotted against time.
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obtained when 50 ~M H 20 2 was used as a pre-treatment dose (Figures 3-12,3-13 and 314). However, a 2 week storage on plates brought about a marked difference in the
response to 1 ruM H 20 2 between logarithmic and stationary phase cells. 180 minutes were
sufficient for logarithmic phase cells to display a total viability loss whereas stationary
phase cells could still be recovered up to 300 minutes after addition of lethal challenge
(Figure 4-24). Importantly however 2 week old cells were able to mount a BHL induced
adaptation to H 20 2 . With regards to the 12 weeks old culture, cells in both logarithmic or
stationary phase displayed an impressive resistance to the lethal challenge. For both nonBHL treated exponential or stationary phase cells, total loss of viability occurs only 24
hours after addition of lethal challenge. This strengthens the hypothesis proposed in
chapter 3, where it would appear that mechanisms other than synthesis of stress proteins
take place during long term storage enabling cells to become more resistant to stress
challenge.
From data presented in Figures 4-23, 4-24, 4-25, where cells were pre-treated with 100
~glml

BHL, it can be noticed that logarithmic phase cells displayed a weaker resistance to

1 ruM H20 2 than the stationary phase counterpart, with the exception of 3 day old culture
where the resistance displayed by both exponential and stationary cells is similar. This
might be explained by the fact that young cells do not have such a memory (chapter 3
paragraph 3.4.3.4 b) as older cells, and the stress proteins content of 3 days old cells in
both logaritmic and stationary phase is very similar, therefore implying a similar resistance
to a stress.
Results obtained for logarithmic phase cells showed that for cells aged 3 days (Figure 423), 100 ~glml BHL stimulates stronger protection to 1 mM H202 within the first 3 hours
of challenge compared to the 2 week old cells (Figure 4-24). Whereas the viability count of
the 3 day old cells drops until no cells could be recovered after 24 hours, the viability count
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for the 2 weeks old cells showed an increase until it reached similar level to the one
obtained with stationary phase culture. With regards to the logarithmic phase of the 12
week old culture (Figure 4-25), resistance to 1 mM H20 2 is definitely not due to presence
of BHL, as the pattern displayed is identical to those of cells in both logarithmic and
stationary phase which have not been pre-treated with BHL. Resistance would therefore be
attributable to other mechanisms such as cell memory (see chapter 4 paragraph 4.4.2.4).
In view of the results, storage has proven to have a strong influence on the extent to which
adaptation might occur.
In order to assess the repeatability of the effect of storage upon BHL mediation of an
oxidative stress response, data from a number of experimental runs were analysed
statistically where the average, standard deviation and error values were calculated
between each set of data. This data is shown in Table 4-1. At first, stationary phase of fresh
cells (i.e. 3 day old) displayed a similar resistance profile to their log phase counterparts.
With ageing (2 weeks old), the cells displayed increasing resistance in stationary phase
compared to logarithmic phase (Figure 4-24). When looking at much older cells (i.e. 12
week old), it appeared that during the first 300 minutes BHL sensitised stationary phase
cells to 1 mM H20 2 challenge compared to their BHL treated logarithmic counterparts,
where viability dropped 4 logs in 300 minutes (Figure 4-25). However, the viable count
stabilises, whereas the logarithmic phase cells, at first more resistant, die off until no
viability could be detected 24 hours after lethal challenge.
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Table 4-1: Relative repeatability of sensitisation of old stationary phase A. hydrophila cells treated with 100 J-lg/ml BHL

---

Time (min)
II

0.00
6.00
1.20
1.80
2.40
3.00
1.44
average
sdev
error [{x1x2)/xJJx100

--------------

-----

Lethal 1 Lethal 2
Cont.1
Cont.2
Adapt. 2
Adapt. 1
Lethal 1
adapt1
Adapt 2
Lethal 2
Cont.1
Cont. 2
log (x2)
log (x1)
stat (x1)
stat (x2)
stat (x1)
stat (x2)
log(x2)
log (x1)
stat (x1)
log (x2)
stat (x2)
log (x1)
7.09
7.00
6.98
6.93
6.99
7.01
7.03
6.90
6.88
6.39
6.90
6.89
7.01
6.98
7.07
7.01
6.98
7.02
7.05
6.94
6.82
7.00
7.04
6.90
6.89
6.74
7.08
7.03
6.93
6.97
6.89
6.99
7.18
7.00
5.83
7.05
3.95
4.84
5.00
3.69
7.08
7.12
5.43
7.06
4.88
4.17
4.66
7.07
3.99
4.50
3.20
4.93
7.07
7.11
5.08
7.11
7.15
4.82
4.07
4.67
4.11
2.69
3.30
4.83
7.13
4.91
7.08
7.17
6.97
4.90
3.77
3.87
0.00
0.00
3.23
4.52
0.00
7.47
0.00
7.47
7.16
3.31
7.47
0.00
4.72
5.19
5.05
7.11
5.07
5.06
5.21
7.11
4.69
7.07
5.09
7.12
2.560
2.449
1.829
1.792
2.461
1.610
0.172
2.485
0.105
0.159
0.180
2.369
6.53
2.31
0.14
9.98
0.56
0.58
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4.4 Discussion.
Results obtained during the experimental work described in the preVIOUS chapter
determined that stationary phase A. hydrophila exhibit a greater resistance than their
logarithmic phase counterparts, in agreement with previous finding with other organisms
(Kolter et al., 1993). It is known that cells in exponential phase tum their resources
towards growth and division, and do so by synthesising primary metabolites such as amino
acids and structural proteins. But when the conditions in the environmental medium no
longer favour growth, the cells change their pattern of gene expression by switching off
genes that results in the synthesis of the primary metabolites to switching on genes whose
products will prepare the cells for long-term nutrient starvation. The products involved
during stationary phase are termed secondary metabolites. These products are varied in
nature and can remain in the cells such as enzymes, be exported to the outer membrane
such as capsule components, or excreted into the environmental medium such as virulence
factors (Janda, 1991).

4.4.1. Characterisation of a non-proteinaceous, heat-sensitive effector molecule.
4.4.1.1 Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into spent medium upon the stress
response.
The potential role for extracellular factors to influence the oxidative stress response of A.

hydrophila was investigated by the re-suspension of fresh cells into spent medium of cells
previously grown to stationary phase (Figure 4-10). 1 mM H202 added to cells resuspended in M9 buffer was shown to be lethal confirming results previously reported in
chapter 3 (Figure 3-3). In contrast, addition of 1 mM H202 60 minutes after re-suspension
of freshly grown cells into spent medium did not result in loss of viability. Further
investigation was undertaken to study whether the length of the incubation period of cells
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in spent medium might be influencing the oxidative stress response displayed by the
organism. The assay was repeated but including two additional times for introduction of
the oxidative challenge. The first addition was at 1 minute and the second being at 120
minutes. Loss of viability after addition of 1 mM H20 2 at 1 minute is about 2 log during
the first 3 hours of challenge (Figure 4-11) followed by a 1 log increase in viability gained
during the remaining time of the experiment. This profile displayed for H20 2 addition at 1
minute is similar to the profile of the 60 minutes addition. Two possibilities can be
suggested to explain these data. The first one could be that extracellular factors such as
antioxidants, already present in the medium, would immediately react with H20 2, therefore
reducing its concentration to a level which is no longer lethal to the cells. The resulting
more favourable conditions would then allow the cells repair mechanisms to cope with the
damage. Surviving cells would then grow, feeding on the remenants of cells which died
during the onslaught, a phenomenon known as necrophagia. The second possibility would
be that additional mechanisms such as fresh protein synthesis might be activated through
the effect of a signal molecule acting on gene regulation in order to complement the fIrst
line of antioxidant defence not sufficient on its own to protect the cells. The cells would
then be allowed to grow thanks to nutrient present in the medium due to lysis of cells
which have died during the onslaught, as shown by viability count recorded after 24 hours
being identical to the initial count. The level of viability obtained for the experimental
flask with addition of H20 2 after 120 minutes was relatively stable throughout the
experiment. This would strengthen the hypothesis for a molecular effector. However it
remains a possibility that H20 2 could have been either degraded or complexed by a
component secreted into the supernatant by the original culture.
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4.4.1.2 Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into spent medium treated with 10 J.lglml
chloramphenicol.
Addition of 10 J.lg/ml chloramphenicol did not prevent cells from surviving the lethal
challenge (Figure 4-12) therefore suggesting protection via the action of antioxidant
molecules. If protection mechanisms were solely due to gene regulation by a signal
molecule, presence of chloramphenicol should have resulted in a significant loss of
viability in the bacterial community. Addition of 1 mM H20 2 at 1 minute showed an
identical pattern to results obtained without antibiotic (Figure 4-10). The decrease in viable
count for the experimental flask containing chloramphenicol is 3 log after 24 hours. This
can be explained by the fact that cells have lost their capacity to replicate due to the
presence of the antibiotic and do not possess the ability to initiate protective mechanisms.
That cells remains viable also indicates the presence of pre-existing protective molecules.
The nature of these molecules remains unknown but it is be possible that they belong to the
class of first line defence mechanisms (i.e. antioxidant such as GSH).

4.4.1.3 Effect of exposure of fresh cells to spent medium and re-suspension in M9
buffer.
The aim was to investigate whether mediation of resistance to oxidative stress was solely
due to degradation of H 20 2 or supported by the action of signal transduction effector
molecules present in the medium. Figure 4-13 shows a comparison between fresh cells resuspended in spent medium and challenged with 1 mM H202 at 1 minute and cells left in
contact with the spent medium for 120 minutes, centrifuged and re-suspended in M9
buffer, with subsequent challenge with 1 mM H202. Data obtained showed a similar
pattern of viability between both treatments. This suggested that spent medium contains
molecules which mediate an adaptive response in cells prior to their re-suspension in M9
buffer. The incubation time of 2 hours is a critical, being identical to the time necessary to
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bring optimal protection to cells pre-treated with 50 J..tM H20 2 prior to lethal challenge of 1

mM H 20 2 (Figure 3-6). The fact that optimal protection is afforded when cells are
incubated for 2 hours in the spent medium would suggest that the signal transduction
effector molecules involved would have an influence on a cascade control mechanism
(Nystrom, 1993). In summary, this is a system of time-dependent protein synthesis divided
into 3 stages: early~ medium~ and late protein synthesis, each dependant on the previously
synthesised set for protection to starvation to be fully efficient. The role of the signal
molecule in the cascade pathway described by Nystrom would be an indirect one.
Production of autoinducers within bacteria is already a cascade pathway in itself , as
described for Ps. aeruginosa (Lafiti et al., 1996). When a bacterial cell senses a stress,
such as nutrient limitation, the catabolic repression is lifted. Catabolic repression (Kolb et
al., 1993) involves a set of operons which are regulated through the action of cAMP
complexed to catabolite repression protein (CRP). Binding of cAMP leads to a
conformational change in CRP enabling the cAMP-CRP complex to bind to DNA. This
latter binding changes both conformation of the complex and the DNA, therefore
modulating initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase. Several operons are known to
be regulated by cAMP-CRP including the lux operon and its homologues in other species.
After catabolic repression is lifted, synthesis of the first LuxR homologue and autoinducer
are initiated. These are subsequently involved in synthesis of the second set of LuxR
homologues and autoinducer 2 (AI 2), which in their turn initiate synthesis of as factor
(Lafiti et a!., 1996~ Figure 4.26). as is an alternative sigma factor synthesised during entry
in stationary phase (Loewen and Hengge-Aronis, 1994). LuxR homologues are firstly
synthesised in an unstable form. They are stabilised through the action of chaperon
proteins such as GroES and GroEL, or through presence of a high concentration of their
respective autoinducer e.g. LuxR homologue 1 stabilised through the presence of high
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concentration of autoinducer 1 (Adar and Ulitzur, 1993 ). as-RNA polymerase complex
will then initiate synthesis of as dependent pathways such as antioxidants, virulence
factors, and HPII catalase.

4.4.1.4 Effect of re-suspension of fresh cells into either heat treated or enzymatically
treated spent medium.
The nature of the stress effector molecules from A. hydrophila was further investigated.
Initially the thermal stability characteristics of the molecules were examined. Figure 4-14
shows that boiling of the spent medium is sufficient to abolish resistance to lethal
challenge, suggesting that the molecules are heat-labile. This thermo-sensitivity of the
effectors involved suggests that the molecules might be of proteinaceous nature, but this
hypothesis was ruled out by the following set of experiments. Two different proteases i.e.
papain (Figure 4-15) and trypsin (Figure 4-16) were introduced and assayed independently,
and lead to no loss of viability of cells re-suspended in conditioned medium, even at high
protease concentrations. That site recognition, optimal pH range and catalytic mechanisms
are different for both enzymes strongly suggests that the effector molecules is not of
proteinaceous nature. It might have been possible that the pH of the spent medium was not
appropriate for the action of trypsin (optimal pH 7.0-8.0), however papain is known to
have a pH-independent activity in the range pH 4.0-8.0 and would therefore not been
inactivated as pH of the conditioned medium measured during the experiment was 6.8.

4.4.2 Investigation of the potential role of BHL in mediating the oxidative stress
response in A. hydrophila.
Taken together the results obtained throughout experiments performed with conditioned
medium on stationary phase cells of A. hydrophila indicates that protection occurs partially
due to a non-proteinaceous, heat-sensitive effector molecule(s).
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Figure 4-26: Double quorum sensing cascade in the regulation of rpoS' p.
.
(Lafiti et at., 1996)
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Recently, two quorum sensing molecules have been reported for A. hydrophila, the major
being N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone (BHL), and have been isolated from A. hydroplllla
culture supernatant (Swift et al., 1997). Cells are known to generate and respond to such
acyl homo serine lactone (AHLs) signal molecules in order to adapt to environmental
changes such as starvation (Huisman and Kolter, 1994). These bacterial . honnones' ha\e
been implicated in the modulation of a wide variety of cellular and extracellular processes
such as synthesis of virulence factors, haemolysin and RNA polymerase as factor (Swift et

al., 1997). It would be advantageous for individual cells to be able to warn the rest of the
community of potential oxidative stress threats, and for the population to be able to
mediate an appropriate response to this changing environment. In order to study the
potential role of these signal molecules in the phenomenon of oxidative stress response in

A. hydrophila, BHL was synthesised and assayed in a series of experiments.

4.4.2.1 Effect of addition of BHL in heat treated spent medium in presence or absence
of chloramphenicol.
BHL added to boiled spent medium restored the capability for the re-suspended cells to
withstand lethal challenge (Figure 4-17). Oxidative stress response mediated by BHL
appears to be concentration dependent. Concentration in the range of 0.1 to l/J.g/ml BHL
delayed the death rate of A. hydrophila challenged with 1 mM H20 2 but cells remained
viable during a 5 hours period when in presence of 100 /J.g/ml BHL. It was demonstrated
that BHL had a connection with de novo synthesis of key stress proteins as when the
experiment was repeated in the presence of 10 /J.g/ml chloramphenicol, adaptation was
totally abolished (Figure 4-18). This indicated that BHL might play an indirect role in the
stress response, possibly by acting to positively control synthesis of fresh stress proteins.
Positive control by autoinducers such as BHL in A. hydrophila (Swift et aI., 1997) or N-(3oxohexanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (OHHL) in Ps. aeruginosa (Lafiti et aI., 1995) have
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previously been implicated in the regulation of various gene expression such as virulence
factors (e.g. elastase, protease). Also from the results gathered from the series of
experiments using conditioned medium, the effector molecules involved in the mediation
of oxidative stress resistance have been shown to be thermolabile and non-proteinaceous in
nature.

4.4.2.2 Effect of addition of BHL in M9 buffer In presence or absence of
chloram phenicol.
BHL was also found to mediate stress resistance of A. hydrophila exposed to 1 mM H20 2
in M9 buffer (Figure 4-19), mediation which was abolished in presence of
chloramphenicol (Figure 4-20) or by heat treatment (Figure 4-21). This strengthens the
hypothesis mentioned above regarding the potential role BHL in positively controlling
fresh protein synthesis. However the response mediated by BHL in M9 buffer seems to be
weaker than in spent medium and requires excessive concentration (probably nonphysiological) for the effect to be markedly significant. It might be possible that A.

hydrophila posesses a similar double quorum sensing cascade as the one described by
Lafiti and co-workers for Ps. aeruginosa. The marked increase in resistance observed in
M9 buffer could therefore be explained by the fact that BHL has stabilised its
corresponding LuxR homologue by forming the LuxR homologue-autoinducer complex,
therefore rendering as synthesis possible and more rapid than through the stabilisation of
LuxR homologue by chaperones (Figure 4-27). Chaperones (such as DnaK) are molecules
involved in the folding and maintenance of proteins in living organisms (see chapter 1
paragraph 1.2.6.1 b ). The fact that high autoinducer concentrations are needed to mediate
full protection would also suggest that there are several pathways involved in the process
of oxidative stress resistance and that the bacterial hormone BHL, although a likely
candidate as one of the effector molecules, is not directly involved in the regulation but
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goes through intermediates molecules such as as factor of the RNA polymerase core
enzyme in order to modulate this stress response.
Further work to determine the nature of the different type of molecules involved in this
adaptation phenomenon is required, in particular, isolation and identification of the nonprotein heat labile molecules from spent medium. Nevertheless, from the results gathered
during this study, some preliminary hypothesis can be drawn. It is feasible that the bacteria
synthesis some antioxidants which would be excreted and help the cells to tackle the H20 2
burst. The second possibility would be that BHL could positively regulate synthesis of key
stress proteins such as , universal, general, specific, or unique proteins, or act as a signal
for activation of the pre-existing catalase in the bacterial community. A single bacterium
would not synthesis enough catalase to withstand the lethal challenge applied whereas
catalase content within the community would help (Crockford et al., 1995). This densitydependent phenomenon support a tempting hypothesis that catalase synthesis or its
modulation might be regulated through autoinducers.
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Figure 4-27: Role of stabilisation of LuxR homologues via action of chaperons or high
concentrations of autoinduer in rpoS expression in Ps. aeruginosa. (Lafiti et al., 1996:
Adar and Ulitzur, 1993)
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4.4.2.3 Relative time scale protection of A. hydrophila using 100 Jlglml BHL as pretreatment dose.
Study of the relative time scale of protection granted by BHL addition was investigated
using 100 Jlg/ml BHL as the adaptive dose and 1 mM H20 2 as the lethal challenge. BHL
addition was performed at the same time in all the flasks. Oxidative challenge \vas
performed at a set increase of time of 60 minutes between the flasks. Data (Figure 4-22)
suggested that 120 minutes incubation provided optimal adaptation. The initial greater
resistance afforded to the cells by presence of BHL is followed 60 minutes after 1 mM
H20 2 challenge by a dramatic decrease in viability to stabilise at levels of protection
displayed by samples tested with other incubation times.

4.4.2.4 Effect of growth phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress
response.
The extent to which adaptation to H20 2 occurred due to pre-treatment with a sub-lethal
dose of the same oxidant was shown to be dependent on the phase of growth and the length
of time bacterial cells were stored on solid medium. After long-term starvation, Vibrio spp.
were shown to produce maturation proteins during log phase which are thought to play a
role in degradation of stress proteins therefore allowing re-growth. The higher degree of
resistance of the older A. hydrophila cells could be due to a 'memory' phenomenon where
stress proteins have not been fully degraded during initial re-growth. The non-degraded
stress proteins would then confer some degree of resistance to the strain poses sing them.
Effect of growth phase and length of storage on plates, upon adaptation mediated through
BHL, was investigated. Cells which had been grown to either mid-log or stationary phase

were used to investigate viability following exposure to

H202

after pre-treatment with 100

Jlg/ml BHL (Figures 4-23 a, 4-24 and 4-25). It was found that the oxidative stress response
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in either logarithmic or stationary phase varies according to the length of storage of the test
organism on NA plates of the test organisms.
In order to compare results obtained for logarithmic and stationary phase cells, optical
density of both cultures were measured to ensure equivalent amounts of logarithmic or
stationary phase bacteria were present. Similar to A. hydrophila treated with both sublethal and lethal doses of H20 2, cells pre-treated with 100 J.lglml BHL and subsequently
challenged with 1 mM H20 2 were shown to be more resistant when in stationary phase
than when in exponential phase. This difference in resistance was demonstrated to be
independent of the length of time of the cells storage on plates. When comparing results a
clear difference in pattern emerges between stationary phase cells and their exponential
counterpart (Figures 4-23, 4-24 and 4-25). When cells are relatively young (3 days
storage), the pattern of response is similar with cells from the different growth phases. As
the length of storage increase, the exponential phase cells display a pattern closer to the
pattern displayed by cells treated only with 1 mM H20 2 . For the sample from 12 week old
plates, the adaptation pattern between BHL treated and H20 2 treated cells are identical,
probably due to late stationary phase protection mechanisms rather than BHL addition.
Regarding the stationary phase cells, the adaptation phenomenon seems to correspond to
the length of storage time, until a decrease in protection with extended storage is seen (i.e.
the old cells begins to die). BHL is synthesised from mid-log to early stationary phase in a
quorum sensing signal transduction purpose which, in this application, becomes obsolete
when long term stress is applied. Results obtained during the study of the effect of growth
phase and culture age upon A. hydrophila oxidative stress response suggested that AhyR
might be negatively controlled when stationary phase is reached and that more specific
mechanisms, such as antioxidant or stress proteins synthesis, are switched on. This
hypothesis is strengthened by the data presented in chapter 3, where resistance to stress
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was increased when specific oxidative stress defence mechanisms were stimulated through
the sub-lethal challenge. This would suggest that A. hydrophila might have a similar
hierarchical quorum sensing cascade as the one described by Lafiti and colleagues (1996)
shown in Figure 4-26. LasR is the result of lasR gene expression in Ps. aeruginosa. This
protein interacts with the las! promoter and positively regulates synthesis of N-(3oxododecanoyl )-L -homo serine lactone (OdHL).
LasR/ OdHL complex is then involved in the activation of rhlR and rhlI leading to the
synthesis RhIR and BHL. The complex RhIRIBHL increases BHL synthesis i.e. positive
feedback, and activates expression of rpoS. RpoS stationary phase a factor is known to be
regulated by a complex regulatory cascade involving at least five regulators of different
nature (Hengge-Aronis, 1994). It is worthwhile considering that growth related, cell
density and starvation signals were suggested as possible regulators of RpoS (HenggeAronis, 1994). When bacterial cells enter stationary phase, rhlR promoter activity is almost
abolished (Lafiti et aI, 1996). This inactivation could be due to negative control exerted by
overproduction of LasR. This protein will act in a negative feedback loop, reducing the
amount of LasR produced, therefore reducing production of RhIR and BHL. It could also
be possible that RpoS acts in a negative feedback loop to prevent BHL production when in
stationary phase, as production of acyl homoserine lactone was demonstrated to be
regulated by an RpoS (as) homologue in Ralstonia (Pseudomonas) solanacearum (Flavier

et al., 1998). RpoS homologues generally activate gene expression in stationary phase, but
in many bacteria the RpoS homologue has been shown to be maximally expressed in midlog phase and production decreased during entry into stationary phase (Hengge-Aronis,
1996; Flavier et al., 1997). Mutation in the rpoS gene lead to decrease in virulence factors
and AHL production during stationary phase (Flavier et aI., 1997).
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4.4.3 Conclusions.
Investigation of the potential role of BHL in A. hydrophila oxidative stress response has
shown that cells re-suspended in conditioned medium display greater resistance to
oxidative stress than the counterpart re-suspended in a M9 buffer. This increased resistance
was not entirely dependent on the time of addition of oxidative challenge, but on molecules
present in the spent medium. The nature of this molecule has not yet been fully established.
Either antioxidants, increase in catalase activity, or quorum sensing auto induction are all
plausible candidates which may act in concert to bring full protection to the challenged
microorganisms. However it was determined that protection occurs as a result of a nonproteinaceous, thermolabile effector molecule. Recently, N-butyryl-L-homoserine lactone
(BHL) (Swift et al., 1997) was shown to be the major autoinducer in A. hydrophila. BHL
was synthesised and subsequently assayed for its potential role in mediating resistance to
oxidative stress. Boiling of spent medium was proven to inactivate any molecules which
might take part into the mediation of a stress tolerant response. Resuspending cells in such
treated conditioned medium and subsequently challenged with 1mM H20 2 led to rapid loss
of viability. However when repeated with addition of BHL cells remained viable but pretreament with chloramphenicol abolishing this. This suggested that de novo synthesis of
key stress proteins might be regulated through the effector molecule. Data suggest that
BHL is not the only factor mediating this phenomenon of resistance to oxidative stress, as
the level of viability displayed by cells re-suspended in minimal medium in the presence of
only BHL and lethal dose is lower than the viability displayed by cells in the same
conditions but re-suspended in spent medium. It was suggested that BHL might also have
an action in the modulation of pre-existing catalase present in the medium. A pre-treatment
period of 120 minutes was proven to be the optimum required for BHL mediated
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adaptation to occur, which suggested that this phenomenon might be linked to a .. cascade"
phenomenon similar to that described by Nystrom in his study of starvation in Vibrio spp.
Adaptation mediated through presence of the autoinducer BHL was proven to be
dependent on two parameters being growth phase and time of storage of the
microorganism on the solid medium. Cells in stationary phase were proven to be more
resistant when incubated with BHL than their logarithmic phase counterparts, regardless of
time of storage on agar plates. It was shown that the longer the storage, the more the
oxidative tolerance response is due to a cell memory effect rather than the effect of BHL.
Regarding the stationary phase cells, the adaptation phenomenon seems to be greater
according to the length of time of storage, until a decrease in protection after extensive
storage. Results suggested a potential hierachial quorum sensing regulation involving
either a LuxR homologue feedback inhibition loop reducing BHL synthesis (Lafiti et
at.,1996) or an RpoS feedback inhibition loop as previously reported in Ralstonia
(Pseudomonas)sotanacearum.
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CHAPTER 5 General discussion

ew studies have been perfonned with regards to the investigation of the
adaptive response mechanisms involved in the survival of Aeromonas when
facing stressful conditions, such as those encountered during water treatment or
when bacteria invade a host. This project was undertaken to study the effect of
different environmental parameters involved in the regulation and modulation of the
oxidative stress tolerance response of mesophilic members of the genus Aeromonas.
Information from this project provided an insight to the various parameters which brought
about an adaptive response to stress in members of the genus Aeromonas.

5.1 The oxidative stress response of mesophilic Aeromonas.
These microorganisms were known human pathogens, but the mechanisms by which they
survived oxidising agents, encountered during water treatment or when invading a host,
were unknown. Only one report had appeared in the literature concerning the stress
response of A. hydrophila , but this was an examination of pH induced stress (Karem et al.,
1994). Results obtained from the current study offer an insight into the mechanisms
involved in the oxidative stress response of the mesophilic Aeromonas. It was previously
reported for E. coli that pre-treatment with a sub-lethal dose would bring resistance to a
nonnally lethal challenge of the same oxidant (Demple and Halbrook, 1983). Adaptation
studies were perfonned on A. hydrophila which showed that a pre-treatment with a sublethal challenge would bring resistance to a higher and lethal dose of the oxidative agent. It
was further shown that adaptation was dependent upon catalase production and de novo
protein synthesis. It was shown (chapter 3 paragraph 3.3.4.1) that cells required a minimal
exposure time to 1 mM H 20 2 of 30 minutes in order to display an optimum activity. Data
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obtained are in agreement with the cascade hypothesis described by Nystrom (1993) as a
starvation induced stress phenomenon during an investigation on starved Vibrio spp. This
cascade pathway can be described as a time-dependent synthesis of key stress proteins.
where three stages were described. The first one being the first 0.5 hour, the second
ranging from 0.5 to 6 hours and the last one from 6 to 100 hours. Different proteins were
synthesised during these three stages. This investigation (Nystrom, 1993) showed that the
first 30 to 60 minutes of stress were very important, as it was demonstrated that starvation
stress proteins were synthesised immediately after onset of a stressful stimulus.
Furthermore, addition of inhibitors of protein synthesis at an early stage of the challenge
(within 60 minutes) seriously reduced long-term survival of Vibrio (Nystrom, 1993).
Synthesis of these proteins is time-dependent and require the synthesis of the previous
series to bring full protection to the microorganism. The degree of oxidative stress
response of A. hydrophila was shown to be dependent upon the time delay between
addition of the sub-lethal and lethal challenge, stage of growth and the length of storage of
cells prior to examination. Data showed a minimal requirement of 120 minutes between
addition of sub-lethal and lethal dose for optimal adaptation response to occur. In the first
60 minutes after the 1 mM H20 2 addition, the longer the time that elapses between sublethal and lethal additions does not lead to enhanced protection, but does in subsequent
sample times. This would correlates with the cascade hypothesis described by Nystrom
(1993). To further strengthen this hypothesis of protective cascade pathway, it was shown

that addition of an inhibitor of protein synthesis abolished the oxidative stress response,
therefore preventing synthesis of protecting proteins.

It is interesting to notice that catalase and de novo protein synthesis have different time
requirements for optimal activity to be reached. Results obtained during the catalase assay
study showed that a 30 minute period was required for optimal activity, whereas fresh
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protein synthesis required 120 minutes for optimal protection. This would suggest that they
are each part of two separate pathways, both contributing to protection of the cell. This
view can be further strengthened by the fact that control of catalase activity has been
reported to be a cell density dependent phenomenon (Crockford et al., 1995) \\'hereas
individual cells would not be able to synthesis enough catalase to degrade high
concentrations of oxidant. Therefore other more individualistic pathways have evolved in
order to better protect single cells.
Logarithmic and stationary phase cells were found to have physiological differences when
subject to oxidative challenges. These differences probably arise due to the different genes
being expressed, therefore resulting in different products termed primary metabolites for
logarithmic phase cells and secondary metabolites for the stationary counterpart.
Secondary metabolites prepare and protect the cells against various stressful conditions.
With regards to the effect of the growth phase upon the oxidative stress response, results
are in agreements with the literature describing stationary phase cells as being significantly
more resistant than the logarithmic phase counterpart (Siegele and Kolter, 1992). Results
obtained during this project also demonstrated that increased resistance of stationary phase
cells, compared to logarithmic cells, did not depend upon the length of time of the storage
on plates. However the extent to which adaptive response occurs in both logarithmic and
stationary phase cells have been shown to be dependent upon the length of time the
microorganism have been stored. Effects of growth phase and length of storage upon
adaptive response were shown to be independent of each other. The difference in resistance
of A. hydrophila in logarithmic or stationary phase was shown to be similar regardless of
the length of storage. However, the degree of resistance of both logarithmic and stationary
phase cells was proven to be dependent on the length of storage. As length of storage
increased stationary phase cells showed an increased resistance to the lethal challenge,
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whereas logarithmic phase cells displayed a decrease in resistance. In a study on I '[brio
spp. the role of proteins called maturation proteins which were hypothesised to degrade
starvation inducible proteins and which were considered to inhibit fresh logarithmic
growth. It is widely acknowledged that the longer the starvation, the longer the lag phase
(Morita, 1993). Considering these points, less inhibitory starvation protein would be
degraded by maturation proteins for a set period of time, in long-term starved cells than in
short-term ones as the lag phase would be shorter for the latter. The remaining starvation
proteins would confer a degree of resistance to the older cells compare to their younger
counterpart. This partial degradation of inhibitory proteins is proposed here to be termed
cell memory. The remaining starvation proteins would be diluting down with respect to

further growth, leading to reduced resistance with increased number of generations, as
shown by results concerning logarithmic phase cells. As described in chapter 3,
logarithmic phase cells were obtained by growing cells of different storage time overnight
and using the resulting culture to seed fresh M9 medium to obtain logarithmic phase cells.
Results showed that the older the initial cells, the less resistant to oxidative challenge the
resulting logarithmic phase cells. This was explained by the fact that the older the initial
cells, the longer the lag phase, therefore the later the exponential phase was initiated. The
adaptation dose was added at the same time in all the experimental flasks. The shorter the
lag phase, the more stress proteins synthesised, the more resistant to lethal challenge the
cells. Whereas some bacteria in the centre of the colony can encounter starvation when
stored on nutrient agar plates when, others remain with plenty nutrients so do not starve. It
is therefore more plausible that bacteria suffer from various stresses due to an increase in
the toxic side products of their slow metabolism due to the low temperature of the storage
conditions.
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It is known that the activity of RNA Polymerase cr factors is related to the type of stress
(e.g.

32
0'

£

or heat shock). The heat shock response have been sho\vn to be controlled bv the

DnaK machinery introduced in chapter 1 (Figure 1-3) which sequesters cr 32 , a phenomenon
termed activity control (Narberhaus, 1999), or by what Naberhaus has termed stabi lity
controls involving degradation of 0'32 by a protease called FtsH (Narberhaus, 1999). Due to
the varied stresses and the knowledge that some regulons can be up-regulated by different
type of stresses it is tempting to speculate that starvation proteins would belong to a more
general regulon under

o's

regulation and would be synthesised or partially synthesised

along with other key stress protein belonging to this group of genes.
This adaptation phenomenon has been shown to be widely spread among the mesophilic
Aeromonas. However, differences in the degree of adaptation to oxidative challenge of
both type strains and environmental isolates have been noticed. This greater resistance of
A. sobria remains an unexplained phenomenon and requires further study.
The environmental isolates demonstrated a substantial resistance to 1 mM H20 2, being
greater when compared to type strains. This enhanced resistance is probably due to two
factors. The first one could be considered as the 'niche effect'. Five different types of
habitats for aquatic species have been reported (Kjelleberg et al., 1993 ) as being:
- the water body to which bacterial cells live in a free planktonic state
- suspended particles where the bacterial cells are attached
- at the air-water interface
- within the sediments
_ the external (epiderm) and internal (gastro-intestinal tract) surfaces of higher
aquatic species e.g. a fish.
Each of these habitats have a complex internal physicochemical structure. Sediments, for
example, have a gradient of molecular oxygen and nutrient. Parameters such as
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temperature, pH and nutrient limitation have been shown to playa major role in providing
the cells with stimuli mediating changes favourable to enhance the cells survival. Due to
their nature, aquatic ecosystems are prone to sustain unbalanced bacterial gro\\<th. For
microorganisms this means a dynamic interplay between growth, starvation, recovery and
re-growth (Kjelleberg et al., 1993). Starved cells have some amazing assets such as
increased adhesion or aggregation properties, but more interestingly the ability to respond
rapidly to fresh nutrient availability which leads to an ordered pattern of protein synthesis
during the lag phase, also known as the maturation phase (Kjelleberg et a/., 1993). As
describe previously, maturation proteins could act as the memory of the cells affording
them protection where conditions worsen.
The second factor to take into consideration is the history of the cells. This is closely
linked to the previously mentioned 'niche effect', but bears some unique characteristics.
Cells are rarely constrained to their niche. They either follow, for example, the flow of a
river or animals in a lake, which make them change environments and therefore face new
conditions (i.e. in temperature, nutrient availability or various stress such as chlorine,
heavy metals, and the host immune system). Previous niche conditions will determine the
chance of survival of the microorganisms in the new environment.

5.2 Stress response in A. hydrophila: a possible role for quorum sensing.
When cells reach stationary phase, secondary metabolites synthesis is favoured against
primary metabolites necessary for cell growth and division. The nature of secondary
metabolites is varied and comprise some non-excreted molecules such as enzymes, those
exported to the outer membrane or be molecules excreted in the medium, such as
antioxidants.
The phenomenon of increased resistance to H202 of stationary phase cells of A. hydrophilu
compared to the same cells in logarithmic phase lead to a series of experiments
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investigating the effect of re-suspension of fresh stationary phase cells into spent or
conditioned medium in order to determine whether some of these excreted molecules have
an effect in mediating the oxidative stress response of A. hydrophila. It was found that such
a treatment led to a resistance of the cells to H 20 2 without any pre-treatment of any sort.
Further investigation resulted in the discovery of effector molecules present in the medium.
These were determined to be non-proteinaceous and thermolabile in nature. The nature of a
couple of likely candidate molecules was either antioxidants, which would have degraded
H20 2 before too much damage was caused to the cells, and/or a signal transduction
molecule which could regulate gene expression of proteins needed for oxidative stress
adaptation. The antioxidant nature of the unidentified molecules has been confirmed, but
not fully characterised. However additional data suggested that two different mechanisms
act in concert. A short incubation time would allow only the action of extracellular
antioxidant components secreted by the cells, whereas longer incubation times would allow
further protection to the cells through a specific signal transduction pathway.

In recent years behaviour of bacterial communities has been revolutionised by the concept
of bacterial cell to cell communication. Prior to the early 1970' s bacterial cells were seen
as individualistic organisms, looking solely after themselves and having no contact with
other members of the community (Losick and Kaiser, 1997). In 1970, Nealson and Hasting
demonstrated that in the bacterium Vibrio (Photobacterium) fisheri production of a
luminescent compound (luciferase) was density dependent and did not follow the growth
curve pattern. Instead luciferase was produced massively when V. fisherii was in the midlogarithmic growth phase and production plateaued when cells reach stationary phase
(Nealson and Hasting, 1970). Luminescence occurred when a threshold (quorum)
concentration of an autoinducer molecule, which stimulates synthesis of luciferase, the
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enzyme catalysing luminescence was reduced (Engebrecht and Silverman, 1984). This
was proven to be triggered by a small diffusible molecule belonging to the acyl homoserine
lactone family (Kaplan and Greenberg, 1985). Homologues of the lux system have been
found in many Gram negative bacteria. Cell communication is now thought to be a
mechanism widely spread among Gram negative species (Fuqua et al., 1996). Therefore
quorum sensing is considered as being one of the mechanisms involved in the transduction
of environmental stimuli into gene expression (Swift et al., 1996).
Due to a recent publication on the existence and isolation of bacterial hormones in A.
hydrophila (Swift et al., 1997), which appeared to represent possible candidates as

molecules mediating the increased resistance observed when cells were re-suspended in
spent medium. Heat treatment of the spent medium was shown to abolish resistance of A.
hydrophila to 1 mM H 20 2 challenge. Addition of BHL was demonstrated to restore

adaptation, albeit to a limited extent. Partial adaptation was also demonstrated in minimal
M9 medium when BHL was added. However the response mediated by BHL in M9 buffer
was shown to be weaker than when cells were re-suspended in conditioned supernatant,
requiring high concentrations (100 f.lg/ml) for the effect to be pronounced. It was therefore
suggested that BHL, whereas it brings a partial protection, is a likely candidate as an
effector molecule mediating general stress response in A. hydrophila.

In a wider context the experimental data suggests that at least two pathways operate in
concert for full protection to occur. Similar experiments to those performed for the
investigation of the effect of an H 20 2 sub-lethal dose in the oxidative stress response were
performed with BHL as the pre-adaptive molecule. The extent to which adaptation to H 202
occurred was shown to be dependent on the phase of growth and the length of time
bacterial cells were stored on solid medium, suggesting an increased protection due to cell
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melTIory as outlined above. Logarithmic phase cells showed a decrease in resistance
according to the length of time of storage on solid medium until they finally displayed the
same death pattern as non-BHL treated cells. Regarding stationary phase cells, adaptation
seems to increase with the length of time of storage, until a decrease in protection is seen
after extended periods of storage occurs. The fact that BHL protection becomes weaker
with increased storage time could be explained by the fact that the longer the storage, the
longer the lag phase. For set time span, an increased lag phase led to a decrease in the
protection afforded by BHL due to a shorter time of activity of the fresh proteins synthesis
mechanisms. The fact that lux genes in V. fisheri and V. harveyi were shown to be strongly
activated in late exponential phase (Fuqua et al., 1996), and that rhlR promoter activity is
almost abolished upon entry into stationary phase (Lafiti et al., 1996) suggests that
autoinducer mediation of the stress response would become obsolete in long term
starvation as other more specific pathways take over, such as long term starvation protein
synthesis. Results suggested a potential hierachial quorum sensing regulation involving
either a double quorum sensing cascade (chapter 4 Figure 4-26) as for Ps. aeruginosa
(Lafiti et aI., 1996) or involvement of an RpoS-homologue required for expression of the
LuxR homologue as previously reported for Ralstonia solanacearum (Flavier et aI., 1998).

5.3 Role of Aeromonas in mediating false positive Colilert reactions.
Results obtained, when using a kit within 4 weeks of the expiry date, showed that
4

relatively high A. hydrophila cell concentrations (>10 cells/ml) were needed for falsepositive reactions to occur. These results were in agreement with the published literature
(Edberg et al., 1988). However, when the kit used during experimental procedures was
within four weeks of the expiry date, results were different to those reported in the
literature with regards to the levels of cells required to mediate a false-positive reaction. It
has been demonstrated here that the effect of the Aeromonads inhibitory reagents
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contained by the Colilert system was influenced by the age of these reagents. The older the
kit, the lower the amount of cells required to mediate false-positive reactions. Furthermore.
results have shown that low cell numbers (lOlcfulml) of A. hydrophila were shown to be
responsible for such a positive reaction when diluent used was 1 % saline whereas 10 2
cfulml were required when diluent was sterile water. The fact that data obtained during the
study indicated that mesophilic Aeromonas , which constitute a significant fraction of the
heterotrophic population, were not efficently supressed within four weeks of the shelf-life
expiry of the Colilert reagent suggested two possible failures of the system. Firstly, the
chromophore compound used as substrate for the J3-galactosidase might, with time, be
more prone to hydrolysis when reconstituted. Secondly, some of the inhibitory compounds
used for preventing growth of the heterotrophic flora might decompose when time elapses.
This was corroborated by a study performed in our laboratory where A. hydrophila plate
counts were higher when performing the Miles and Misra drop plate count technique on
samples from old Colilert reagents compared to those when accomplished on a fresh
Colilert reagents. It was shown that this phenomenon of false-positive reactions was not
restricted to A. hydrophila but was widely spread through the genus. It was interesting to
notice that A. sob ria displayed a weaker false-positive reaction than the other two members
tested, suggesting that A. sobria seemed to have either a reduced production of or a less
efficient J3-galactosidase. When reviewing these results, it was concluded that reagent age
had a crucial impact on the incidence of false-positive reaction mediated by mesophilic

Aeromonas.

5.4 Conclusion.
The aims of this project were detailed at the beginning of this thesis and could be
summarised as follow:
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1) The parameters influencing the false-positive reactions mediated by mesophilic

Aeromonas in the Colilert defined substrate technology system were to be determined.
2) Investigation of the effect ofH 20 2 and the potential of mesophilic Aeromonas to display
a tolerance response to this oxidant when pre-treated with a sub-lethal dose of this noxious
agent. The study of this potential resistance to an oxidant would imply determining some
of the mechanisms implicated and parameters (e.g. growth phase) influencing the response.
3) The possible implication of extracellular effector molecules especially butyryl
homo serine lactone i.e. BHL in mediating a stress tolerance response to H20 2 was
investigated.

The Colilert define substrate technology system showed a time-dependant increase in
false-positive reactions mediated by A. hydrophila. For fresh Colilert reagents, the cell
4

concentration (> 10 cells/ml) required for false-positive reactions was in agreement with
the literature (Edberg et al., 1988). However, when reagents used were within 4 weeks of
shelf-life expiry, lower concentrations (10 1 cfulml when diluent used was 1% saline and
2

10 cfulml when diluent was sterile water) were necessary for false-positive reactions to

occur. It was demonstrated that false-positive reactions due to ageing of the Colilert
reagents (instability of reagents) was a genuine phenomenon proven to be growth phaseindependent and not a chlorine artefact. The cause of this increase in false-positive
reactions when reagents were ageing was imputed to the degradation of either the
chromophore and/or the inhibitory substances. Mediation of false-positive reactions has
been shown to be widely spread among the genus. However, A. sobria displayed a weaker
potential. It was suggested that A. sobria might either be more sensitive to the inhibitory
molecules present in the Colilert reagents or that A. sobria produces less or a less efficient
p-galactosidase.
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Selection of an appropriate medium and detection method has been crucial for assessing
the oxidative stress response of mesophilic Aeromas. Complex medium was sho\\TI to
reduce H 20 2 oxidising potential, suggesting potential interactions between components of
the medium and oxidant molecules. The spectrophotometric technique was insufficiently
-'

sensitive to measure viability. Miller M9 minimal medium and Miles and Misra drop plate
count technique were therefore selected for further experimentation. Preliminary data
showed A. hydrophila to be more sensitive to H20 2 than E. coli. Adaptation was rendered
possible when using 50 JlM H20 2 as a sub-lethal dose and 1 mM (i.e. the minimal lethal
dose) as the challenge. 120 minutes pre-treatment with the sub-lethal dose was shown to be
an optimal for adaptation to occur. Studies of the relative temporal protection showed that
the longer the delay between the sub-lethal and lethal addition, the stronger the adaptation.
This adaptation phenomenon was demonstrated to require fresh synthesis of key stress
proteins, as chloramphenicol abolished the adaptive response. This would be in agreement
with the cascade pathway described by Nystrom. The second mechanism investigated was
catalase. It was shown that 30 minute pre-treatment with H20 2 was a requirement for
optimal activity. However, chloramphenicol did not abolish activity and suggested a
modulation of catalase activity. De novo protein synthesis and catalase have different times
for optimal protection which suggests that these 2 pathways are separate. The degree to
which A. hydrophila adapt as been shown to be dependent upon delay between sub-lethal
and lethal addition, the stage of growth and the length of storage. Stationary phase A.

hydrophila were proven to be more resistant than their logarithmic counterpart regardless
of the storage length. However, resistance of both stationary and logarithmic phase are
time-dependent. This increased in resistance was suggested to occur via partial degradation
of stress proteins by maturation proteins. This partial degradation was termed "cell
memory". Data showed this tolerance response phenomenon to be widely spread among
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the genus with A caviae displaying a similar response to A. hydronhila
whereas ./11 .
y,
manifested a surprisingly stronger tolerance response than both A
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and A.

hydrophila. It was therefore suggested that A. sobria, being more sensitive to the oxidant

had to developped more efficient defence mechanisms to survive. It was hypothesised that
A. sobria might have followed a different evolutary line within the genus, presumely to be

due to difference in proteins which relates to the niche and history of the cells.
It was demonstrated that resuspension of freshly grown cells in spent medium resulted in

an drastic increase of resistance to previously lethal H20 2 challenge. This resistance was
shown to be optimal for a contact time prior to lethal challenge of 120 minutes. This
suggested that the response mechanisms involved might be similar to either the cascade
pathway reported by Nystrom or the one reported by Lafiti and co-workers. The fact that
chloramphenicol did not abolished the tolerance response indicates the presence of preexisting antioxidant molecules in the medium. Further investigation of the spent medium
indicated that the effector molecule present were non-proteinaceous heat-sensitive. The
potential role of BHL in mediating the stress response was also assayed. Data showed that
BHL did restore the stress response in heat treated spent medium. BHL also mediates the
tolerance response when experiments were performed in M9 minimal medium, but the
adaptation displayed was weaker than in spent medium and required high concentrations.
Addition of chloramphenicol prior to BHL abolished the stress response in both heattreated spent medium and minimal medium, suggesting that BHL to have an action on the
fresh synthesis of key stress proteins. The longer the storage, the less efficient BHL
protection, suggesting that BHL protection becomes obsolete for long-term growth arrest.
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CHAPTER 6 Future Works

6.1 Colilert defined substrate technology system.
Aeromonas have been shown to cause false-positive reactions when using Colilert defined

substrate technology system. These false-positive reactions were shown to be due to
reagents instability with time. Re-evaluation of the shelf-life and temperature of storage are
essential in order to determine a time interval and temperature ensuring 'freshness' of the
kit i.e. interval of time and temperature where integrity of reagents is guaranteed. It is
therefore essential to determine whether the unstable reagent is the chromophore and/or the
inhibitory substances. Chromophore instability can be time dependent and/or temperature
dependent. The former hypothesis can be investigated by the following series of
experiments. Colilert reagents of increasing storage time at room temperature would be
reconstituted with sterile water and incubated in a water bath at 35°C for 24 hours
(temperature and length of incubation of the usual assay). OD42o

nm

would be recorded

using a spectrophotometer. OD42o nm of all sample would then be compared with the value
obtained for fresh reagent (i.e. control), and results showing a significant difference would
indicate a degradation of the chromophore. From those results a minimal storage time for
which chromophore would remain intact would be determined. In order to determine a
potential effect of the storage temperature, a similar experiment could be performed, this
time using different storage lengths and different temperatures of storage from 4°C (i.e.
cold room temperature) to 25°C (i.e. room temperature). Colilert reagents would be
reconstituted with sterile water and incubated in a water bath at 35°C for 24 hours and OD
recorded at 420 nm. Comparison between the control (fresh reagent) and values obtained
for the samples would allow determination of the optimal temperature of storage.
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The nature of the inhibitory molecules present in the Colilert defined substrate technolog\'
.... -

system are unknown, however results obtained in our laboratory tends to lean towards the
fact that their instability results in false-positive reactions. It would be useful to be able to
know their nature and be able to study other more stable inhibitory molecules to replace
the deficient ones. Nevertheless, even if the nature of the inhibitory molecules present in
the Colilert system remains unknown, investigation of various Aeromonas inhibitory
molecules could allow determination of a molecule which could complement the Colilert
reagent. These inhibitory molecules would have to be tested on all type strains and some
environmental isolates of Aeromonas due to the difference in mediating the response
shown by A. sobria compared to A. hydrophila or A. caviae. It is important to ensure that
addition of this complementary molecule would not lead to any interference or adverse
effect on the colilforms and E. coli detection. The fact that A. sobria appeared less resistant
in many experiments undertaken in our laboratory (Gavriel et ai, 1997; chapter 3 this
volume) would suggest that f)-galactosidase is produced in lesser quantities or that this
enzyme is less efficient in A. sobria compared to A. hydrophila or A. caviae. The validity
of either of these hypothesis could be verified by a simple set of experiments. Firstly, all
type strains could be grown overnight and recovered by centrifugation. An equivalent cell
number of each of the type strains could be re-suspended and f)-galactosidase extracted.
Using HPLC, f)-galactosidase could be identified, purified and its quantity determined for
each sample. The second experiment would involve extraction, purification by HPLC of f3galactosidase in each of the type strains. Activity of a set concentration of the recovered
enzyme would then be assayed to determine the rate by which it degrades GNPG into GNP
and compared to determine the efficiency of f)-galactosidase for each of the strains under
study.
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Investigation of the Colilert defined substrate technology system showed that false-positi\e
reaction could be enhanced with presence of NaCl. This salt is not present in sufficiently
high concentrations in potable drinking water to mediate false-positive reactions, ho\\e\·er
other more prevalent salts such as phosphate or nitrate salts might have an influence on the
incidence of such false-positive reactions. It would be therefore important to investigate
the potential role of various salts present in the drinking water supplies.

6.2. Oxidative stress response of Aeromonas spp. mediated by a sub-lethal pretreatment of H 20 2•
During experiments performed in complex medium, reactions between H20 2 and some
components of the milieu have been suggested. It would be of interest to determine the
nature and reaction mechanism of these interactions as for example presence of iron could,
via the Fenton reaction, leads to hydroxyl radicals.
That bacteria are able to adapt and better resist to various stresses is a known phenomenon
in many species such as E. coli or S. typhimurium. It has been suggested that some of these
protective mechanisms would be of some help to the cells to better resists macrophage
onslaught (Beaman and Beaman, 1984), however no experiments have been performed on
Aeromonas survival to oxidative burst in macrophages. In order to elucidate this potential

route for infections, the following set of experiments could be performed. Aeromonas
cultures could be subjected to no-pre-treatment or various pre-treatment such as heat,
starvation, H20 2 or BHL to name a few, put in presence of macrophages and allow
phagocytose. Macrophages could be recovered by centrifugation, washed and lysed taking
care not to lyse potentially viable Aeromonas. The resulting solution would then be used to
prepare a dilution series and used in a Miles and Misra drop plate count assay and viability
determined. Recovery and lysis of macrophages could be undertaken at various time
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points, allowing determination of the extent of the protection afforded by yarious stress
pre-treatment.

Data obtained during the course of this project have demonstrated that Aeromonas spp.
have developed similar defence mechanisms as other microorganisms such as E. coli, S.
typhimurium or Vibrio spp. which have allowed the presentation of a schematic summary

of some of the pathways involved. Catalase is one of the defence mechanisms studied. By
producing HPI, HPII and double catalase mutants and using complementation it could be
possible to investigate the role of each of the catalases separately and their interactions in
the degradation of H 20 2 . This would therefore give crucial information with regards to
whether HPII is modulated or not in absence of HPI. This could also provide data on the
maximal H20 2 concentration HPII can degrade prior to HPI intervention. Catalase
modulation have been suggested to occur either via a partial inhibitory molecule or by
direct action of H20 2. This could be determined by investigation of the cytosolic fraction
of wild-type strains in presence or absence of chloramphenicol and the cytosolic fraction of
a HPI deficient mutant by HPLC. Comparing the HPLC profiles would show either a
disappearance of one peak (i.e. showing reaction between H202 and the inhibitory
molecule) or change in the retention time (i.e. showing a potential oxidation). The eluted
fraction for this peak could then be recovered and further analysed to determine the nature
of the compound. This effect of this molecule could then be assayed using purified catalase
in presence of H 20 2 .
While evolution has conferred Aeromonas spp. with a highly complex web of protective
pathways, some differences with other species have arisen. It seems that they there might
be some variance in either the quality or the quantity of the proteins involved in the
protection. Two dimensional SDS electrophoresis data obtained for several species such as
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E. coli, S. typhimurium, Vibrio spp and A. hydrophila would be of great help in order to

gain an insight in the nature of the proteins by analysing the profile obtained for those
different microorganisms. This would allow determination of whether, the same number of
proteins are synthesised for a given stress, by comparing spot pattern or the quantity in
which they are synthesised by comparing the spot intensity. The lower resistance of A.
hydrophila compared to E. coli would suggest that A. hydrophila stress proteins might be

unrelated to or less numerous and less efficient than those found in E. coli . It would be
interesting to compare the protein patterns and sequences of both microorganisms when
responding to the same stress, in order to determine the differences and their effect on the
adaptive response of each genus to a particular stress. Sequences of unique proteins for
each stress studied could be used as a stress marker (see below).

Another interesting point to address is how long does the protective effect of a sub-lethal
challenge last. Is it permanent or does it fade with time? This could be investigated using
pulse chase protein studies using radiolabelled amino-acids.
2D-SDS electrophoresis and pulse chase protein studies would also contribute in gaining
an insight in the cascade pathway suggested to be involved in fresh protein synthesis by
comparing results in presence and absence of chloramphenicol at different time intervals.

The niche and history of the cells are factors which influence the response of a
microorganism to stress due to cell memory. It was suggested that memory was due to
stress proteins which were not degraded by maturation proteins. This could be confinned
by investigation of the membrane composition of cells at various stages of storage or from
different habitat. Sequencing the stress proteins could also give an indication of the type of
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stress bacteria have faced ( i.e. history of the cell) by comparing them to the sequence of
each stress unique proteins.

6.3. Oxidative stress response of Aeromonas spp. mediated by BHL pre-treatment.
With regards to the supernatant studies, much more remains to be determined for the
effector molecules. BHL has been demonstrated to be a likely candidate for an adaptive
stress response to occur, but was shown not to be efficient enough for being the only
candidate. It was suggested that antioxidants might be another class of molecules involved
in the stress response by scavenging the toxic agent before any damage was done. Detailed
study of the supernatant of cells grown to stationary phase using analytical techniques such
as HPLC or mass spectrometry would give valuable information in the determination of
the nature of the molecules involved. Different classes of molecules could then be
separated, their structure determined and then individually tested in order to see if they
would mediate an adaptive response.
Swift and colleagues (1997) have reported that A. hydrophila produced two AHLs being
BHL and HHL which indicate the potential of a double cascade pathway mentioned in
chapter 4. By producing strains deficient in either or both of these molecules by knock out
of the genes responsible for BHL (ahydIR) and HHL ( to be determined) production, their
involvement in the previously mentioned double cascade could be investigated. Screening
for a mutant overproducing HHL would allow determination of the gene involved in its
synthesis.
Knock out of ahydIR boxes in A. hydrophila and two dimensional SDS electrophoresis
data in the presence and absence of AHLs for a wide range of stresses would also give
important information on the extent in which AHLs are involved in bringing an adaptation
response. Comparison of both data obtained when studying either a specific stress or AHL
effect would help to elucidate the connection between the different pathways described in
207

the literature. It would also give information on unknown pathways as some of the proteins
involved in the various stress responses remain unknown. By producing the appropriate
mutant strains or reporter fusion from a gene library, the effect of BHL on each protection
mechanism such as catalase or SOS repair mechanism or on secondary metabolites
synthesis such as virulence factors or antioxidants could be examined.
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BHL was grounded in Nujol. The resulting mixture was applied onto NaCI discs to obtain
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NMR reference spectrum of a-Amino-y-butyrolactone hydrobromide.
From The Aldrich Library of I3e and IH FT NMR spectra, Volume 1, by Pouchet, C. 1.,
Behnkes, Aldrich, 1993.
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NMR reference spectrum of Butyric acid.
From The Aldrich Library of I3e and IH FT NMR spectra, Volume 1, by Pouchet, C. J.,
Behnkes, Aldrich, 1993.
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False-positive coliform reaction mediated by Aeromonas in
the Colilert defined substrate technology system
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,

The Colilert defined substrate
technology system allows specific, one-step detection of both coliforms and Escherichia coli
while claiming to suppress the influence of non-coliform heterotrophs. The Colilert
assay was examined in order to determine whether organisms from the genus
Aeromonas could interfere and cause production of a false-positive coliform result as
aquatic Aeromonas are known to constitute a fraction of the heterotrophic population found
in drinking water. Results obtained clearly demonstrate that Aeromonas sp. can elicit a
positive coliform type reaction at very low densities. Cell suspensions as low as 1 x 10 1 cells
10 ml- 1 were observed to yield a positive reaction using Colilert reagent 4 weeks short
of shelf-lif~ expiry. Use of aged Colilert for monitoring water quality could lead to overestimation of coliforms as Aeromonas have been identified in many treated drinking
water supplies.

J.P.B. LANDRE, A.A. GAVRIEL AND A.J. LAMB. 199B.

INTRODUCTION

Assessment of the microbiological quality of drinking water
relies on screening for specific indicator organisms rather
than for specific pathogens. The most common indicator
organisms to be screened are the coliform group and Escherichia coli. This approach is acknowledged to provide reliable
information regarding the presence of faecal contamination
of the water supply being investigated. Examination for these
organisms is normally performed by standard protocols using
either the most probable number method, or by membrane
filtration (Anon. 1994). The main problem with this approach
is that up to 48 h can be required to obtain confirmatory
results on presumptive positives.
In recent years, there has been a' move towards development of new methods designed either to decrease the time
period before results are available, improve the degree of
sensitivity or increase method versatility. One system recently
introduced to increase versatility is the Colilert defined subCorrespondence to: Dr "-II/drew Lamb, Schoo/ of Applied Science, The Robert
Cordon Universit}', St .AI/drew Street, Aberdeen A B2S 1HG, UK (email.' a.lamb@rgu.ac.u/..'J.
tpresent address: Essex (flld Sulfolk Water, Hanlling/ield Treatment Works,
South Hanmngfield, Essc.\' eM) SHS. UK.

,

strate technology system which proported to give accurate
results, either presence/ absence or fully quantitative, within
24 h or less (Edberg et al, 1988, 1989; Berger 1991 ; Gale and
Broberg 1993). The basis for the method is the specific
conversion of separate chromogenic and fluorogenic substrates,
o-nitrophenol-{J-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG) and 4methylumbelliferyl-{3-D-glucuronide (MUG), into either a
detectable colour or fluorescence; the conversions are catalysed by the enzymes {J-galactosidase and {3-glucuronidase,
respectively. Coli forms contain only {3-galactosidase which
converts ONPG into readily detectable yellow o-nitrophenol,
whereas E. coli contains both enzymes, with {3-glucuronidase
catalysing formation of the fluorogenic product 4-methylumbelliferone.
The essence of the Colilert system relies on the fact that
only the coliform group of bacteria contain these partie.u.lar
enzymes. However, it has been shown that false-posItIve
results can occur, with these attributed to non-coiIform
organisms replete with these enzymes (E.dber g el a/. 1989;
Katamay 1990). In particular, the aquatIc Aeromona~ have
been found to evoke a positive coliform response In the
Colilert system at cell densities exceeding 1 x 10" ml- I
(Edberg et al. 198~; Katamay 1990; Cowburn et al. 199-l).
In the following study, an evaluation was undertaken of the
© 1998 The Society for Applied Microbiology
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potential for false-positive reactions mediated by low cell
densities of Aeromonas in the Colilert system. In particular,
age of the Colilert reagent was examined to determine
whether the incidence of Aeromonas mediated positives is
potentiated with aged Colilert reagent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains used in this study were type cultures
obtained from either NCIMB, Aberdeen, UK or ATCC,
Rockville, MD, USA. Strains used were Aeromonas hydrophila NCIMB 9240, Aeromonas caviae NCIMB 13016, Aeromonas sobria NCIMB 12065, Klebsiella oxytoca NCIMB
12819 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853. All media
constituents were obtained from Unipath, (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK) and chemical reagents were of analytical grade
· and obtained from either BDH (Poole, UK) or Sigma (UK).
Strains were maintained either on Tryptone Soya agar or
Nutrient agar. Colilert, was obtained from IDEXX Laboratories, UK.
In the following series of experiments, cultures grown in
M9 minimal medium (Miller 1972) at 30°C for 18-24 h were
used. An overnight culture of the Aeromonas test strain was
used to prepare a lO-fold serial dilution in 1·0% NaCl. A
1 ml volume from each dilution was used to inoculate 9 ml
of Colilert, previously reconstituted with sterile' deionized
water. Klebsiella oxytoca and Ps. aeruginosa were used as
positive and negative controls, respectively, with 100 JLl of
overnight culture used to inoculate 10 ml of reconstituted
Colilert. An Aeromonas sp. control was also prepared in this
manner. All inoculated Colilert tubes were incubated at 35°C
for 24 h prior to examination. After this period, the Colilert
samples were examined for o-nitrophenol production by measuring their absorbance at 420 nm.
The remaining 9 ml volumes from the Aeromonas dilution
series were subjected to membrane filtration (Whatman
i7 mm/OA5 JLm membrane filters) according to standard
procedures (Anon. 1994). Plate counts were determined after
24 h of incubation at 35°C on Tryptone Soya agar. All the
experiments described above were performed in duplicate
with results shown representing typical data.

current study, age of Colilen reagent has been found (0 be
fundamental in determining the cell count at which faI5l:positives occur. Cell counts greater than 10 5 cfu ml- I were
required to produce a positive reaction with new rea~enr
(Fig. 1); this is in agreement with data published previously
(Edberg et al. 1989; Katamay 1990; Cowburn ({ at. 1994)
However, it was found here that levels of Aa, Irydrophil.l as
1
low as 1 x 10 cfu 10 ml- I were sufficient to give a positive
result when using Coli1ert reagent within 4 weeks of shelflife expiry (aged Colilert; Fig, I). Similar data were obtained
when Aer. caviae was examined with aged Colilert whereas
Aer. sobria displayed weaker positive reaction at all cell densities tested (Fig. 1).
The previous experiments were undertaken with physiologically healthy cells grown under optimal conditions. Aquatic organisms must survive in nutrient depleted em'ironments
which might influence the response of the organism to aged
Colilert reagent. To ascertain whether extended incubation
in a nutrient limited environment altered the aeromonad
response, Aer. hydrophila was grown for 24 h in \19 medium,
washed, and resuspended in M9 buffer followed hy 5 days of
incubation at room temperatur~ prior to analysis. Results
obtained clearly demonstrate that poor nutritional status does
not significantly reduce the ability of Aer. hydrophila to give
a positive reaction in aged Colilert at low cell counts (Fig. 2).
To demonstrate that the false positive phenomenon with aged
Colilert was not artificially induced by laboratory conditions,
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cause a false-positive coliform reaction in the Colilert test
when present at high cell densities with counts exceeding
1 x 104 cfu ml- I (Edberg et al. 1989; Katamay 1990;
Cowburn et al. 1994). Such values are only found in untreated
raw water, with potable waters containing substantially lower
levels (Holmes and Nicolls 1995; Gauiel et al. 199R). Consequentl)', the likelihood of an aeromonad causi~g a false-posi-

Fig. 1 Response of Aeromonas spp. using both fresh and aged
Colilert reagent. The aged Colilert reagent used was within -l wed, . .
of shelf-life expiry. Response of Aeromonas hydrophdo (l) fresh
(0) and aged (.) Coljlert reagent. Response of le'rumor;,l( ,J:/oe
(A) and .1erOm()nas sohna (.) examined usint: aged CIJiilcrt

tive in drinking water was considered negligible. In the

reagent
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Fig. 2 Response of Aeromonas hydrophila using aged Colilert
reagent. The Colilert reagent used was within + weeks of shelf-life
expiry. Culture grown in M9 minimal medium, washed in 1%
:\aCI and resuspended in .\19 buffer for 5 days (.); culture grown
in M9 minimal medium, resuspended to a cell density of 1 x 106
cell 100 ml- I filter-sterilized tap water for 5 days (D)

an experiment was undertaken in which 100 ml of filtersterilized tap water was spiked with Aer. hydrophila to
approximately 106 cells ml- I . The sample was incubated at
room temperature for 5 d prior to examination. Data obtained
corroborate results of the previous experiments, with a falsepositive coliform reaction resulting at low cell numbers (Fig.
2). Similar results were obtained when sodium thiosulphate
was present, which confirmed that residual chlorine had not
caused interference (data not shown).
It has previously been stated that Colilert can suppress the
influence of heterotrophic organisms and allow coliform or
E. coli identification in a sample containing a background of
up to 7 x 10; bacteria ml- I (Edberg et al. 1988). The data
presented here indicate that aeromonads, which are known
to constitute a fraction of the aquatic heterotrophic population, are not efficiently suppressed by Colilert reagent
within 4 weeks of shelf-life expiry. Further, it appears that
very low levels of aeromonads are capable of giving a falsepositive reaction with this aged reagent. Taken together, the
results of the current study demonstrate that reagent age
has a fundamental impact on the' potential for obtaining an
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The motile mesophilic _..J.eromonas are
ubiquitous to a wide variety of aquatic environments including drinking water distribution
systems. Concern over the presence of mesophilic Aeromonas i.n public drinking water
supplies has been expressed in recent years as it has been regarded as a pathogenic organism
of importance in gastroenteritis. A major drinking water distribution system in northeast Scotland was monitored over a 12 month period to determine the prevalence of mesophilic
_..J.eromonas. These data were examined in relation to chlorine concentration, pH,
temperature, rainfall and the standard bacteriological indicators of water quality.
Aeromonas were isolated to varying degrees from 21 of the 31 reservoirs investigated.
The max'imum recovery observed during the study was 605 cfu in 300 ml. The probability
of isolation generally decreased with increasing levels of chlorination, although this
oxidant was found to be ineffective in many reservoirs. Certain reservoirs with
poor chlorination profiles yielded very few isolates, whereas some highly chlorinated
sites liberated Aeromonas frequently and in relatively high numbers. A seasonal pattern in
the incidence of Aeromonas emerged with infrequent isolation during the winter period
increasing to a peak during the summer, with most isolates recovered when water temperature
was> 12 DC. An association was demonstrated between the pattern of Aeromonas
isolations and that of rainfall. No relationship was apparent between incidence of Aeromonas
and total heterotrophic plate counts.

A.A. GAVRIEL, J.P.B. LANDRE AND A.J. LAMB. 1998.

INTRODUCTION

l3actcria from the genus Aero11/()//(/s arc ubiquitous in aquatic
cnrironments and havc bcen found in a wide \'ariety of conditions including oligotrophic upland watcrs, eutrophic lowland riYcrs, sewage efflucnts and estuarine and marine waters
(Allen ct al. 1983; Nakano et al. 1990; Poffe and Op de Beeck
1991; Ash bolt et al. 1995). Species taxonomy is complex
and many studies investigating AenmlOl1as have attempted
spcciation using limited phenotypic analysis. Ho\\'e\'cr, due
to the heterogeneity of the members of this genus, phenospeciation mcthods arc unreliable, with accurate genospeciation requiring time consuming molccular methods
(Miyata ct al. 1995; Huys ct al. 1996). As a working compromise, it has been common practice for members of the genus
to be divided into the non-motile psychrophiles and the
Corr('spo/ldL'l/cc to: J)r .-11/(11'01' Lllllh. Schoo/ o( -/pp/iet! 51(1 ('1J(cs, The Rollert
Gordo/l lillli:asltJ'. St AlldrC/1' 's Street. ~·JhcrdeCl1 ,'JR2.) I HG. VA.'.
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motile mesophiles. Members of the non-motile group, commonlv referred to as Aerumunas salmunicida, appear to he
oblig;te fish parasites (Austin and Austin 1985). The motile
mesophilic group represents a more diverse collection, most
frequently classified as Aer. hydrophila, Aer. sobrza and Aer.
cariae. These mesophilic species have been recognized as
causative agents of human gastroenteritis, wound infections,
septicaemia, and a number of additional opportunistic conditions (Gracey et al. 1982; Altwegg and Geiss 1989; :\amdari and Bottone 1990; Merino et al. 1995). Pathogenicity is
associated with the liberation of virulence factors and cell
associated endotoxin (Ljungh and Wadstrom 198h; Cahill
1990; Vadivelu ct al. 1995).
The potential for pathogenicity mediated by m<:sophilic
_ier01110nas has caused concern to public health authorities
and probably accounts for significantly more cases (d gastroenteritis than is- apparcnt at prescnt. Indced, J. iJr~<: proportion of cascs of gastroenteritis are still being ciJs"lhcd \\ ith

384 A, A G A V R I E LET A L.

unknown or unidentified aetiology. Drinking water supplies
have prniously been shown to be a source of mesophilic
~crO/l1()l1aS, their presence attributable to ineffective disinfection at the treatment plant, post-treatment infiltration,
or as a result of aftergrowth \\'ithin the distribution system
(LeChe\'allier et al. 1982; Burke et al. 1984; Knochel and
Jeppesen 1990; Havelaar et al. 1990). Biofilms might, in part,
account for aftergrowth of bacteria in such environments and
,·lerol1lol/as has been shown to inhabit such biofilms (Block et
al. 1993; Holmes and Kiccolls 1995). Public drinking water
supplies could therefore represent a potential public health
risk with regard to gastroenteritis, although no evidence currently exists to support this. Indeed, although typing studies
have been unable to match isolates from drinking water and
faecal samples (Havelaar et al. 1992), the potential risk has
been acknowledged in many countries, with the Netherlands
stipulating indicative maximum values for Aeromonas densities in domestic water supplies (van der Kooji 1991).
:\ recent survey investigating the epidemiology of AeroII/ol/as gastrointestinal infections in Scotland revealed that of
364 cases reported in 1994, 82% were from the Grampian
area in the north-east of the country (Sloan 1995). This
survey raised the question of whether aeromonads in drinking
water supplies could contribute to these cases of gastroenteritis. The work presented here represents an investigation
into the incidence of Aeromonas in a major public drinking
water distribution system in the Grampian area of Scotland,
and of the relationship with chlorine concentration, pH, temperature, rainfall and standard bacteriological indicators of
water quality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Treatment plant and water distribution system
The \\ater distribution system in\'estigated is servcd by a
major trcatment plant in north-east Scotland. Abstracted
lowland river water is treated by storage reservoir settlement,
coagulation settlement by aluminium sulphate, rapid gra\'ity
sand filtration, and chlorine disinfection using chlorine gas.
The final treated water is fed to a holding reservoir for 24 h
where total chlorine is maintained at levels between O' 3 and
O· 7 mg 1- I. From this point, water passes into a distribution
network consisting of three geographical zones, i.e. A, B
and C (Fig. 1). Each zone represents a series of reservoirs,
extending over a wide geographic area, that directly supplies
local consumers. Secondary disinfection of these reservoirs
is accomplished by the application of sodium hypochlorite
directly into the reservoirs. In addition, reservoirs 18, 28 and
30 are also subject to u. v. disinfection of inlet water. Secondary disinfection was carried out on a routine basis, but
particularly during servicing of the reservoir or associated
mains, and also in the event of a significant bacteriological

failure of the supply as assessed by oftlcial indicators or WJter
quality (coliform/Escherichia (o/z counts). ,\11 re>;cnoir.; are
fitt.ed with sample taps and these represent (Iftlcial sampling
pomts for the monitoring of water quality; they \\ert: u.;eJ
for obtaining samples during the sun'ey,

Sampling
In this study, 31 reservoirs, being a representJtive sclection
from each of the three zones, were examined on a wee\d\'
basis. Samples were obtained using sterile bactLTI()I()::IC~1
sample bottles containing sodium thiosulphate (capable of
neutralizing up to 5 mg 1- 1 of chlorine) following stanJJrJ
protocols. Chlorine residuals of sample \\ J,tcrs were also
determined at the time of sampling using a colorimetric J,sSJ,y
with S,V-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine.

Bacteriological examination
Samples were maintained between 8 and 15°C and processed
within 6 h of collection, Examination for mesophilic. it'/(Imonas was carried out using a membrane filtration procedure
(Gelman GN-6 Metricel 47 mm/0'45 11m membrane filters)
using 300 ml sample volumes. The selective medium
used for isolation was ampiciItin dextrin agar (Havelaar et al.
1987; Gavriel and Lamb 1995) with incubation at 30 °C for
24 h. All presumptive Aeromonas were confirmed by Gram
stain, oxidase test, Hugh and Leifson's O-F test and susceptibility of 0/129 vibriostatic agent. To ensure that pure
cultures were obtained for these confirmatory tests, presumptive aeromonad colonies were subcultured on tryptone
soy agar to obtain at least two consecutive pure cultures.
Examination for total coli forms and Escherichia coli, and
total heterotrophic plate counts, were carried out following
standard methods (Anon 1994). \ lembrane filtration through
0·45 11m filters was performed for total coliform/ E. colt determination using 100 ml sample volumes. The selectivc isolation medium was membrane lauryl sulphate broth and
samples were, after 4 h pre-incubation at 30 °C, incubated at
37 °C and 44 °C for 14 h to determine total coli forms and
E. coli, respectively. Total heterotrophic plate counts wcre
obtained by the pour plate method using 1 ml samplcs added
to yeast extract agar with incubation at both 22 °C for 72 h
and 37 °C for 24 h.

RESULTS
Incidence of mesophilic Aer.omonas in the water
distribution system
An extensive sun'ev of a potable water distribution s~ stem
examining incidence of mesophilic aeromonads in north-cJ,st
Scotland revealed a significant seasonal prevalence ()( thc...,c
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Zonee

Zone A

Fig. 1 Schematic of the sections of the
water distribution system examined
(not fully to scale). Zone A consists of
reservoirs 1-12, zone B reservoirs 1+-21 and
, zone C reservoirs 22-31. Reservoir 13 is
the main service reservoir. . , Water
treatment Plant; 0, service reservoir; C>,
pumping station; 0, reservoir; 0,
reservoir not examined

organisms. Of 31 reservoirs monitored weekly during the 12
month period between May 1995 to May 1996,21 yielded
Aeromonas in at least one sample (Fig. 2). In contrast, Aeromonas were never recovered either from samples taken at the
water treatment plant downstream of chlorination immediately prior to entry into the distribution system, or from the
main sen'ice reservoir (no. 13; Fig. 2). Those reservoirs
giving recoveries did so to \'arying degrees, both in the number of isolates obtained and in the frequency of positive
samples, with the highest reCO\'ery being 605 aeromonads in
300 ml from reservoir 19 (Figs 2 and 3a). Unlike previous
studies, it was found that distance from the main service
reservoir had no significant bearing, as several closely situated
reservoirs ga\'e aeromonad reco\'eries while certain outlying
reservoirs remained negative for this organism. The free and
total available chlorine concentrations were also monitored
for all the reservoirs investigated, with the determinations
being made when the weekly samples were collected. The
spectrum of mean concentrations in 'these reserYoirs ranged
from 0'05-0· 5 mg I-I free chlorine up to 0·1-0·6 mg I-I total
chlorine (Fig. 4). During the survey period, treated water in
distribution maintained a relatiyely constant pH \\'ith values
ranging between 7·8 and 8·9 (Fig. 5). This constant pH
would ensure minimal fluctuation in the ionization status of
the chlorine species within the distribution network. In support of the lack of association between relatiye reservoir dis-

Zone B

tance and incidence of aeromonad isolation, it was observed
that chlorine levels did not uniformly decrease as distance
from the main service reservoir increased (Figs I and 4). Of
the 10 reservoirs negative for Aeromonas reco\ery, all except
reservoir 28 maintained a total chlorine residual above 0·2 mg
I-I (Fig. 4). Lack of recoyery from this resenoir probably
results from the u. \'. disinfection which the inlet water
recei\ed at this location.
Although chlorination is a prO\cn bactericidal treatment
for drinking water supplies, data from this study demonstrate
that maintenance of chlorine within the distribution network
is insufficient on its own to control the Inds of aeromonads.
Of the four reservoirs which were positi\e for .,JerolllO/u/S in
more than 10(Yo of samples, only resen'oir 3 had a total
chlorine concentration belo\\ O' 2 mg 1- I (Figs 2 and 4). In
addition, from the three reservoirs lacking a re"idual chlorine
in more than 15(Yo of samples, this only appeared significant
in reser\oir 3, with reservoirs 4 and 9 being negati\(: for
Aeromol1({S in 98% of samples tested (Fig. 2). ,\lso, of the 17
reservoirs that maintained a chlorine residual in all samples
tested, 10 were found to be positive for Acr01ll0ll(fS on at least
one occasion. Another observation found three reservoirs to
be negative for fleromonas, despite-lacking a chlorine residual
in one sample. Clearly these results taken together suggest
that continual presencc of a chlorine residual i" not sutticimt
to ensure prc\'cntion of . JerOIllOllllS rccon:ry.
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Seasonal incidence of mesophilic Aeromonas

:\ distinct seasonal pattern in recovery of Aeromonas was
obsen'ed where 95% of all isolates were recovered between
the period from mid-June to the end of September 1995
(Fig, 3b), This corresponded to the period where the water
tcmperature was maintained above 12°C (Fig, 5), An apparcnt association between the level of rainfall and the total
numhcr of _-lcr(}11l(J11tlS isolates reco\"Crcd from all reserYoirs
was ohscryed, The very hcayy and prolonged period of rainfall from weeks 35 to 37 coincided \yith a much increased
incidence ofAeromollas when the maximum recovery of Aerom011as deriyed from rescrYoirs 19 and 29 occurred (Figs 3a
and 6), Increased recovery during periods of moderate to
hear), rainfall could be explained by the combined effect of a
number of factors, As rainfall increases, the organic load in
abstracted water for treatment has preyiously been shown to
increase significantly. During post-treatment chlorination,
organics present will rcact with chlorine to form less reactive
chloramines. Although these chloramines display a prolonged
action, the disinfectant potential is reduced. The increased
organic material will also potentiate the aftergrowth activity
of hoth planktonic and biofilm-associated organisms. In
addition, post-treatment plant infiltration of the distribution
system during periods of rainfall probably influences the
water quality with potential for Aer()JJ/ol1tlS contamination
c\lstlng.

Association between mesophilic Aeromonas and
other microbiological parameters of water quality

Examination of the standard bacteriological indicators of
""ater quality have shown no obvious relationship with mesophilic Aero11l(mas levels. Although aeromonads are known to
constitute a considerable fraction of the heterotrophic population of raw water, heterotrophic plate counts at either 22 or
37 °C did not demonstrate any notable association to the
reco\"ery of Aero11lonas (Figs 3b and 7)_ During the 12 month
test period, the bacteriological water quality was of a high
standard with only an occasional positive for either coliforms
or E. (oli. With so few data available, no yalid interpretation
could be made between the incidence of aeromonads and that
of either coli forms or E. (oli.
DISCUSSION

This study, investigating the presence of mesophilic-!erol1lonas in final drinking water supplies in north-east Scotland,
has demonstrated that substantial numbers are present, with
a distinct seasonal pattern of recovery noted. Both o\'crall
values and the seasonal pattern for recovery of isolates are in
agreement with results obtained previously (LcChc\allier (I
aI., 1982; Knochel and Jeppesen 1990; Havelaar (I al. 1<)(11);
Holmes and Kiccolls 1995), The probability of Jetcctin~
• icro11/(l1las in the resen'oirs examined gcnerall~ inCrl'.1-;ClI
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with decreasing levels of chlorination. However, reservoirs
exposed to sustained, substantial dosing of chlorine were
also observed to yield Aero1nonas occasionally. These results
corroborate findings of similar inyestigations where
. '1crom01Uls were recovered from chlorinated supplies

Fig. 5 Average temperature (OC . ) and
pH (.) of water from supplies in all three
zones of the distribution network

(LeChevallier et a I. 1982; Holmes and :'\ iccolls 199 S). Given
the relative sensitivity of mesophilic aeromonads to this oxidizing agent (Knochel 1991), the data would indicate that
these organisms are subject to some form of protection. There
are two possible explanations to account for survival of acro-
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Fig. 6 Rainfall (mm) monitored daily at water treatment plant facility

monads under conditions encountered within the distribution
network. Biofilm formation within water distribution networks is known to occur (Block et al. 1993). These biofilms
provide a protective organic matrix within which the embedded cells are shielded from the effects of chlorine. In
addition to protecting inhabitants, biofilms also accumulate
nutrients to facilitate maintenance of yiability and aftergrowth. Aeromonads haye been shown to he inhabitants of
these biofilms (Holmes and :\iccolls 1995). Isolates liherated
from the hiofilm community are prohably coated in an extracellular matrix deri\"ed from the biofilm "hich would afford
protection to the effccts of chlorine. The possibility that
distrihution nctwork biofilms contrihute significantly to the
recovery of _,icrO/l/OIl{{S is supported hy the results from particular resen'oirs which yielded a high proportion of these
organisms comparcd to reser\"oirs with nearly identical chlorination patterns.
An alternative explanation could result from the acquisition of tolerance to the oxidizing effects of chlorine action
through physiological adaptation. Pre\'ious studies with E.
coli have demonstrated the formation of tolerance to lethal
concentrations of oxidants, either through prior exposure to
sub-lethal concentrations, or through cell stan-ation (Oem pie
and Halhrook 1983; Jenkins ('I al. 1988). Exposure of aeromonads, either planktonic or hiofilm-associated to fluctuating
levels of chlorine might induce a similar response where
adapted cells maintain viability• en:n when challen<Ted
\vith a
b
chlorine concentration at a le\"el normally sufficient to kill. It
is highly feasible that biofilm-associa~ed cells would he
exposed to reduced, sub-lethal chlorine doses and that such

exposure could trigger the onset of this adaptive phenomenon. In support of this hypothesis, Karem and colleagues
demonstrated that Aer. hydrophila can induce an adaptive
tolerance to acid stress (Karem et at. 1994) and preliminary
data obtained in our laboratory have shown that Aer. hydrophi/a displays a reduced sensiti\"ity to hypochlorite challenge
when pre-exposed to a sub-lethal dose of this oxidant (data
not shown). Holmes and Niccolls (1995) indicated that maintenance of chlorine at or abo\"e O' 2 mg I-I should provide
adequate control of Aero11lo11as. Results presented here clearly
demonstrate that these organisms can he recovcred from
rescrvoirs \\'hich maintain chlorine le\"c1s as high as 0·45 mg
I-I. It would appear that additional factors, such as temperature or organic content of the water, ha\"c an important
influence in the control of aeromonads.
The apparent association between rainfall and Icn:ls of
.icro11lonas in the water distribution system probably results
from a combination of the following factors. Initially, aeromonads could enter into the distribution system hy infiltration through breeches in the systcms integrity, primaril~
through cracks or corrosion. This ingress of contaminating
material will occur normally but will be exacerhated durin~
periods of sustained rainfall. Another contributory factor
would be an enhanced nutrient" concentration available to the
organisms as a result of the nutrient rich watcr cntcring
the system. This would allow organisms in thc distrihution
system, \\"hether planktonic or biofilm, to prolifnatc, In
addition, the tree residual chlorine in the system would he
significantly reduced through the formation of comhined
chlorine with organic material, thereby allowing the or~~lIl-
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isms to sur\"iYe. It is also possible that during conditions of
very heavy and prolonged rainfall, when particularly poor
quality water is being abstracted for treatment by the water
plant, some breakthrough into the distribution system may
occur because of the severe challenge to the treatment process.
The organisms could pass through the high chlorine disinfection em'ironment shielded by the particulate matter present under these circumstances. However, in the present
investigation, none of the samples taken immediately dmynstream of the treatment plant yielded Aero11lonas, suggesting
that infiltration, increased nutrient supply and decreased
chlorine actiYity are the contributory reasons for elevated
...JcrO/1Wllas counts during periods of heavy rainfall.
In summary, this study has shown that treated water supplies in north-east Scotland can harbour substantial numbers
ofAeromollas \rith isolates primarily recovered over the summer period. This pattern of isolation corresponds to the
pattern of aeromonad mediated gastroenteritis observed during 1994 (Sloan 1995). Although no evidence exists to support
a role for direct waterborne transmission of Aeromonas in
gastrointestinal disorders, at the present time, such a possibility cannot be discounted.
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ABSTRACT
Aeromonas are ubiquitous within the aquatic environment and have been r.eported to be
present within drinking water distribution systems subjected to chlorination. In recent years
the mesophilic Aeromonas are increaSingly being linked to human gastrointestinal disorders
and are now viewed as opportunistic pathogens. Type strains of Aeromonas were treated
with sodium hypochlorite to evaluate the sensitivity and physiological response of these
organisms to this oxidising agent. All species examined were observed to be more sensitive
to this bacteriocide than were Escherichia coli or Pseudomonas aeruginosa. However,
Aeromonas were observed to be capable of acquiring tolerance to lethal concentrations of
hypochlorite through prior exposure to sub-lethal concentrations of this agent. Acquisition of
tolerance to oxidative stress was found to occur through an adaptive physiological process.
These results demonstrate that, although being more susceptible to the oxidising effects of
hypochlorite than are other aquatic bacteria, mesophilic Aeromonas possess a mechanism
which can afford protection to disinfection agents. This provides a plausible explanation to
account for the finding that mesophilic Aeromonas are periodically recovered from treated
drinking water supplies.
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INTRODUCTION

The genus Aeromonas represents a collection of heterotrophic bacteria
commonly divided into the motile mesophilic free-living organisms and the
non-motile psychrophilic obligate parasites; both are ubiquitous in freshwater
and marine aquatic environments (Chowdhury et aI, 1990; Holmes, Niccolls &
Sartory, 1996). Mesophilic Aeromonas are the largest of the two groups both
in terms of prevalence and variety of different species/strains (Camahan &
Altwegg, 1996)).
These free-living organisms constitute a significant
proportion of the bacterial population in natural freshwater environments as
trophically diverse as upland lakes and lowland rivers and, in water-industry
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environments, as disparate as drinking-water distribution systems and
sewage waters (Holmes & Niccolls, 1995).
In such environments
aeromonads have been observed to be both planktonic and biofilm
associated. Speciation of mesophilic Aeromonas remains difficult due to the
physiolog~cal and genetic diversity of the group (Huys et aI, 1996).
PhenotYPIc approaches are numerous and can yield up to 13 species vvhile
genotypic identification currently reveals 17 hybridisation groups (Carnahan
& Altwegg, 1996; Huys et aI, 1997).
The presence of mesophilic Aeromonas in the drinking-water supply is
relevant to both the water industry and public health authorities as it can
interfere in the analysis for detection of faecal indicator organisms and also
because it is a recognised opportunistic human pathogen (Janda, 1991;
Ashbolt et aI, 1995; Mwerino et aI, 1995). Most clinical isolates are from
cases of gastroenteritis (Janda & Abbott, 1996) and, therefore, ingestion of
Aeromonas in contaminated drinking water may represent a potential risk
although to date there is no clear evidence of a waterborne outbreak or for an
epidemiological link (Holmes & Niccolls, 1995). Studies of chlorinated public
drinking-water supplies have shown Aeromonas to be present in significant
numbers (Holmes & Niccolls, 1995; Gavriel, Landre &, Lamb, 1997).
Aeromonas was found to be concentrated at particular sites in one system,
with a seasonal pattern for isolations showing a late summer peak (Gavriel,
Landre & Lamb, 1997). Interestingly, Aeromonas was frequently recovered
despite the existence of high chlorine residuals.
Chlorination of drinking-water supplies in the UK is achieved by dosing with
chlorine gas or hypochlorite solution. The pH, temperature and concentration
of ammonia nitrogen or organic nitrogen will determine vvhich forms of
chlorine develop in the water. In the absence of a chlorine demand from
nitrogenous compounds a pH and temperature dependent equilibrium
between HOCI and ocr (free chlorine) exists. In the presence of nitrogenous
compounds the free forms, being highly reactive, produce chloramines
(combined chlorine). Dosing to satisfy chlorine demand results in a free as
well as combined residual, with the total residual being the sum of these.
The bacteriocidal effect of chlorine is attributable to its oxidising effect
resulting ultimately in cell death from membrane damage affecting
permeability and transport mechanisms, protein alteration and fragmentation
including inactivation of enzymes, reaction with nucleotides and possibly
DNA (Demple, 1991; Dukan & Touati, 1996).
The current study was undertaken to evaluate the sensitivity of Aeromonas to
the effect of oxidation induced by hypochlorite. The existence in certain
bacteria of physiological mechanisms, triggered by a variety of stress factors
such as pH, temperature, and oxidising agents that -confer tolerance to higher
levels of stress has been extensively reported (Demple, 1991; Yura, Nagai &
Mori, 1993; Karem, Foster & Bej, 1994; Dukan & Touati, 1996). This adaptive
response was demonstrated with E coli where pre-exposing with H2 0 2 was
found to induce an adaptive response to both H2 0 2 and HOCI whereas preexposing with HOCI gave an adaptive response only to H2 0 2 and not to HOCI
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(Demple, 1991; Dukan & Touati, 1996). In this paper we examined the
response of Aeromonas to oxidative stress challenge by HOCI over both
short and long term periods.

MATERIALS & METHODS

Bacterial strains and media - the type strains employed for this study were
Aeromonas hydrophila NCIMB 9240, Aeromonas caviae NCIMS 13016,
Aeromonas sobria NCIMB 12065, Escherichia coli ATCC 25922, and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853. They were all grown on tryptone
soya agar (TSA) at 30°C and maintained on this medium at 4°C until use.
Millers M9 minimal medium was used to prepare cultures for the stress
assays. All media were obtained from Oxoid or Difco and chemicals from
Merck.
Oxidative stress assay - a colony from a fresh overnight TSA plate was
used to inoculate 20mL of Millers M9 minimal medium. This was incubated at
30°C for 24h and 1mL used to inoculate 20mL of fresh M9 medium and this
culture incubated at 30°C for 24h. 1mL of the resultant culture ,was used to
seed the test vessel which contained 250mL of the test suspension medium.
When washed cells were employed these were prepared by two cycles of
centrifugation at 3,500 rpm using the test medium for resuspension. The test
media used in these assays were Miller's M9 minimal medium, M9 without
glucose, ammonium-free M9 (no NH 4 CI or glucose), and 1/4 strength Ringer's
solution, with pH of these being between 7.0-7.4. Upon inoculation of the test
media the cells were challenged with oxidant, prepared as described below.
Incubation of the test vessels was at room temperature 18-22°C, shaking only
on addition of inoculum, oxidising agent, and prior to removing aliquots to
determine the concentration of viable (culturable) cells.
Determination of cell count - this was performed using the Miles & Misra
drop plate count method with TSA. A ten-fold dilution series from the test
medium was made by adding 1mL of the test suspension to 9mL of diluent
(same medium as the test suspension medium). Between 5 and 12 aliquots
of 20JJL were used and determinations were performed in duplicate.
Incubation of plates was at 30°C for 24h (further incubation did not increase
recoveries).
Non oxidant-dosed control vessels were set up for each
experiment.
Oxidising agent - hypochlorous acid was prepared from 120/0 sodium
hypochorite solution (,Everchlor', Ellis & Everard, England) and the 'NOrking
solution used for dosing in the experiments was 20mg/L chlorine. This was
introduced into the test vessel as a single dose each time. Determination of
chlorine residual was by the use of the Hach model DRI700 colorimeter with
the assay dependent on the reaction of free chlorine with N,N-diethyl-pphenylenediamine and total chlorine measurement additionally reqUiring
potassium iodide for the combined chlorine component.
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RESULTS

Chlorine sensitivity of mesophilic Aeromonas - a range of concentrations
of hypochlorite were used to examine the relative chlorine sensitivity and
showed Aeromonas to be the most sensitive to this oxidant in comparison
with E coli and P aeruginosa. A total chlorine residual of O.3Smg/L was
enough to prevent recovery of A hydrophila and E coli after 24h but P
aeruginosa was still viable (Figure 1A) and at higher doses remained
significantly the most resilient of the three organisms (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1: Recoveries of type strains after dosing in
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1/4 strength Ringers at O.35mg/L (A) and O.70mg/L (B) total chlonne
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Comp~rison of A hy~rophila with two ~ther species of mesophilic Aeromonas,
A ~avlae an~ A sobna, showed A sobna to be particularly sensitive to chlorine
'Nhllst A cavlae resembled closely A hydrophila (Figures 2A,8).
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Figure 2: Recoveries of type strains after dosing in
1/4 strength Ringer's at O.18mg/L (A) and O.3Smg/L (B) total chlorine
1/4 strength Ringer's solution was used as the test medium in this experiment
and, being a mineral buffer medium, would contain no components that
chlorine would be reactive with. The use of unwashed cells for the 1mL
inoculum would, however, introduce ammonium salt from the M9 culture
medium which in combination with hypochlorite solution would form
chloramines. Under these conditions no free chlorine, in the form of HOCI or
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DCI·, was found to be present in the Ringers test medium (data not sho'NJ1).
Similarly, when uninoculated M9 was added to the Ringers test medium, no
free chlorine was detectable. The results of the previous experiments
represent the effect of chloramines and possibly other unkno'NJ1 chlorinated
entities, rather than free chlorine, on the organisms tested. When repeated
using washed culture inocula a much smaller chlorine dose was effective in
reducing viability, as would be expected because the absence of ammonium
nitrogen would allow free chlorine to affect the suspended cells. Free
chlorine exerts a significantly stronger bactericidal effect than combined
chlorine. However, the relative susceptibilities of A hydrophila, E coli, and P
aeruginosa remained the same as before (Figur,e 3).
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Figure 3: Recoveries of type strains after dosing in
1/4 strength Ringer's at O.OS4mg/L total chlorine

Effect of test medium upon sensitivity of mesophilic Aeromonas. .- .to
investigate any effect of the test medium in influencing the inherent sensltl~lty
of the organisms a number of different solutions were analysed uSI~g
unwashed culture inoculum. Examination of a range of doses of hypochlOrite
showed A hydrophila to be most susceptible to the effects of ch~orine i.n 1/4
strength Ringer's solution and least susceptible in M9 medium Wlthout
glucose (Figures 4A-C).
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Figure 4C: Recoveries of A hydrophila in M9 without glucose
at 0.18, 0.35, & 0.70mg/L total chlorine

As no ammonium salts are present in the formulation of Ringer's solution any
chlorine added to this medium would be in a free form. However, as
unwashed culture inoculum was used this would contribute ammonium
nitrogen to the test medium so that the bactericidal effect seen here can be
attributed mainly to chloramines and possibly other forms of combined
chlorine. The effect of chlorine dosing is less severe with both M9 media
\Nhere the concentration of ammonium nitrogen is relatively very high. Dosed
chlorine would probably produce combined forms instantly before any free
form could reach and affect the suspended cells. Interestingly, the presence
of glucose in M9 results in lower viability and could be attributable to greater
metabolic activity of the cells in this environment thus speeding up exposure
of cellular mechanisms (membrane transport and enzymatic systems) to
chlorine resulting in greater damage.

Adaptation of mesophilic Aeromonas to chlorine - in these experiments
washed cultures were used with 1/4 strength Ringer's test medium. Cell
viability was determined at time zero prior to addition of the sub-lethal dose,
O.004mg/L, and after 30min immediately before addition of the higher dose,
(Figures SA-C).
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Figure 5C: Pre-exposure of A hydrophila to O.004mg/L;
subsequent dose O.OSmg/L (total chlorine)

The results indicate that the pre-exposure to a very low chlorine
concentration, 0.004mg/L, which was previously found to have no effect on
reducing recoveries over the test period, confers greater tolerance to
subsequent higher concentrations for a period of several hours. This was
particularly apparent for the 0.04mg/L dose. However, the reproducibility of
this adaptive phenomenon has been difficult to achieve and results from
similar experiments gave a cumulative effect of chlorine dosing on recoveries
where the greater the sum total dose, the greater the lethal effect.

Effect of long term exposure of mesophilic Aeromonas to chlorine - this
experiment evaluated the effect of repeated chlorine dosing upon a
suspension of A hydrophila over a period of several weeks in order to more
closely simulate exposure to this oxidant in a water distr"ibution system. M9
minus the ammonium chloride component was used to eliminate ammonium
nitrogen and the cell inoculum was washed. A dose equivalent to O.OBmg/L
total chlorine was added at day 13, 25 and 54 subsequent to an initial dose at
day 0 of 0.016, 0.04B or O.OBOmg/L (Figure 6). Over the experimental period
the unchlorinated control remained stable with no decrease in recoveries
after the first 30 days (6.6 log10 CFU) and by day BO remained at a substantial
level (4.9 log10 CFU).
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After the initial chlorine dose at day 0 the cell concentration decreased
substantially but recovered to the original level after 2 weeks. The initial
dose appeared to have little impact upon either the initial loss of viability or
the subsequent recovery. The subsequent dose of O.OSmg/L on day 13 of
incubation reduced recoveries to 1-2 log10 but viability increased by 2 log10
after a further 12 days of incubation, when the next dose was added at day
25. Again viability was reduced but not completely lost with a slow increase
of 2 log10 CFU after an additional 29 day incubation. Interestingly, the final
dose on day 54 hardly reduced recovery of the population, viability only
dropping by 1 log10.

DISCUSSION

In spite of isolating Aeromonas from drinking water supplies in the presence
of high levels of chlorine it was found to be the most sensitive to the effects of
this oxidant in our comparison with E coli and P aeruginosa. Of the three
species of Aeromonas examined A sobria showed particular sensitivity to
chlorine. This species is, however, among those commonly reported to be
isolated from chlorinated drinking-water systems.
The phenomenon of bacterial adaptation to streas factors (such as
temperature, pH and starvation) have been investigated extensively, primarily
in the Enterobacteriacea (Demple, 1991; Yura, Nagai & Mori, 1993).
Previously it was established that A hydrophila is capable of acquiring
tolerance to pH through an adaptive process (Karem, Foster & Bej, 1994).
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However, little work has been undertaken to examine the effect of chlorine
upon bacteria due to the highly reactive nature of this oxidant.
One study performed recently with E coli (Dukan & Touati, 1996)
demonstrated that the same mechanisms involved in conferring protection to
hydrogen peroxide are involved in providing resistance against chlorine.
However, they were unable to demonstrate a chlorine-induced adaptation to
subsequent treatment with chlorine. In contrast we have shown that A
hydrophila can develop a chlorine resistant phenotype when pre-exposed to
small, non-lethal concentrations of this agent. Given the reactive nature of
this oxidant, repeatability of this response has proven to be difficult to
achieve. On the basis of the data obtained this response is likely to
contribute to the recoverability of aeromonads from chlorinated drinking water
supplies.
The results of the experiments on long-term survival with repeated dosing
were interesting although interpretation of these results is complex. The fall
in recoveries after the initial dose was proportional to the size of the dose, as
would be expected. With all three doses the initial cell density was reestablished by day 13 at a rate inversely proportional to the dose. With
subsequent treatment, for all three test vessels at O.08mg/L, the rate of
recovery appears to be the same whilst the final count reached seems to be
related to the initial level of chlorine used. With further treatment the
difference in final count between the three populations is minimal. Initially
then, the rate of recovery is inversely proportional to the concentration added
but independent of cumulative exposure whereas the final count achieved is
inversely proportional to cumulative exposure.
There are a number of possible explanations for the pattern seen in these
long-term repeated dosing experiments.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The repeated exposure eventually results in the death of most of the
population. This leaves behind a more resistant sub-population aided
in its survival by nutrients provided by the lysed dead cells and
shielded from the effects of chlorine due to mopping of the oxidant by
the cellular debris from the dead population.
(ii)Alternatively, we could be seeing the results of cryptic growth where
the death of most of the population leaves behind survivors which,
aided by the nutrients obtained from the dead cells and their chlorine
mopping effect, are growing and multiplying. If growth and
multiplication of this sub-population is ruled out, then the gradual
increase in recoveries could be attributed to the time required to
recover from the stress i.e. the sub-population may be in a viable but
.
non-culturable (vbnc) state.
Another possible related explanation could be that most of the
population is not killed at this level of chlorination but, due to the
effects of chlorine stress and starvation, the cells are in a vbnc state.
The gradual increase in counts could then be attributable to gradual
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recovery from the dormant, non-culturable state some time after
contact with chlorine.
However it is liable to be that a combination of the factors of cryptic gro'Nth,
vbnc state, and adaptive tolerance account for the pattern of viability
observed.
In summary we have demonstrated that mesophilic aeromonads, whilst
displaying high levels of sensitivity to chlorine, can develop the ability to
maintain viability in the presence of substantial amounts of this bactericidal
agent.
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